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PUBLISHER'S N01'!! 
This pamphlet is designed to give prospeo..:tive students detaUed information 
about the Summer Session of Cornell University. For infonnation about the 
Uni\'(>rsity generally nnd about the work of its several colleges during the academic 
year, the enttral Circular of /nfo,,,.alion should be consulted. That circular 
and the announcements of the several colleges of the Univenity are listed on the 
last page of the cover of this pamphlet. Anyone of them can be obtained by 
applying to the Secretary of CornelJ University, Ithaca, New York. 
SUMMER COURSES IN LAW 
Por in/ormation about summer courses in Law to be given at ComeU University 
in 1923. see page 48. 
SUMMER SCHOOL OF BIOLOGY 
For information about summer courw.. in Biology to be given at Cornell Uni-
versity in 1923. see page 51. 
THE SESSION MUST BEGIN PROMPTLY 
] n order to get the full number of exercises announced for the Summer Session, 
it is necessary that all work begin promptly on Monday moming.July 9. Stu-
dents ar(' urged, therefore, to reach Ithaca in time to be present at the first ex-
ercise of each class. If possible, the student should register on Saturday. July 7; 
U not. then on Monday, July 9. in an hour not occupied by class work. 
THE CALENDAR· 
Summer Session of 1923 
Ju1y 7 .. . Saturday, 8 "\.M .-S p.M .. Registration, Room A,GoldwinSmithHall. 
July 9 .. . Monday .. .. . . . . . Instruction begins at time and place an-
nounced under each course. Registration 
continued at the Registrar's Office, 
Morrill Hall. 
July 9 ... Monday. 8 P.M. . • • . .. .' Opening Convocation. Bailey Hall. Address 
by Dr. Frank Pien-epont Graves. Com-
missioner o{ Education 'and President of 
the University of the State of New York. 
July 10. ,Tuesday evening and 
following Tuesdays ... . Organ Recital, Sage Cbapel. 
July II . Wednesday eV('ning and 
foUowing Wednesdays. Departmental Lectures and Conferences. 
July 1"1 . Thursday evening aod 
followmg Thursdays .. ,Piano Recital, Mr. E. R. Kroeger. 
July 13 . .. Friday, until 4 P.M ... •.. . Last day for payment of fees at the 
Treasurer's Office. I Morrill Hall. 
July 15 ... Sunday, II A.M. and 
follo"ing Sundays, , .. . Public Worship and Preaching in Sage 
Chapel. 
July IS ... Sunday evening and 
{ollo9,;ng Sundays . , . .. Organ Recital. Bailey Hall. 
July 16 ... Monday eveniog and 
foUowing Mondays . .. Lecture Course, Barnes Hall. 
July :10 ..• Friday evening ......... . Concert. Mabel Garrison, Soprano, Bailey 
Hall. 
August 3 . . Friday evening." ., . ... Concert. Felis Salmond. Violoncellist, 
and Richard Crooks, Tenor, Bailey Hall. 
August 17. Friday. . . . . . . . . . . . . Summer Session ends. 
The W~ Colt1td4r of the University carries announcement& of all public 
aercises b in connection with the Summer Session, 
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THE SUMMER SESSION, 1923 
OFFICERS 
Tile PresideN' oj 1M U1Iiversily 
LIVINGSTON FARRAND, A.B., M.D., L.H.D., LL.D. 
Tilt Registrar of 1M University 
DAVID PLETCHER Hoy, M.S. 
Tilt Dean oj Women 
GEORGIA LAURA WHITE, Ph.D. 
Ad",i,.islra.lifle Board 0/ tlae Summer SusUnt 
JAMBS EDWIN CREIGHTOI'I. Ph.D., LL.D., Dcan of the Gra(.)uate School 
DaXTER SIMPSON KIYBALL, M.E., Dean oC the CoUege of Engineering 
The Dean of the CoUegc of Arts and Sciences 
Bucvlive Com",illee 
R08El1,T MOltRIS OGDEN, Ph.D., Chairman 
BIlNTON SULLIVAN MONROE, Ph.D. , S""I4" 
STAFF OF INSTRUCTION' 
ALruD W. ABkAMS ....... ... . .... . .... .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. ..... . ... Education 
(Chief, Visual Instruction Division, New York State Department of 
Educatioa) 
BUSTOW ADAMS, B. A . . .. .. . .. .. .. . ' . . . .. ........... Drawing and Painting 
(Professor in the Extension Service) 
ERNEST kaas. Ph.D .... . ... ..... . . " ... ," ' , . . , ............ . Philosophy 
(Profes."or of Philosophy) 
lost B. AL&MA(i!~~~' it; 'S~~i'sh',' s;.~~~ 'Uci~~'ityj . . . . . .. Spanish 
G&oIGB GoUON ANDuws, Ph.D .... .. . .... ..... . ,. , . . , .. . . . , . History 
(Acting Assistant Professor of English History) 
lAMas FOSDIC&' BALDMN, A.B., Ph.D... ... .. . . . . .. . . . .. , . . . History 
(Professor of History. Vas.s.-lr College) 
HYMAN CHOHON BBRI,:oWITZ, A .M. , . . .. . . . . . . . . ... , . . . . Spanish 
(Instructor in Romance I...anguagcs) 
Cs.uLas cu.UNCB BmWELL, Ph,D ....... . ....... . .. , .. , ... . . . Physics 
(Assistant Professor of Ph)'sics) 
HOllER GIIY BISBor, Ph.D ............ .. ... .. ..... .. . . ' . .. Psychology 
(Instructor in Psychology) 
MTHUI ED"AIP Ro»D..LY BOA&.. Ph.D .... ,., . • . ..... . . . . . • . • .. . , . • History 
(Professor of Ancient History, University of Mic.htpn) 
ALBBRT Wo BRIll BoESCKE, Ph.D . .. .... .. , . .. ....... , .... , ..... . , .German 
(Professor of Gennan) 
&Mum. LATlMBR BooTHROYD, B.S .. , ....... . .•. • , •. , . .... • . . . .. . Astronomy 
(Prof crr of Astrooomy and. Geo:Jesy) 
.". Ntrtee of U.lutnacton iii &be Sum ...... kbooI in Acriaaltate an: lQ oa. ~ $1; of 
.... ill u.. S .' S' III i:D Ww. OQ pqe 4Ii of LIaOM ill. tbe Sommer 01 8io1op'. OQ 
....... 
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• 
s/'UUBL TILDEN BRATTON, A.M . • . • ...•... • •....... . ..•........• Geography 
(Associate Profes..-.or of Geology and Geography, University of 
Missouri) 
JULIAN PLEASANT BRETZ, Ph.D • • ••• " • •• ' •••. ' • • • , ..••••... • •. ' • •• • History-
(Professor of American History) 
TRoKAS ROLAND BRIGGS. Ph.D ... • ...........• • ...••.....•.•••• Chemistry 
(Assi.tant Professor of Physical Cbemistry and Electro-Cbemistry) 
ARmUR WBSLBY BROWNE, Ph.D ........... . ••.........•.•.•..•.. Chemistry 
(Professor of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry) 
EARLB NELSON BURROWS, M.e.E ........ . ..... . .... . . Structural Engineering 
(Assistant Professor of Bridge Engineering) 
Aa.4N DITCHFJILD CAIfPBELL, A.M •... ...... . .................. Mathematics 
. (Instructor in Mathematics) . 
HARRY C.PLAN, Ph.D . . ...... .. ...... . ... . ..... .. ......... Public Speaking 
(Instructor in Public Speaking) 
WALTER BUCDNGBAN CARVER, Ph.D ...... , ...... , .... . , .... . , Mathematics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics) 
JACOB ROLAND COLLINS, Ph.D .. . ... ... ............................ Physics 
(Assistant Professor of Physics) 
WALTER RODNEY CORNELL, B.S .. . . .... .. ... .........•.. . ........ Mechanics 
(Assistant Professor of the Mechanics of Engineering) 
RALPH THOMAS KLINE CORNWELL, B.Chem ..................... . Chemistry 
(Instructor in Chemistry) 
l..omsE COURTOIS, A.M ... • ......... • . . .......•. .. ....••.....••.... • French 
(Instructor in French, University of Oklahoma) 
CLYDE FlRWAN CRAIG, Ph.D ... . ... .. ... . ... ... .. . ....•.....•. Mathematics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics) 
O. WATTS CUNNINGHAM, Ph.D .. ... .. . ..... . ..............•..... Philosophy 
(Professor of Philosophy. University of Texas) 
KARL M . DALLENDAcH. Ph.D ........ ... ....... . ................ Psychology 
(Assistant Professor of Psychology) 
WALTER LEJSEJ\RJ"G D.M).I, B.s •..... . ... • ... . , . •.•••••••.•.•• • • Cbemistry 
(Assistant in Chemistry) 
HEJ\R\' GRATTAN DO\'l..E, A.M . . , . . . , ... , . .. " .. . . . . ... ... , ...... . ,Spanish 
(Professor of Romance Languages, George Washington University) 
ALE.XA~'DER M. DRUlIwmm, A,r.,l ..•. " ., . ..... " .. . . , ...... Public Speaking 
(Professor of Public Speaking) 
CHARLES loVE DURHAJ,I, Ph.D., Litt. D . . .. .. . .... ...... , . .. ...•.... • Latin 
(Professor of Latin) 
DoNALD ENGLlSU, B.S., M.B.A ............. , .. . ....... . .......... Economics 
(Professor of Economics and Aocounting) 
FREDERICK. EaELL FISKE. Ph.D .............. .. ..................... English 
(Assistant Professor of English) 
JOSEPH St'TLfFF POl'DA, B.Chcm ...... .. ...... . ............... . .. Chemistry 
(Assistant in Chemistry) 
EDGAR STEVENSON FURl'nSS, Ph.D............ , . .. . .. . . .......... Economics 
(Assistant Professor of PoliticaJ Economy. Yale University) 
KARL WILSON GEHRKESS, A.M ..... ............ . ...... . .. . .......... Music 
(Professor of School Music, Oberlin Conservatory of Music) 
JBAN M. GtL.s ....•........ . ......... . . ... . .. . .. ..... Physical Educatioo 
(Instructor in Physical Education. Hamilton College) 
SmJrriBY GONZALES CHORea. C.E . .. . . , .... . ....... .. ....••.•.•... Mechanics 
(Professor of Applied M .. baoics) 
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ARTHUR WAIlD Gn.BIU, B.s . .. ... .. .. . .. • .. . .. ....•.• .• • •...••. Education 
(Assistant in Education) 
DAVID CLINTON GILLESPIB, Ph.D . . .. . . .. .. .. .... . .... . .. ,. Mathematics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics> 
HERBERT ~~N CLIFFORD GRIERSON, M.A .• LL.D., D. Litt .. ...... • .. • English 
( essor of Rhetoric and English Literature. University of 
Edinburgh) 
VINCENT LoUIS GUILLOTON, Agreg' des Lettres. . . .. .. .. ..... . .. . . Prench 
(Associate Professor of French. Syracuse University) 
FIlEDERlCE SQUIRE HEMRY, A.M. , ........... .. , ............. . . .. . . French 
(Head of Department of Modern Languages, Tome School) 
EMILY HtCDlAN. Ph.D .. ... .. ... . . , .. .. . . _ .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. History 
(Professor of History. Wells College) 
FRED G. HOFFHERR, Bachelier ~s Lettres. . . . . . . ...... .... . ....... . .. French 
(Instructor in French, Columbia University) 
LoUIS BBNJAIUN HOISINGTON, Ph.D . .. .. .. .. ..... ... . .... . . ... Psychology 
(Assistant Professor of Psychology) 
ROBERT CSARLES HOUCK, B.Chem ......... . .. . ............ .. . Chemistry 
(Assistant in Chemistry) 
HARLEY EARL HoWB, Ph.D ..... '" . ... . . ... ..... ......... .. . .. . Physics 
(Assistant Professor of Physics) 
Bate VAIL HOWELL, M.C.E .. . ' ...... . .... . ..... . .... . .... Mechanics 
(Instructor in Civil Engineering) 
HoYT HOPEWELL H unsoN, M.A. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... . .... ... Public Speaking 
(Instructor in Public Speaking) 
EVERETT LEE HUNT, A.B .................. .. ... ... . .. ... . Public Speaking 
(Assistant Professor of Public Speaking) 
WALLIE ABRAHA" HUR9IITl, Ph.D ............ " . . ........ .. Mathematics 
(Assistan t Professor 0{ Mathematics) 
CLYDE R. J EHOkOS, Ph. D . . . . . . • .. . ...•.. . . . . . . .. . ...... . ... ...... • Latin 
(Chairman, Department of Latin, Newtown High School, Queens, 
New York City ) 
RIVERDA HARDING JORDAN, Ph.D. . . . .. ... . . . . . . ....... . EduCltiOil 
(Professor of Education) 
DEXTER MERRIA~ KEEZE R, A .B .... ' . ...... . . . .. .. .. . .. . ... EconomiCi 
(Instructor in Economics) 
MYRON SLADE KESDRICJ:, A . M . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. " ... Economics 
(Instructor in Economics) 
EARLa HESSE KESNARD, Ph.D... . ....... .. . . . .. .... .... Physica 
(Assistant Professor of Physics) 
ERKEST RICHARD KROEGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• " .. . . .. . ~1 usic 
(Director. Kroeger Sehool of ~I"';c. St. Louis) 
HAROLD TALBOT LACE\', B.Chem . ... . .. . ............. ' ..... Chemistry 
(Assistant in Chemistry) 
R,NIt LAMA. A¢~ des Lettres .... . .. . ... ... .. .. . . . .. . . . .... .. French 
(Professor, Ly~ de Beauvais) 
JAIIIES FREDERJCC MASON, Ph.D ..................... .............. . French 
(Professor of the Romance Languages and Literatures) 
P4VL McCoin&:, M.S.... ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ..... .... ... ..... .. . Pbysics 
(Instructor ill Physics) 
As. EMANI18L MCKrNN1!Y. A.M. . .. . ... .... . . .............. Chemistry 
(Instructor in C~miatry) 
VlCTOa Et.vu, MOMnTr. Ph.D .... .. ... . ..... . ................... <l«>IOU 
(AnociA " Profeosor of Geology. Ualvenity of Oklahoma) 
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BSNTON SULLIVAN MONROE, Ph. D . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . •• ..•• • ..... • •• . . English 
(Assistant Professor of English) 
DAVID WILSON MOORS • • .•.. • . • . , • . . ... . ....• . •.. • . • ..••. . .•.. • • Chemistry 
(Assistant in Chemistry) 
DAVID SHERMAN MORSE, A.M ... . . . . .. . . ... . ... , . .. .... .. .. ... Mathematics 
(Instructor in Mathematics) 
GUY BRooK.S M UCHMORE, A.B .. ... . . .... . .. .. . . .. . . •• .. . • . Public Spealring 
(Assistant Professor of Public Speaking) 
CARLETON CRASE MURDOCK, Ph.D . .......... . . .... . . ... .. ... . . . ... . Physics 
(Assistant Professor of Physics) 
MELVIN L. NICHOLS, B.Chem., Ph.D .... ... .. .. ... . . . . . . .. ... .... Chemistry 
(Assistant Professor of Analytical Chemistry) 
PAUL ALLEN NORTHROP, B.S •... . • . • • •...••..• • .....•••... . • • ... . . • Physics 
(Instructor in Physics) 
CLARK SUTI1ERLAND NORTHUP, Ph.D . .. .. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . ....... .. ... English 
(Professor of English and Librarian of the Hart Memorial Library) 
RODERT MORRIS OGDEN, Ph.D .... .. . . . ... . . . .......... . ..... .. .. Education 
(Professor of Education) 
WILLI"M RIDGELY ORNDORFF, Ph.D ... .. . .. ... , . . . . , . . ... , . . .. . . . Chemistry 
(Professor of Organic and Physiological Chemistry) 
FREDERICW: WILLIAM OWENS, Ph.D .. .. . .. ... . .. . .... .. ......... Mathematics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics) 
CUAR.L£S H. PATTERSON .. ... . . . .. ... . . ... . .......... .. ....... . Sbop-Work 
(Assistant in Foundry) 
HAao LD CUARLES PERW:INS. M.E . .... .... . . . . . . .................. Mechanics 
(Instructor in Mechanics) 
MILl'S ALDION P OND, Ph.B ... . . . .. ... • . . ..... . •.•. • ... Descriptive Geometry 
(Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering) 
PAUL RUSSEL POPE. Ph.D •.. ... . . . . . . .. . ... . . . ' .. .• •... . . • ........ Ge:nna..o 
(Professor of German) 
]AW ES T. QUARLES • ...•.. • .• •• ... •• •. • • • .••• . .• •. . •• • •. • • .•.• • • •..• Music 
(University Organist and Assistant Professor of Music) 
PRAfoll: WALTER REED, Ph.D . . . .. . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .•..•... Mathematics 
(Instructor in Mathematics) 
ARTHUR JOBfol RroER. M .S •.. . . .•• • . • . ..•• • • • • ••. •• . •• ••••• • •• • • Chemistry 
(Instructor in Chemistry) 
GaORGE MERIUTT ROBISON, Ph.D ... . . .. .. . .... . .. . . ... . .• . ••• . Mathematics 
(Instructor in Mathematics) 
RAswl"s S. SA8Y, Ph.D . . .... . . . . . .. .. ... .. . . . , ... . ....... . ... . Government 
(Assistant Professor of Political Science) 
MARTlN WIJGBT SMIPSON, M.A .... .... . . .. .. . .. . .................. English 
(Gold";. Sm;th Professor of English Uterature) 
OBULD DE WITT SANDERS, Ph.D ......... . . . . . . . ......•..•......•..• English 
(Instl'Uctor in English) 
Jl'aANCls ROBERT SURPS, Ph.D . . • ...• •. . • • .. .• .. • ... • • • •• • ••. Mathematics 
(Professor of Mathematics) 
DUN FuNnlH SMJt.BY, M.D ... .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . ....•....•.. Hygiene 
(A.astant Professor of Hyg;.ue and Medical Adviser) 
VIRGn. SI'lYD8R. Ph.D .. . ...... . ..... ... ....... . ... .. .... . •... Matbem.tica 
(Professor of Matheroatks) 
W AI. na KING SroHll . .... ... ...... ... . .. ........... Drawing and PaiDlUIg 
(Act;ng AssUrtaot Professor of Ora,"",) 
WU IIA" STlUN~ ;r.o Ph.D •.. . . . . . .... •. ... . ...... . ... . •.•..••• , •• EDaliab 
(Profess.,. of English) 
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JASPER LEONIDAS STUCKEY, A.B ..... , .............. Geology and Geography 
(Assistant in Physical Geography) 
EDWARD BRADFORD TITCHENBJ, Ph.D., LL.D., D.Se., Litt.D ...... ,Psychology 
(Sage Professor of Psychology in the Graduate School, Lecturer in Psychology) 
CLARENCE ELLSWORTH TOWNSEND, M.E .... . ..... . ..... . Mechanical Drawing 
(Assistant Professor of Drawing in the College of Engineering) 
LEONARD CaURCR URQUHART, C.E. , ....... .... .. . .. Structural Engineering 
(Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering) 
OSCU DIEDERICH VON ENGELN, Ph.D ....... ..... .... . Geography and Geology 
(Professor of Physical Geography) 
S8TH WAItE .. AN, Ph.D ...... , " ... . ... _ ..... .. ,_ " .. " .. EdU'tation 
(Assistant Professor of Education) 
ULYSSES GRANT WEATHERLY, Ph.D., Litt.n ... .... .. ............ Economics 
(Professor of Economics and Sociology. Indiana University) 
JOBN LEROY WEBBR, C.E ................................... Hydraulics 
(Assistant Professor of Hydraulics) 
ALBBRT EDWARD WELLS .... ... • .. .••................ ..... . . . Shop-Work 
• (Sibley ProfesSor of Mechanic Arts) 
PUNIC ERNBST WlLLIAMS, A.M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. Geograpby 
(Assistant Professor of Geoglaphy and Industry, Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania) 
WaLlA .. LLoYD GARRISON WILLIAMS, Ph.D ............. • ... •. Mathematics 
(Assistant Professor of Mathematics) 
AITHUI D. WIIGBT, A.M ... ..•...•...•••..• • ••.••....••.•..... Education 
(Assistant Professor of Education, Dartmouth College) 
MIGUBL ZAPATA. y TORRES, A.S ........... , ....................... Spanish 
(Instructor in Romance Languages) 
KARL AB8LL ZELLER. Ph.B., A.M ..... .........................•.... Pbysic» 
(Principal of High School, Ni1es. Ohio) 
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OBJECT OF THE SUMMER SESSION 
The primary object of the Summer Session is to advance education by heJpfnc 
thoS(' enRaged in it. The instnlction is adapted to the needs of the foUowing 
classes : 
I. Professors and teachers in colleges and schools, superintendents, and 
super\'isors of special branches of instruction. 
The announcements of the different departments show a wide range of work. 
This work is either advanced and, therefore, suited to specialists who wish to 
pursue "th('ir indh-jdu3) study; or more elementary and adapted to teachers who 
desire to start in a new field. In addition to the instruction of the classroom. 
the Universit y's lihrari('s, museums, laboratories, and shops are open for use. 
,. College students in Cornell or other universities who wish to make some 
scholastic usc o( the long vacation, especially those whose college studies may 
for on(' re:i:;;on or another have been interrupted. In the case of graduates some 
of the eours('s otTcr('rl may be counted toward an advanced degree. See the 
A ""(tIHlUmrnt of 1M Graduate School for details regarding opportunities for 
'ldYanC'l'd work ant! reSC';)rch during the summer. 
Fn~lcrgradu3tcs may anticipate requirements and thereby shorten their course, 
or may mak(' 11]1 ui:-.ting deficiencies. The conditions for receiving credit, and the 
amount which m;)y ill' obtained, are stated on pages 9 and 10. 
;\. Stu<i('nts ('ntl"rin~ the University and wishing to obtain surplus credit 
at ('ntram.T, or to complC't(' the ('ntrance requirements. It often happens that 
studellt s haw in jlll1C more or less than the requirements for admission to coUege. 
Thc Summer S<-:-.sion afior<ls thl.:m thl" opportunity either to add to their surplus 
and lhllS, in som(' ClS('S, to gain a year in time: or to make up their deficiency. 
4. ..\11 pl'f'SOnS qualifi!.'t1 to pursue with profit any course given, whether or 
not th( ':'-' ;\r,' \ ' n~Flg('(' in formal study or t('aching . 
• 
ADMISSION, ATTENDANCE, REGISTRATION 
Thl·r!.' aft.: 110 cltaminalions for admission to the Summer Session. For condi· 
tions of admission to courses in the Summer School in Agriculture, see page 58. 
Each person must, howenr, sati!'fy the instructor in charge of any course (unless 
it 1)(' ('lcmt·nt;lry ) th<lt he is qualified to pursu(' the work. Any duly registered 
student of the SumnwT Session may visit such classes as he desires. Admission to 
tbe ~lassrooms is restricted to duly registered students. Persons wishing to have 
work <lon(' ~Iuring the Summ('1' Session counted towards a degree, must conform 
to the Tl'gUlations :-; takd. under the heading "Academic Credit for Work," page 9. 
:\11 students art' required to n·!.';ster at the office of the Registrar. They may 
regis!"r on Satllrda \, . july i. between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m., or upon the day oftheir 
arri"al, if they rl-nch Ithaca on july 9 or later. Registration on July 7 is urged. 
Regislr.:ttion in advance of the dates here given is not required; prospective 
students nC(.'(! not apply in advance for registration blanks. 
Class ClIt'l"cises begin at 8 a. m. ).tonday. July 9. Thereafter the Registrar', 
office is open rrom 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. every day elCcept Saturday, when it is closed 
at noon. 
Students who wish credit for graduate work must register not only with the 
Registrar but also with the Dean of the Graduate School, Room 22. Morrill Hall. 
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TUITION FEE 
The single tuition fee, with the exceptions noted below, (or the entire Summer 
Session, whether one course or more is taken, is '40. This must be paid at the 
office al the Treasurer, Room ., Morrill Hall, within five days after regist ration 
day. In case of withdrawal within five days from the first registration day. for 
reasons satisfactory to the Comptroller and the Registrar, the tuition paid maybe 
refunded and the charge cancelled. In case of withdrawal within two weeks nft('t 
the first registration day. one-half of the tuition may be refunded . In ta!'C of regis-
tration after the first three .. 'eeks of the session, students must pay two-thirds of 
the full tuition fee. No student is admitted without the payment of this fee. 
Admission to classes is restricted to duly registered ltudeDt •. 
Por tuition fee in th" Summer School of Law see page 49. 
For instruction in swimming and E'quitation an exira (t'C is charJ.!pd. See P 39. 
Instruction in the Summer School of Agriculture is (rcc to students registered 
therem who have been residents of the State for at least one year. S~'I: page 
58. For all others the tuition is the same as (or other work, '40. Jo'rcc tu it ion 
does not include instuction in the Summer School of Biology t"Ir any instruction 
outside the College of Agriculture. nor are students receiving (ree tuition permitted 
to attend classes outside the College of Agriculture. 
Student. in the Summer School of Agriculture are required to pa, an 
incidental fee of teo dollan. Thil fee il included in the forty dollars paid for 
tuition. Sec page 58. 
Persons tlking courses in the Slimmer School of Acriculture and in any depart-
ment of the Slimmer Senion must felilter in both· the Summer School and the 
Slimmer Session, paying, however, only one tuition fee . 
Any tuition fee or other fee may be changed by the Trustees to take efft'ct 
at any time without pre.ioul notice. 
LABORATORY FEES 
Chemiftry. A ftc is charged (or material actually con5umecl, anri such de-
posit must be made with the TreaSllrer as the instructor may p~crihe. 
PhydCII. The fee in Physics is at the ratc o( $1 for ewry fi\'c hours a week 
of work in the laboratory. The entire amount must bc pairi to the TrC'a:mr"r at 
the becinninl of the aeuiOD. 
Geop-aphy md GeoloU. In course S 8 and in course S 9 a flOC of $1 must 
be paid in advance to the Treasurer to cover incidental expenses of the COUf"3C. 
Shop-Work. Students not matriculated in the College or Engineering of 
Cornell University pay a (ee or '3.50 {or each credit hotU" of shop'~'ork (or whiC'h 
they register. 
LiIIrary DepoaiL Sec under library, page 13. 
BloloD'. Sec pages 5>-56. 
ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WOIUt 
Ja the CoUece ot Arts ud ScieDceI. The academic requirements (or the 
degree of Bachelor 01. Arts are the completion 01 one hundred a.nd twenty hours of 
elective WOC'k. Bef«c graduation a student must complete liz hours in each of 
... eu apor'ified groups olltudy. thirty of these hours during the first two years, 
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under certain restrictions (the underclass requirements). During his laat two 
years he must also elect twenty hours in some one department or group of related 
departments (the upperclass requirements), 
To obtain credit toward the Cornell degree by means of work done in Summer 
&Ossions, a student must have previously satisfied the entrance requirements of the 
College, an~1 must obtain in advance the Dean's approval of his selection of courses. 
He may then obtain in any Summer Session credit for the number of hours he 
passes. .To ohtain credit for a tenn of residence he must pass a total of at least 
twel"l' hours in two or more Summer Sessions, with a minimum of four or a 
maximum of eight in each Session. Credit for two terms of residence, but no 
m01"t", may 11(' SC'curcd in this way. 
mOther CoUeges 01 the University. The nature and amount of credit anowed 
in other colleges at Cornell (or work in the Summer Session may be learned 
from thC' statements under the announcement of each course. 
In the Graduate School. Graduate work at ComeU is not expressed in terms 
of cour"~'" or of hours. A graduate of any college whose requirements for a 
first dc,.,-ce arc suhst.'l.ntially equivalent to those for the first degree at Cornell 
m01Y be ndmittcd to re~ident study in the Graduate School. He may at once enter 
upon candidacy {or 3n advanced degree if he is able to show that he has had 
adequate preliminnry training in the subjects in which he proposes to work. 
The rt'quircments for the degree do not depend primarily on the completion of 
any prt'$crilled numher o{ courses or of a fixed term of residence. They are 
ruther I,a" ~'i l upon actual achievement in scholarship and research in the fields 
indic..'l.l<'<i l'~' the major and minor subjects. The writing of a thesis and the 
passin.: of a special C'xamination are also fe-quired. The minimum period of 
~ilil'nC't' for the ~rastC'r's degree is one academic year or its equivalent, and 
for the Doctor's dq . .:rt ,(, three years. 
7'ot 011 work dOlw "y a graduate student is graduate work in the strict sense 
of thC' tC'nn. Graduate work to be considered acceptable for a degree must 
be or ;'I' h·a.ncc.1 charactl'r in some field or department of knowledge. No residence 
tow:ti',I!' a mash-r's deJ!T"(: ",;11 be granted any student who does not register 
with the lk:ln of the Graduate School within three days after the opening of 
the Session, and who d~ not {onnall), become a candidate for this degree under 
the direction of a special committee. The latest day for such registration in 1923 
is J ul)' 12. 
StudC'nts of the University Summer Session, of the Summer School of Biology, 
and of the Summl'f School in Agriculture who have been admitted to candidacy 
for an advanced degree are required to pay the regular tuition of the session 
but art' exempt (rom tuition and administration fees in tbe Graduate School. 
On r<>g1stcring {or the first time as candidates, students who have not previously 
matriculatro in CorneD University will be given matriculation without payment 
of the usual fee on presenting a certificate that tbey have paid tbe tuition charges 
for the nlfTcot Summer Session. . 
Students registered in the Graduate School and excused from tuition in the 
SumtnC1' School in Agriculture as residents of New York State are charged 00 
their first registration in the Graduate Sehool a matriculation fee of flO, and for 
each sess;on an administration fee of 16.25. 
The r.sidence requirements for the degree of Mast.< of Arts may be ful6lled 
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in wnole or in part by attendance during the Summer Session of the Univenity. 
For this purpose. two Summer Sessions will be regarded as the equivalent of one 
term. and four Summer Sessions as the equival~nt of one year. Candidates for 
. this 1egree who are in residence during Summer Sessions only are also required 
• to continue their stuwes during the year under the direction of the chairman 
of the special committee in charge of their work. 
Any person wishing to become a candidate fnr an advanced degree and to 
study during the Summer Session is advised to write to the professor whose work 
he expects to take .. and also to the Dean of the Graduate School, asking (or a 
blank form of application for admission to the Graduate School. It is much 
better to make these arrangements before coming to Ithaca, thus avoiding delay 
and interTuption of study after the Summer Session has begun. In this way. 
moreover, it may be possible to secllJ"e the advice and guidance of professors in 
fields of study of which no specific mention is made in the announcements. Not 
an departments formally offer graduate work. In some departments, notably in 
the Slimmer School of Biology. opportunities for research may be had for a longer 
period than the six weeks during which courses are formally conducted. 
In certain departments also an invitation is issued to scholars who are beyond 
the stage of regular graduate study to make use of the resources of the University 
in these fields for caIT}'ing on research. 
CERTIFICATES POR WORK DONE 
Students of the Summer Session who are not matriculated in the University 
may receive certificates of attendance and of work satisfactorily perionned. 
Application for them must be made before August 16. and the applicant must 
leave at the office of the Registrar a large·sized envelope stamped and directed to 
his home address. The certificate will then be forwarded by mail. The regula-
tions of each department for the granting of a certificate must be met. 
COST OF LIVIl'IG 
The cost of board and furnished room in Ithaca during the Summer Session 
runs bOlD '10 a week upwards. In some cases the cost has been reduced to 19. 
but it is not safe to count upon less than this sum. 
The price of a single furnished room may be as low as '3 a week. The prices 
advance with the size and location of the rooms. 
Rooms are engaged with the understanding that they will be occupied for 
the entire session. UJ1less otherwise agreed upon by both parties. Table board 
is usually eupged by the week, or, if so stated, by the day. 
A list of desirable rooms in private houses may be had on application after 
June I. Students are cautioned against unauthorized rooming·hou.se agent.. 
The price of. table board. runs from '7 to '10 in boarding houses. 10 cafeterias 
ud restaurants. tbe average c:ost of meals amounts to about the same sum. 
Thlee cafeterias under ~ management of the University are easily a"CeYible 
on the campus. 
RESIDEftTIAL BALLS, ROOMS, BOARD 
I. .01' W'omea. The Univenity has three nsidential baJ. for women in 
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which hoard and rooms may be obtained duriog the Summer Session by registered 
Itudents only. 
Rooms in these buildings will be reserved in the order of application. Each 
application for a room must be accompanied by a deposit of $5: otherwise the 
application will not be entered. If the room assigned is occupied by the applicant 
the amount of this deposit is held until the end of the session to cover the return 
of keys, damage to building or furniture other than ordinary wear and tear, and 
to insure the completion of the lease. The deposit is refunded if the applicant 
gives formal notice to the manager on or before June IS that' she wishes to with. 
draw her application. 
In Sage College, which accommodates 175. the cbarge for room, table board, 
and a specified amount of laundry, will be, for the session, from f72 t0$848ccOTd. 
ing to the size and location of the room. 
I n Prudence Risley Hall, which accommodates 184. the charge will be from 
S78 to :'84 according to the room occupied. 
In both buildings this charge includes lodging Friday night. July 6 (not earlier). 
breakfast Saturday. July 7. and aU meals to and including breakfast Saturday. 
Au~st 18. 
Members of the Summer Session who do not room in Sage College or Prudence 
Risley Hall may obtain table board at either. The charge is 59 a week. 
[n Cascn<1illa Han a furnished room may be had for the six weeks of the Sum-
mc-r Session at a cost of '23 to '29. this charge including a specified amount 
of laun,lr~·. This building is furnished like the others but has shower baths and 
not tubs. In this building the University maintains a dining-room and a cafeteria 
restaurant where meals may be had at reasonable rates. 
Each of the rHidential halls is in charge of a warden, who is glad to know the 
students, to advise them in case of illness or other emergency, and to give them 
wh:\t information they may wish about the University, the town, and the com-
munity. It is understood that persons Jiving in the Halls will conform to the 
house regulations made for the convenience and comfort of all. 
Undergraduate women students of Cornell and other colleges and other women 
students under twenty-one years of age are expected to live in the Residential 
Halls or in ODe of the Approved Houses occupied exclusively by women and under 
the direct supervision of tbe Dean of Women. 
A Ust of Appro"ed Boules may be had on request after June I, and also • 
aapplementaJy lilt 01 houses available for older womeo who prefer to live outside 
of the BaU. and Approved Houses. 
It 11 Dot safe to engage rooms ill places Dot recommended by the UDivenilJ. 
Por room plans and an information relative to the •• BaU" and to other Apprond 
Bouea tor women, apply to the M .... 'er of Residential Balli, Sace College, 
Ithaca, ft. Y. 
a. Por Un. Rooms in Baker Court will be available for men students. 
Por room plans and aU information concerning Baker Court, apply to the Univer-
sity T ............. !thau. N. Y. 
Checks for reservation of room, or in payment of board. bills, should be drawn 
to the ordll'r of Cornell University. 
seU....-opport. Students, both men and women, who may wish to earn a part 
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of their expenses during the Slimmer Session, are invited to correspond in advance 
with the Manager of Residental Halls, Sage CoUege, Ithaca, N. Y. 
THE LIBRARIES 
The University Library is open on week days from 8 a. m . to 10:30 p. m. In 
this bWlding are the main library, containing about five hundred thousand volumes, 
and most of the seminary and special libraries. The main reading room affords 
accommodations for more than two hundred readers, and contains a selected 
library of over 8,000 volumes of reference works. BelOW stairs is the periodical 
room in which are kept the C1lJTent numbers of about five hundred journals in 
various fields of knowledge. These rooms are open to al1 students. Students 
properly quali6ed are allowed the use of the seminary rooms and the books in 
them. The main collection is primarily a library of referenoe for use in the build-
ing. Students are, however, to a limited extent, aUowed to take out books (Of 
home use. Persons wishing this privilege must make a deposit of Is. which will 
be refunded upon the return of all books taken out. 
The Library of the College of Agriculture, in the basement of Stone Hall, 
is open on week days trona 9 a. m. to 5 p. m ., except Saturoa}', when it is closed 
at I p. m. In it wiD be found a large collection of bulletins and reports of experi. 
ment stations. reference books on agriculture and country life, agricultural 
periodicals, and the like. The entomological library, in the Department of 
Entomology on the fourth floor of the main building, is one of the most complete 
of its kind in the United States. Nearly aU the departments in which instroction 
is given have well-selected departmental libraries. 
SAGE CHAPEL 
Religious services are conducted in Sage Chapel throughout the academic 
year by eminent clergymen selected horn the various religious denominations.. 
There will be services in the Chapel on five Sundays during the Summer Session, 
July IS to August 12, inclusive. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS AND MEDICAL ADViCB 
The medical advisers oblene reruJar ofllte bo1lfl, daily 10-1.2 a. DL, at tbcdt 
respectin odICH ill the 1T"'"',;um for mea uad ill Sace CoUece for womeo. 
In cases of illness or indisposition. which involve absence from classes even 
fot one day. students are expected to report immediately either in pc::rsoo., by 
telephone. or by messenger to the medical advisers' oflice. Por the convenience 
of the medical advisers such iDn .... should be reported early in the day, Studenta 
who are indisposed but still able to attend d'Mes should consult the medical 
advisers immediately in CONder that advice may be given and diagnosis of incipieot 
diu q e. may be made pJomptly. Any student failing to report as SOOD as pc»-
sible to the medical advi.sen any contagious or infectious disease will be reprded 
as guilty 01 a serious broodl 01 discipline. 
No charge is made fOr the services of the medical advisers. 
A student may at any time be requested to withdraw faom the Uni"en:ity 
if, in the opinion of the University authorities. the cooditioo of his health is tueh 
&I to make it unwise for him to rem'in 
, 
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THE CORNELL INFIRMARY 
The ComeJl Infirmary is the former mansion of the late Henry Williams 
Sage, for many years chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University. At his 
death in 1&17. his sons, Dean and William Henry Sage, endowed it and gave it 
to the Universi ty for a students' Infirmary as a memorial to their father. In 
1912 a modem fireproof addition was erected with a capacity of sixty.two beds. 
The Infirmary, which is in charge of an experienced superintendent, is thor~ 
oughly ('quipped in every way, and is open throughout the University year. 
It provides suitahle> rooms, food, and nursing for sick students. It has no medical 
staff; students employ their own physicians among practitioners in Ithaca or 
elsewhere. 
Students in the University Summer Session and in the Summer School in 
Agric\I!tun' have aU the privileges of admission to the Infirmary. They pay 
no fee in advance, but are liable to regular charges for services rendered . 
LECTURES, MUSICAL RECITALS, EXCURSIONS 
In addition to the regular classroom work there will be public lectures on 
Monday evenings. 
There are also lectures of general interest each week in connection with the 
various departments. Notice of these win be given in the University Calendar. 
Organ rl'citals will be given on Tuesday evenings in the Sage Chapel and on 
Sunday ('venings in Bailey Hall. 
A piano lecture·recital will be given each week by Mr. Emest R. Kroeger. 
Two University concerts by distinguished artists will be given during the 
Sumrrer Session. See the calendar on p. 2 . Tickets for these concerts may 
be had at reduced rates by all students. 
\\'ednesdoy evenings are devoted to the departmental conferences, which 
are OJ:en to 011 interested. l\otice of these will be given from week to week. 
In connection with the work of the several departments excursions are made to 
many points of interest. Some of these are open to aU members of the Summer 
Session. l'\'otable for their attractiveness are the excursions to Watkins Glen and 
to Niagara Palls. 
RAILROAD ROUTES 
Ithaca is reached by three railroads: the Lehigh Vaney; the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna, and " 'estern; and the Central New York Southern. The Ithaca branch 
of the Lackawanna leaves the main line at Owego. Through trains run from 
New York and Buffalo on the Lehigh, and through sleeping cars run daily from 
New York on both roads. Prom Philadelphia, and front Baltimore, Washington, 
and the South via the Baltimore & Ohio, the Philadelphia & Reading connects 
with tM Lehigh at Bethlehem. On the Lehigh, through trains for Ithaca coo-
nect with the r-;ew York Central at Auburn, and with the Pennsylvania (North-
ern Central) and the Erie at Elmira. Trains on the Central New York Southern 
alIo connect with the New York Central at Auburn. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
See index, p. 77. 
Most of the courses offered consist of five exercises a week, one each week day 
except Saturday. The number of actual hours of class work in a ny course may 
be found by multiplying the number of weekly exercises by six. 
The word "hour" used in reference to University credit means the equivalent 
of one ctass exercise a week (or a half-year or one semester. One hundr<,d and 
twenty such "hours" are required of candidates for the A.B. degree . 
G. S .... Goldwin Smith Han. 
ASTRONOMY 
S I. General Astronomy. Credit two or thrce hours. Lectures and recita. 
tions, daily 8, Li"c411l39. Laboratory, T Th, 7:J~:30 p. m., at the Obs('rv:1tory. 
Professor BOOTHROYD. 
A general introductory course intended eSp<'cially for {(·achers who m:l.y wish 
to prepare more thoroughly for teaching general science or geography. Lectures, 
recitations, and laboratory. The It'CtUTC5 arc illustrated by means of mOflels and 
lantern slides; the 12"';nch equatorial and other instruments of thE' obS<'rvatory 
are used for illustration in the laboratory. Young's Manual 0/ A stronomy is 
used for reference. 
CHEMISTRY 
The courses announced below correspond entirdy or in I'art with courses 
given during the regular sessions of the l'nivcrsity. For regular students the 
requirements for admission to the various courses ~' il1 be the same as during the 
year. 
Teachers may be admitted to any course for which their general training or 
expe:rien~ may be considered to prepare them. E\'(~ry effort will he made to 
meet the individual needs of teachers by arranging and modifying the ""ork as far 
as possible so as to fulfill the particular requiremcnts in each case. 
Sial. lPtroduc:tory mor,anic: Chean.try. Credit for a. h, and c, six hours. 
(a) Lectures, daily except Sat., 12. RDCIuJ~lk,. Professor Blow~Eand ~Ir. 
MOORE. The lectures deal with the fundamental theories and laws of cht·mi~t ry. 
and with the more common elements and their compounds. They arc profusely 
illustrated by experiments. The course is primarily designed to meet the needs 
of teachers in secondary schools, and to that end emphasis is laid upon methods of 
lecture presentation and experimental demonstration . Students othcr than 
teachers must, before registering, satisfy tbe department that they arc property 
prepared to carry on the work . 
(b) Laboratory work, M W, 8-12, aDd T Th P, <)-12. JiDfJl!. ~fr. ~IcKI:-';SE\, 
and Mr. HoucK.. A series of uperimmts designed to illustrate the fundamental 
laws of ebcmistry and to acquaint the student ~;th the properties of the p;ncipat 
elements and their compounds. For the benefit of teachcrs who may take the 
course lpecial a.ttention will be civen to the methods of laboratory instruction, 
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(c) Recitations. T Th F, 8. A(fWse, Mr. MCK!NNEY. The recitatiODI 
deal with the sy.bject matter of the lectures and with the experimental work in the 
laboratorr: thorough dri1l in the solution of chemical problems. 
S 20S· IDtroduttory Quant.tin Analysis. Credit one to six hours. Lectures 
and recitations, daily except Sat., 8. M'!,se A. Laboratory, daily except Sat., 
I :30-4:3°, and t-.r W P. 9·12. Mr. RIDER and Mr. Duul. 
This course compriS('S (I) a study in classroom and laboratory of the methods 
for detecting each of the important acids in the presence of the others, together 
w;th the' fl':lctions involved, followed by the analysis of mote complex mixtures 
than those assigned in course S 210; and (2) a comparative study in the laboratory 
of different m('thoos of detecting and separating the bases. 
S JIO. Introductory Qualitative Analysis. Shorter Course. Credit three 
houfl'. uctures. ~t \\' F, J I. Morse C. Laboratory, daily except Sat .• J :30-
4:30. ;"Ir. RIllEk and Mr. DJMM. 
An d~'nWn(;lry cO\lr~~' for th~c who have had the equivalent of course S 101. 
A study in laboratory and classroom of the methods of detecting and separating 
th(' principal b.'L<;es and inorganic acids. This is fonowed by the analysis of vari-
ous !'ubslancl's. cither in solution or in solid fonn, the composition of which is un-
known to the st udents. ConsideJ'able emphasis is laid upon the writing of equa-
tions ,·xprt·ssin.: the reactions involved in the work. 
S 220. Introductory Quantitative Analysis. Credit six hours. Lectures, 
ft'Cit.:llion!'. and laboratory l 'racticc. Lectures, daily except Sat ., 8. Morse C. 
Lahoratory. daily l'X(,Cpt Sat., 9· J. Assistant Professor NICHOLS and Mr. FONDA. 
Th(' I'rt'II<lration and standardization of various volumetric solutions and their 
usc in analyzing a variety of suhstances; gravimetric methods; stoichiometry. 
S 22..... . latroductory Quantitative Analysis. Shorter COUlae. Credit three 
hour,;; . I..<:'Ctllrcs an.llaborato!'y practice. Lectures, T Th, II, Morse C. Lab-
oratory. daily except Sal., 8-11. Assistant Professor NICHOLS and Mr. FONDA. 
Tht· I'rl 'l,aration and use of ,'olumetric solutions and work in elementary gravi· 
metric analysis. 
S 230. Advanced Quantitative Analysis, Credit two to four hours. Reci-
tations and 1aboratory practice. Prerequisite course 220. Laboratory, daily 
except Sat .• 8· J. Recitation at hours to be arranged. Assistant Professor 
NICIIOLS and :'\Ir. FOSDA . 
Gravimetric, ,'olumetric, and electro1ytic methods of ana1ysis, and methods 
of eombustion analysis ; analyses of iron and steel, alloys, special steels, slags,. 
coal and coke, cement and cement materials, and ores of copper, lead. zinc, 
mercury. manganese, tin, tungsten, chromium, etc. 
S 30S, lotroductory Orga.a.ic Chemistry. 
A. Aliphatic Compounds. Credit three hours. kctures and written re-
\;ews. Daily. 9. Mo's~ 119. Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. LACEY. 
B. Aromatic Compounds. Credit three hours. Lectures and written r&-
\"le'a"s, Daily. 8, Morse B. Open to those who have had or who are taking S 
lOS A. ~Ir. CaRSWELL and Mr. LACEY. 
The lectures discuss systematicaUy the more important compounds of carbon, 
their occurrence, methods of preparation, reactions, relations. and uses. 
S 310. lotroductor"y Orpnjc Cbem;.",. 
A. Aliphatic ComPOWI<u. Credit one to three hours. Laboratory practioo 
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and otal reviews. Open to those who have had or are taking S 305 A. Hours to 
be arranged. Mr. CoItNWBLL and Mr. LACEY. 
B. Aromatic Compounds. Credit one to three hours. Laboratory practice 
and oral reviews. Open to those who have had Or are taking S 305 Band S 310 A. 
Hours to be arranged. Mr. CORNWELL and Mr. LACEY. 
The student prepares a large number of typical compounds of carbon, and 
familiarizes himself with their properties, reactions, and relations. It is rccom. 
mended that 5 30S A and S 310 A be taken in one summer, and that S 305 B 
and S 31"0 B be taken in the {anawing summer. In exceptional cases both may 
be taken together by special pennission. 
S 320. Ad'flDced Organic Chemistry. Credit two or more hours. Lahora· 
tory practice at houn to be arranged. Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. CORNWF-I-L. 
The course in the preparation of organic compounds is here continucrl. the 
preparations, however, being more difficult, and requiring more skill and ex-
perience on the part of the student. 
S 330. The Coil Tar [)yestutfs. Credit two to four hours. Laboratory prac-
tice. Houts to be arranged. Professor OlNOOllFF and Mr. CORNWELL. 
Various intermediate products used in the preparation of dyes are made ano. 
from these, representatives of the different groups of dyestuffs are preparc<i and 
studied. 
S 340. Methods of Orcanic Analysis. Credit two or more hours. Labora-
tory practice, with occasional lectures. Hours to be arranged. This course 
presupposes courses in introduet.ory organic chemistry and introductory quantita-
tive analysis. Professor ORNDORff and Mr. CORNWELL. 
This course comprises the qualitative and quantitative analysis of pure organic 
compounds, and of such commercial products as alcohols, ethers, organic acids, 
C1yc:e:rol, lonnalin, acetates, soaps, turpentine, rosin oils, etc. 
S 375. lDtroduc:toJy Organic CbemiltrJ. Shorter Coutle. Aliphatic com· 
poaDds. Lectures and recitations. Daily, 9. Morse 119. Profes~or OIN-
DOD' and Mr. LACBY. Aromatic compounds. Lectures and recitations. 
Daily, 10. JI",se C, during the latter haH of the session only. Mr. CoaNWBLt. 
and Mr. LACBY. 
Required of students in the Department of Home Economics. Credit four 
hours for lectures and recitations. 
Labcntory practice at hOlJ.n to be arranged. Credit one or two houn. ~(r. 
CoRNWllLL and Mr. LACBV. 
This course is primarily designed for students preparing for the study of medi-
ciDe, who are requited to take the wbole six bouts. 
S 41'S. "'-actorJ PbplcoJ Chemiltry. 
A. Credit three hours. Lectures, daily, 8, and two other lectures at hours to 
be arranged. R_/tIIP. Assistant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. . 
A I)"Itematic pr~5entation of modan cbernical theory. The subject matter 
includes: atomic aDd moleeuIar theory; gases, liquids, and solids; the theory of 
oo\utioo; colloid ebemistty and adsorptioo; reaction velocity, eatalyoia, aDd 
equilibrium in """'-" syotems; applieatioo of pbyliooehemieaJ prineipleo 
to _ practice. 
B. Credit _ boon. Leetuns. daily, 9- /l«lteftllP. Asois\ant Protonor 
BUGGS aDd Mr. • A eontinuatioo of Part A. The oubjeet matter in. 
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dudes the phase rule and ita a.pplication8; thermochemistry: electrochemistry; 
photochemistry i application of the principles of pbyaical chemistry to actual 
practice. 
S 410. PbJll<ol Chemistry Laboratory. A. Credit three hours. Labora-
tory prnetice, daily except Sat., 8·1. Assistant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. 
. Open to those only who have taken or nre taking Course S 405 A or 
ita ~tli\'nl('nt. With the data obtained in the Jaboratory as a basis, detailed 
reporlS are written covering each of the {ollowing topics: calibration of volume-
measuring appRrD.tus; molecular weight netennination by vapor density. boil· 
ing point and frt.t-zing point methods; vapor pressure; viscosity; distillation of 
liquid mixtures. 
R. Credit tht+c hours. Laboratory practice, daily except Sat., 8.1. Assist-
ant Pro(t'SSOf BRIGGS nnd Mr. . Open to those only who have taken or 
&f"(' taking Course ~ 405 B or its equivalent. The course is a continuation of 
PMt .. \ . Th€' following topics are considered: dissociation; solubility; reactions; 
f'Co'lction velocity and catalysis; indicators; thennochemistry; diffusion; colloids 
an(1 :\(1:::orvtioo; photochemical reactions; phase rule studies of inversion points: 
soli,I .liqui,l, liquid. liquid, compounds. 
S 465. Laborltory Prlc.tic.e in Physical Cbemistry. Credit one to three hours. 
Lahoralorr p('rio.t ~ to he arranged. Assistant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. ----
This rou~ i~ designed to afford opportunity for specia11aboratory practice in 
physical ch('mislry, conoid chemistry, or electrochemistry. 
S 11).". S 19.". S 395. S 495. Reaeartb. Credit one to six hours. Senior 
ch("JI1 i~f' . and othC'ts hy special pennis.o:;ion. rna)' elect research in the fields of 
Inor..::tnic. l\nalytical, OrJt:anic, OT Ph),sical Chemistry under the direction of some 
m~fI1bcr of the st. .. ff of instruction. 
Par cour: " s in agricultural chemistry see pages 61, 6l of this announcement. 
S 1,.;0. TOlchen' Course ill Chemistry. Daily except Sat., 10. Rockefeller C. 
Credit two hours. ~Ir. "lcKI~~n·. lectures, discussions, and conferences 
c:on('l'rninl-! lilt" u:,t:hing of chemistry in the secondary schools. 
DRAWING AND PAIlITlNG 
S I. Color from Still Life. Daily except Sat., 8-10. Franklin. Assistant 
Pro(.'SSOr Sr"",,: and Prol('!.SOT .. \DAMS. 
In~t "letion \\;11 he given in onc or morc of the following media : oil, water· 
color, 1)3:<t ,·l. 
S ,. Outdoor Sketching. Daily ('X('ept Sat., 2-4· Fr4f1ldi,.. Assistant 
Pro(<'SSOT STI ,.,.". 
Sketching from nature in oil or in watercolOT. Only those who have had 
previous work in one of these media will ~ admitted to this class. 
S .,. DnwiP&: from ADtique. Daily except Sat .• 2-4. FranWi". Professor 
ADAMS. 
Instruction wil1 be given in charcoal drav;ing from casts. 
ECONOMICS 
The following courses are designed to meet the needs of three classes of stu-
cleats in the Summer SPOOD: (I> those desiring regular college credit for general 
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economics; (2) students with special interests in economic subjects; (3) student. 
seelrjng broad preparation for the teaching of economics in secondary schools. 
For the first grouP. Course S 1 covers the subject matter usually included under 
elementary economics. For Cornell students Course S J satisfies the economics 
requirement in the College of Engineering and will also serve in lieu of Course 51 
as a prerequisite for admission to various advanced courses in Economics. Gradu. 
ate students wishing to pursue speeial investigations will be afforded assistance 
by members of the Summer Session staff of instruction, and by other members of 
the Department of Economics of the University who may be in residence in 
Ithaca during the summer. 
S 1. Principles of Economics. Credit (our hours. Twice daily cltcept Sat., 
II and 12. G. S. 142 and 245. Mr. KENDRICK and Mr. KaBUl. 
A general introduction to economics. covering the fundamental principles of 
value and the distribution of wealth, together with the elements of money and 
banking. 
S,. Labor Problems, Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. 242. 
Assistant Professor FURNISS. 
A study of the conditions of labor as affccted b}' the industrial development of 
modern society. Especial attention is given to the aims and tactics of organized 
Jabor: the types and programs of the labor unions; the legal status of the union 
program: and the effect of the labor movement on social weUare. 
S,}. Industrial Riato". Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 
242. As5istant Professor FURNISS. 
A survey of the evolution of industry from the Industrial Re\'olution to the 
present day; the development of mo::lern fonns of organization and the effect of 
industrial changes on the welfare 0{ society. 
S 4. lPtroductioo to SoQoJocy. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
G. S. 124. Professor WEATHERLY. 
Leading principles of the science with special emphasis on social forces. While 
the discussion is primarily concerned with laws and concepts, constant atteotion 
is given to their application to the practical 1,roblcms of social orgar.i1 .. 1.tion. 
Lectures. discussions, and papers. 
S 5· Population and Social Procre... Credit two hours. D3ily except Sat .• 
II. G. S. 124. Professor WEATHF.RL\,. 
An outline of theories since Malthus, particularly with reference to the quality 
of population. The transition from natural selection to social control; changes in 
population types due to lmmigratlon; the proposals and the outlook of eugenics. 
Lectures and discussions. Opportunity for indjvidual research. 
S 6. Elements of Accouatinc. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat .• 9. G. S. 
'64- Professor ENGLISH. 
The theory of debit and credit in double entry bookkeeping: the classification of 
accounts; the oonstructioo and use of a simple accounting system; the prepara. 
lion and iPterpretatioo of financial statements. 
S 7. CoIpooa __ <e. Cndit two bOUR. Daily except Sat .• II. C. S. 
064. Pro! or EIIGl.I ••. 
A study of tbe 'orpointion, administration, and regulation of corporatiOOl. 
Particular attention will be paid to the financial a.spects of the subject. 
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EDUCATION 
, - '. -.. 
Courses S I, S 2, S 3, and S 4, will be found especially helpful to college graduateo 
who are preparing for ~xaminations in professional subjects as outlined iD the 
N~w York State Syllabus and Course of Study for the renewal of the College 
Graduate Certificate Limited. The State Department of Education will hold an 
official examination for such candidates at Ithaca, August 16 and 17. 
Under certain conditions teachers may waive the state examination by com. 
plC'ting an approved course of study in the Summer Session. Infonnation 
regarding details of such a course may be had by consulting Professor R. H. 
JORDAS, Goldwin Smith Hall 121, either in person or by letter. 
S I. EducatioDal P.,.ebolOO. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
G. S. 256. Professor OGDEN. 
A study of the learning process and its application to educational theory and 
practice; the original nature of man. re6ex action and instinct; the acquisition 
of habits: attention. memory, association, and thinking; fatigue, individual 
differences, and social co-operation. The textbook used in this course wiU be 
Gordon's &1'1&411",",1 PtytMlolY supplemented by Ogden's irJIToafldson 10 Gmual 
PrycM/oD· 
S I.. Supplement to S 1. Credit one hour. Time to be arranged. G. S. 
248. 
Por st udents in need of three hours' credit in the subject. Discussions. reports, 
and assigned rudings. 
S 2. PriDdplQ of Bducation. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 
1,56. Assistant Professor WRIGHT. 
A study of education from the sociological point of view, the biological and 
psyc.hological bases: the problem of aim; formal discipline; social and per&ODI.). 
objt'ctives; the studies and their functions; the administrative curriculum; es-
~l reference is made throughout to secondary education. 
Testtook: lnglis, Pri"ripkl oj Stl(lfl"'Y Ed.coJi"". 
S 2 a. Supplement to S 2. Credit one hour. Time to be arranged. G. S. 
248 
For students in need of three hours' credit in the subject. Discussions, re-
ports, and assigned readings. 
5 3. HiItOrJ of BdueatiOll. Credit two hours. Lectures, recitations, and 
prescribed readings. Daily except Sat., t t. C. S. 256. Assistant Professor 
WA&E"A~ . 
The purpose of this course is to give an understanding of present educational 
values and practices through an historical consideration of their origin and 
development. Throughout Ihe c:ourse, themore, attempt wi1I be made not only 
to outline the problems and their solutions. but to correlate education with the 
life and the wei'l, psychological, and economic coo.ditioos of the times. Only 
ncb theories and practices as later proved themselves influential will be COD· 
oidered. 
The t.opics treated are to a great extent tbole empbllind in the syllabua for 
!be New York State Teoeb<n' Certi6cate; education in primitive and buboric 
lCOeties: Greek and .RornaA education; the: rise of the school as AD iDstitutioo; 
ICbola.sticimt. bumanian. aDd realism; the rise of acimoei the wcbolocicaJ' 
movement: the oricia and nature ol tPecificwUy mot-ei n teodeoM in educatiOll. 
EDUCATION .. 
Textbook: Cubba-ley, A BriIJ Risl4ry ./ Ed.,.,; ••. 
S 3 a. SuppJemllllllo S 3. Cndit one hour. Time to be arranged. G. S. 
'48· • 
For studenta in need of three hours' credit in the subject. Discussions, rt!-
porta, and .. signed readings. 
S 4. SeeoDdarJ Sehool Method.. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. 
G. S. 256. Professor JOIDAN. 
A study of the principles underlying teaching in the secondary school; method, 
of class instruction; interest and effort; questioning; lesson assignment; lesson 
plans; class and school management; IU~ study; socialized instruction; 
the project. The course will be adapted to the needs and interests of the class. 
Textbook: Colvin, .4,. J",,04udifm It> Hi,. SeJuwl Tuell;,.,. 
S S. RiCh School AdmJniatradOIl. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
G. S. 120. ProCessor JORDAN. 
A study of the principles basic to administration of the senior and junior high 
school: the course of study; principles of eJection; classi6cation of pupils; 
use of intelligence and achievement tests; the principal as supervisor; building 
problems; selection and rating of teachers; schedule-making; problems growing 
out of the experience of the class. Briggs's J~,.iD, Hi,. Sdwol will be used as a 
basis for discussion in part of the course. 
S 6. Classroom Tests and Meuuremeatl. Credit two hours. Daily 
except Sat., I J. G. S. 128. Assistant Professor WRIGHT. 
Use of educational measurements and standard $CI.les in the solution of typical 
educational problems: class and individual diagnosis in the light of achie\·ement. 
tests; remedial measures foUowing such diarnosis. 
Textbook~ Monroe, MIM1U'IfI, 'M Results oj TIlUIJ'",. 
S 7. Mental Meuuremeuta. Credit three hours. Lectures. prescribed 
readings, and laboratory. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 256. Assistant P«>-
fessor WADMAN. Laboratory, T Th, 2-4:)0. G. S. 248. '-fr. GILDEn. 
The first half of this CXJUtSe furnishes a general introduction to the psychology 
and pnetice of mental testa. The lectures will deal with the historical de\'elop-
ment of tests: tbe principles underlying their fonnatioD and application; the 
single tests and the test systems: a detailed study 0/ tbe principles and usc of tbe 
Stanford Revision of the Biaet--Simoa Scale: a brief ooasideration of the measures 
of central tendency, variability, and COiielatioa.; the bearing of tests upon the 
problems 0/ psycbological tbeooy (oat ..... and distribution 0/ inleWgen"", the 
coutlation of abilities, etc.). The laboratory work is intended to give practice in 
administering _ botb to individuals and to ",,"po. 
The seoond ball of the course will consider the use of the tests in schools Cor 
the diagnosis of defective and uceptjonal abilities; the causes. frequency. and 
consequences of mental deficieacy; the social and educational treatment of 
defective, delinquent, retarded. superior. and Plychopathic children. 
Text.book&: Terman. n. J(IGSIU'''''''' oJ [flkUianlU. WoodroVl', BrfaltifttJs 
OM Dr't.", f" CIHUI".. 
I.hnRtory Manual: 1.,tIIic<ffUI r_ .u /Aft. UI<. (T ..... ty·fint y"". 
book d. the N.1X>DaI s.,.;"ty .... the Study 0/ Educalioo). 
S.. A.s.ucod W'" iD 14_1iooL Hours and credits to be arnnced. 
G. s. 248. Prof..." OGDaN aDd the 0&1_ memba-s 0( the atall. 
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As n prerequisite for this course one of the courses S 2, S 3. or 5 7. or an equiva. 
Icnt, is n<'C<'SSilry. The work may consist either of essays and reports upon some 
spedal topic, or of laboratory practice of an advanlad-grade. A seminary will 
be heM if application is marle by n sufficient number of advanced students. 
S 10. Seminary in Public: ~cbool Administration. M W, 2-4. Credit.to be 
anangcd. C. S. 248. Professor JORDAN. 
A study of administration of state and city school systems, and of problems of 
evaluating and impro\'ing teaching and cunicular offerings in the public schoo1a; 
attention win be given to the prohlcms of smaller cities and towns. This course 
i8 open to teachers of experience who have had some previous courses in educa. 
tion . Essays and reports will be required. 
Vilual IDltructiOD 
S I J. Visual Instruction. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., II. G. S . 134. 
Mr. ABRA .. S. 
The psychological basis for the use of visual aids in instruction; the relation 
of pictures to the imagination, to interest, and to effort; the fundamental dis--
tinctions betwCE'n language and picture expression; the place and limits of each; 
essentials of the \'isual method; relation to particular studies; the equipment 
needed and how to uSC' it; the extent to which the method may be used with 
profit; types or \.;5u31 aids and the special value of each; standards for selection 
of pictures: how to read pictures. Demonstration lessons, conferences. criti. 
cUm!' o( rarticullr pictures. exhibits. 
S 1 '1. Visual Aida 10 loStruCtioD. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. 
C. S. 1;", . :o.lr. ABRAMS. 
This course is intended (or those interested in the selection, organization, and 
distrihutionol \;sual aids to instruction and in the supervision and direction of 
their U$(', includin~ producers. members of bureau staffs, principals of schools. 
supcn';sors, and librarians. Topics: educational and pictorial standards for 
selection (rr.or..: technical than in course I); accessioning, classifying, labeling, 
and filing ; work of special bureaus of visual instruction, school systems. and 
b'braries; practical schemes of distribution; aims and methods in supervision; 
discussion of truthfulness, authenticity, quality, expressiveness, and attractive. 
ness as applied to pictures; criticisms of book illustrations; equipment needed. 
This course will be adapted to the special needs of the persons taking it. 
Teaeben' Courses in. High School Subjecta 
The lollowing courses are offered for teachers desiring to study problems of 
iDa:truction in different rugh school subjects. The courses are planned also to 
~t the requirements of the New York State Department of Education in the 
issuance of the College Graduate Life Certificate. 
T .. ch ... • Coano ill Chemistry. See Cbemistry S 180. p. 18. 
Telchen' Coarse in English. See English S S, p. :7. 
Teachers' Course ill Geocrapby. See Geograpby and Geology Sr., P.33. 
TelChen' Course iD 1Iiatory. See History S f7. P.35-
TMcben' Coone in Latin. See Latin S I, P.36. 
Teachers' Coone iD Mathematics. See Matbematics S 20, p. 37. 
·re.eben' Course iD )lulie. See Music S :n. p. 38. 
ENGINEERING 
'3 
Teach.n' Coune iA Phylice. See Physics S 15, P.41. 
T .. chen' Courses in Public Speaking. See Public Speaking S 3. S 9. p. 44. 
T .. chen' Coutae.lo. Rom'aee Lanpa, ••. See French S31, p. 46: and Spanish 
S 30, p. 47· 
The attention of teachers is also called to the cOurses in Rural Education (p. 6<). 
Ttlinlac Coutle For PaycholocicaJ Enminers 
By recent legislative enactment of the State of New York, special classes for 
defective children must be formed whenever ten or more such cascs are found in 
any school district. A similar law is operative in New Jersey. and like require-
ments are being made in other states. Not only is there a consider3bJe conse.-
quent demand for teachers trained in the examination and instruction of defect,... 
ives, but with the increasing recognition of the extent and importance of individual 
differences in endowment, there is increasing recognition of the usefulness of. 
familiarity with the methods and interpretation of psychological examinations. 
not only for the mentally backward and subnormal, but also for the nonnal and 
supernormal, and in other fields than that of education. 
To assist in meeting these various needs, the departments of Education and 
Psychology call special attention to courses in Introductory, EXpcrlmental, and 
Educational Psychology, and to the course in Mental ~ I ca.surcmcnts . The 
latter has been expanded to give a thorough training -in administration of tesu. 
and in the evaluation and application of results. Students who wish to cnkr th. 
course with a ~ew to educational and field sen;cc, are advised to register for such 
additional courses in Psychology as may be helpful in pco\'iding an adequale' 
undentanding of psychological principles and methods of investigation. Advice 
in the selection of courses with regard to the individual need, of the sturlent may 
be bad by consulting Professor R. M . OGDES. Goldwin Smith Hall 246. eitheT in 
penon or by letur. 
BftGmEERING 
• 
The courses in engineering described below are equa l in character to COile-
sponding courses given in the College of Engineering during the regular ~<:ssiOlL 
They will be accepted for credit towards J:raduation hy the :-;cveral schools of the 
coUege as far as they apply to the prescribed work of the school concemecL 
Studenta in the College of Encineering who may desire to offer work done in the-
Summer Session toward graduation should consult the Director of the School iD 
which they are regularly registtted before registering in the Summer- $eu;ion. 
Others may obtain full information concerning these courses by app1ring to tbe. 
Secretary 01. the College of Engineering. 
SbopWork 
S 10. lIach lne Work. Instruction in the ope:eatioo. of various standard 
machine tools; \lie of measuring and hand tools; fitting and assembly. Daily. 
~JI 01" 9-12; daily esoept Sat .• 2· 5· Professor WELLS. 
M.E. Joo. PO'IIDdtJ. Moulding, core making, miring. melting, and pour.. 
inC of metals; use 01 molding machines for quantity production. Daily. 8-11 
or 9-12; daily noept Sat .• 2·5. Mr. PATTl:!:asoN. 
SUMMER SESSION 
The course will be given only if a sufficient number enroll to juatify the opel" 
tion of the shop. 
Drawing 
S 3. Mechlllic&l DrawiD, lor Secondary SclIools. M T Th F, 8-11 and 2'5. 
Ea.sl Sibley 206. Assistant Professor TOWNSEND. 
This course is designed for those who wish to teach mechanical drawing in 
secondary schools and for those who feel the need of a more complete knowledge of 
this subject to assist them in teaching shop work. Some of the topics covered 
an' U$(' of instruments, lettering, orthographic and isometric projection, inking, 
tracing, ('on\'('l)tio05, and working drawings. Students famiJiar with these 
topics may elect a more advanced course. 
Students should Iw provided with a set of drawing instruments, an architect's 
scale, ::a .lOo·60" anti a 45° triangle. 
S 4. Meehan,cal Drawine. M T Th F. 8,11 and 2-5. East Sibley 206. 
Assist.."nt Profl'ssor TOWNSEND. 
A course in drawing Cor beginners, covering use of instruments, orthographic 
and isomctric projection, inking, tracing, convention, workinr drawings. 
Descriptive Geometry 
S 10. Descriptive Geometry. Lectures, daily except Sat" 9, Recitations and 
drawinf{. daily ("Xt'C'I ,l Sal.. 10.11. Lincoln. Assistant Professor POND. 
A stud)' nf the n1>rt-scntation of lines, planes, swiaces., and solids. and their 
intertC'lations. Warped surfaces. tangcncies, intersections, and peJspective. The 
work is the same as that given in the regular C. E. courses 201 and '0': and the 
student will rcnivt, four hours of credit if he takes the whole course. A two--
hour COUrM' that dOt's not include perspective. and fulfills the requirements of 
course 312 of tht' Sibley School of "'<'Chanical Engineering will also be given from 
"s p. m .. if there arc students enough to make up an extra section, The morning 
and afternoon S('SSions make it possible to readjust the schedule so as to ac<:ommo-
date nearly all who may ~;sh to take either course. 
MechlDies of Bnginee:riDc 
The (oUowing courses in Mechanics of Engineering are open to students from 
other universit ies. subject to the same requirements for admission as are made 
for Cornell students. Clas&es are beld in Lincoln Hall. See bulletin board, north 
end of main hall. first Ooor. at opening of the Summer Session for detailed schedule. 
See the A ,uloltnumNli oj the ColkCe 0/ Enri1lUNnf for more detailed desaip-
lions of courses 2:l0. Uf, 330, 331. 33'· 
S 20. Mech.aaiea. Credit five hours. One section. Eleven recitations and 
two computing SXriods a week. Equiva1ent to C. E. 220, Open to studeots in 
Arts and to students in Civil Engineering who have conditions. Not open to 
Sibley students. who should register for course S 30. 
S 21. Mechanies, Work and Energy and Mechanics of Materials. Credit 
five bOW'S, Equivalent to C. E. 221. Eleven recitatiooa and two computing 
PEl iock a ,,·eek. Preaequisit.e course 220 or the equivaleDt. 
If not enough studenb regist« to form • sectiaa, oatit equivalent to C. E. 
220 or 2'. may be obtained by ptl ib1e combiDatiot» of S 30, S 31, aDd. S 32. 
ENGINEERING 
S 30. MecbaniCl. Credit three hours. Two sections. Six recitations a 
week and two computing periods. Equivalent to Sibley 330. Open to students 
in Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering under the prerequisites for 
Course 330. Not open to students in Civil Engineering if Course S 20 is given. 
S 31. Mech.nics of Materials. Credit fotu hours. Three sections. Nine 
recitations and two computing periods a week. Equivalent to Course 331. 
Prerequisite courses 220 or 330. or the equivalent. May be taken by students in 
Civil Engineering in conjunction with a part of S 32 to obtain a combined credit 
equivalent to C. E. 221. 
S 32. Mechanics of IUgid Bodies. Credit three hours. One section. Six 
recitations and two computing periods a week. Equivalent to Sibley 332. Pre· 
requisite 330 and 331 or the equivalent. 
Rotary motion, work, eoer¥)" friction, and dynamometers: comhin«l stn.'sses, 
curved beams. built-in beams. 
Byclrauli .. 
240. Hydraulics. Credit four hoUTS. Prc-f('quisitc courses 220, 221, Of 330, 
331. Five recitations and three comp\:ting periods a week. Six or more d<.'mon· 
stration lectures are given in recitation periods. Daily eXc('pt S3t., )0 ; ~1 \\' F, 
2-4.30. The Schools of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering will 8CC('pt this 
course for 335, Assistant ProCessor WEOER. 
Hydrostatics, including stability of gravity dams. immersion and tJotatiflO, gas 
volumes and pressures; flow of liquids through orifices, nozzl(·.<; , \'entun m('ters. 
pipes, and over weirs: time required to fill and empty tanks and canal locks; 
simple, compound, branching. and looping pipes; elementary power calculations 
in common pumping and fire protection pr.)blems. Plow of wat£1" in oprn channels. 
Elementary consideration of modern ", .. at<'T wheels. 
Structural BDCiDeerinl 
C. E. 270. Structural Deaip aDd Bridge Stresses. Credit four hours.. 
Lectures. recitations, computations, and drawing at hours 10 he assigned. L'. 
,ol" 14 and 2<). Prerequisite C. E. 220, 221. Assistant Professor Bt·nows. 
One-fourth of the course indudcs structural detail, i. e., lht' design of a wooden 
TOOf truss and olhl'f timber joints. Th(' f<.'IYUlinder of the cour.;(· includes dead 
load, live load, and impact str<'5S('S in simplc bridgc trusses due to uniform live 
panel loads. locomOlt\"c axle loads. and road rollM" loads. 
C. E. 271. Structunl DesigD. Credit thtE'e hours. Lcctuf("li, compulationa. 
and drawing. Daily, at hours to be assigned. L.,.,0/,. q . Prcrt-qubitt· C. E. 
270. Assistant Professor Bl:aRows. 
An elementary course io steel design. Complete design, detail dra9l.;ng, bill 
of material. and estimate of weight of a steel roof truss. a through an a deck 
plate girder bridge. 
C. E. 274. Briqe Desip Credit tlu-ee hours. Computation and drawing. 
daily. at hours to be arranged. Prerequisite C. E. 271. Assistant Professor 
Bunows. 
Computations and drawing for the complete design of a riveted railroad bridce 
of u or seven panels, the st. esses (or which were computoo in connection with the 
previous study o( bridge stresses. The c:omputatioos to determine the sections of. 
aD members and of pins, pin plates. spUcea. aDd other dctails as weO as of con. 
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necting rivets are to be written up in systematically arranged reports. Thp. 
drawing consists of general detail plans showing the location of aU rivets as wen as 
the composition and relation of all members and connections. The final reports 
are to give a fun list of shapes and plates, and a classified analysis of weight for the 
span. Textbook: Merriman and Jacoby's Roofs and Bridges, Part III. 
C. E. 280, CODcrete CODstruction, Credit three hours. Daily. at hours to 
be arranged. Prerequisite courses C. E. 220, 22',225. and 226. Assistant Pro-
fessor URQUHART. 
Concrete materials, properties of plain concrete, its making and deposition; 
elementary theory of reinforced concrete as applied to columns, rectangular beams. 
and slabs: T -beams and beams reinforced for compression; direct stress combined 
with fluur('. Laboratory work includes the making and testing of columns and 
beam$. 
C. E. ,82. Reinforced Concrete Building Design. Credit three hours. 
Daily, at hours to be arranged. Prerequisite course C . E. 280. This course 
may be substituted for C. E. 291. Assistant Professor URQUHART. 
Design oC a reinforced concrete flat·slab building and an investigation of various 
othcr t ypcs of floor systems {or commercial buildings. Complete detail design 
for on(' building, including stairways. elevator shafts, penthouses, etc. Working 
drawings and st('('1 schedules. 
C. E . ~H.l. RelDforted Copcrete Arch. Credit three hours. Daily, at hours 
to be arranged. This course may be substituted Cor Engineeri."lg Design, Course 
29tf. Prerequisite course 280. Assistant Professor URQUHART. 
The dC$ign of an arch of reinforced concrete and its abutments; investigations 
of tht' arch ring in accordance ";th the elastic theory (the live loading for maxi-
mum IIn;t·:-;1 rt 'SSCS in the arch ring. as welt as the direction and magnitude of abut-
ment thrust:;. hetng rteterminoo by the influence-tine method). Computation and 
drawing. 
ENGLISH 
CoUl'S('S S I and 5 ~ taken together wiU be considered the equivalent of the 
first term of Cour~ I in the regular UnivC1'sity session. 
Courst.'S in brackets are not given in tbe summer of 1923. but may be expected 
in the summC'T of 192~. 
S I. CompositioD. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. 177. 
Dr. SASDF.M ... 
A practical drill intended for those who lack proficiency in writingi discussions 
of th{' dements and forms of discourse; frequent exercises, mainly expository; 
personal conicrenc('S at hours to bC' appointed. 
S 2. lnttoductory COUJ'Ie in Literature. Credit two hours. Daily except 
Sat., 9. C. S. 16~. Dr. SA~DERS. 
Primarily a study of five of The Idylls of the King' The Corning of Arthur, 
LanC'dot and Elaine, The Holy Grail. Guinevere. and the Passing of Arthur; 
and 01 the first, 61th, sath, and se\'enth books of The Ring and the Book; and 
supplementary reading in Tennyson and Browning. 
S~. Adt'aDted Composition. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., I'. 
C. s . • 64. Professor ST""' •. 
The planning. writ;ng, and criticism of essays and of other exercises in compo-
sition, attODipanied by a study of general principles of writing and at questions of 
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English usage. The work of the class wiD be supplemented by personal con. 
ferences. Open only to students who have had course S I or its equivalent. 
S". Teachen' Course. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 156. 
Professor NORTHUP. 
Lectures. readings. report.s, and discussions. Designed for those who afe 
teeching or who expect to teach English in schools. The organization of the higb 
school course in English; methods of treating the works named by the Conference 
on Uniform Entrance Requirements in English; the teaching of literature in 
general; supplementary reading for pupils and teacher; the usc of the school 
library and the public llbrary; stage productions: the place of language and 
grammar in the high school; problems of. oral and written composition; the 
relation of composition to literature and to other subjects in the curriculum. 
(S 6. Nineteenth Century Poetry. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. 
G. S. 160. 
A study of the poetry of Wordsworth and of Coleridge.) 
S 7. Nineteenth Century Poetry. Credit two hours. Daily £'xcept Sat., 8. 
G. S. 156. Assistant Professor FlUB. 
A study and discussion of the most important poems of Byron, SheUey, and 
Keats. 
(S 8. Modem Prose. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 156. 
The nature of prose, and the principles of structure and style; essays and 
extracts from the works of Stevenson, Pater, Ruskin. and Newman. or other 
nineteenth·century English authors.) 
S 10. Shakespeare. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9· G. S. 156. 
Professor STRUI'fK. 
A study of a limited number of tragedies. including Hamlet and ~facbeth, on 
the list of tbe College Entrance Eumination Board-with stress upon the art of 
Shakespeare as a playwright. 
S II. American Literature. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., U. G. S. 
156. Professor NORTHUP. 
A study of the American poets of tbe nineteenth century with I'3rticular 
attention to Bryant. Poe, Whittier, LongfeUow. Lowen. Holmes. and Emerson. 
T ... : Page, Chi<f A""",,," Po«,. 
S 12. VictoriaD Literature. Credit two hours. Daily ex~pt Sat., 10. G. S. 
164. Assistant Professor FlUE. 
Lectures, readings. reports. and discussions of the leading Ch3r3ct.eristics and 
literary tendencies of the nineteenth century; the literary reflection of aocial 
changes; the relation of science and politics to litC'ratun; illustrative readings in 
the works of Tennyson. Browning. Arnold. Clough, Swinburne. Morris. Rossetti, 
with a glance at the no\'elists and essayists. Pidcquisite course S:I or ita equiva. 
lent. 
S 13. P1q-WritiDc. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 160, 
Professor Saro...,,,. 
A course in the technique of dramatic composition, Membership in the class is 
restricted to those who before June r s satisfy the instructor 0( their ability by 
IaIding _ jm .... of their dramatic writinJ. Addtess Prof....". ~!. W. Sampson, 
GoIdtrin Smith HaD, Ithaca. N. Y. 
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S 14. Modem Drama. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., I r. G. S. 
156. ProCessor SAMPSON. 
An advanced cOurse designed lor those who have completed two or more college 
courses in English, or whose reading serves as an equivalent for freshman and 
sophomore work. 
Reading and discussion of characteristic plays of some of the more important 
recent dramatists; consideration of the modern theatre; eurrent theories of 
drama. 
S 16. The English Language. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. 
G. S. 162, Assistant Professor MONROE. 
A study of essential features in the growth and development of the mother-
tongu<'. Among the topics considered are: language and grammar in genera): 
some misconccptiol"ll about the life of language: the relationships of English; 
phonetics ... ith practical exercises: the English vocabulary; inflections; native 
resources and foreign influences; modem English grammar; syntax; disputed 
usages; the bearing of historical grammar on present fonns and usages, spoken 
and written. 
Recitations, lectures, collateral reading. The course does not require previous 
knowledge of Old or Middle English. 
IS 17. Retent Enalisb Poetry. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., to. 
C. S. 164. 
;\ critical study of the poetical work of Robert Bridges, Rudyard Kipling, 
W. B. Y(':ats. Thomas Hardy. Sit William Watson, Sir Henry Newbolt, John 
Mascficld. Alfred :O-:oy<'S, W. W. Gibson, and Francis Ledwidge. Consideration 
01 other C'Ontemporary work, including the "new poetry" and the poetry of the 
War.) 
S 18. Old ElIgUsb. Credit t?t·o hours. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 162. 
Assistant Professor ;\IONROE. 
This course is intended (or students who, lacking the opportunity hitherto, 
noa' wish by eaml'Si effort to acquire some knowledge of English in its early 
form. Lessons in grammar are (oUowed as soon as possible by the reading of 
e&s)' prose o{ the time of .-\Ured tbe Great. 
The course may be taken by undetgladuatesi and, with additional reading, 
by graduates as a part of their work for the master's degree. The time of meeting 
may be changed to suit the convenience of the cJass. 
S 19. ED.&Jjsh Literature. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 11. C. S. A. 
Pro{essor GRIERSON. 
Selected aspects of English and Scottish literature since Chaucer. Repre.-
sentative topics: Chaucer and his Scottish followers; tbe seventeenth century 
metaphysical p«ts; Milton's thought and art; Burke and tbe French Revolu. 
tioo; Robert Bums, with a glance at dialect poetry since Bums: Blake, WOf'ds. 
worth, Byron, and Shelley, with the spiritual significance of the romantic revival; 
Tennyson aDd Browning as representing tbe Victorian age; recent poetry and 
drama. 
SemiJwi .. 
s... ... _tb C_tuty P06Ii" especially Donn. aDd MiltoD. Por advanced 
atudenu. Hours and room to be arranged. Professor GRIERSON. 
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Middle helilh Literllture. For graduates only. Hours and room to be 
arranged. Professor NORTHUP, 
A study of some of the leading tendencies in late Middle English literature. 
The special topic for this session will be the life and works of Chaucer. 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
Equipment and Purpose. The lecture rooms and laboratories are in McGraw 
Hall. It is the purpose in this department to meet, primarily, the needs of 
teachers in grammar schools, high schools, Donna) schools, and colleges. A second 
aim is to provide courses of practical and cultural value to college students. The 
work embraces lectures, laboratory, and field instruction in physical, cartographic, 
commercial. and regional geography. and in the elements of geology; also edu-
cational methods in geography. 
The environs of Cornell University are rich in phenomena of geographic and 
geologic interest. Field excursions, consequently. are made an especially import-
ant part of the work of this department in the Summer Session. 
The laboratories are well equipped with apparatus and illustrative material 
for instruction. This material includes teaching and reference collections of 
minerals, rocks, fossils, maps, photographs, models, and more than five thousand 
lantern slides. 
Note OD Additional Courset. The attention of prospective students in the 
Summer Session who are especially interested in geographic and geologic studies is 
invited to courses given in other departments, courses which afford opportunities 
'or additional instruction in these subjects. 
MeteorololY and Cl.i.matoJogy. Lectwe and laboratory courses in the Summer 
School of Agriculture. See p. 66. 
Astronomy. See p. IS. 
Visual Instruction. Lectures, demonstration, exhibits. 
Visual Aide to Instruction. Sources, selection, organization. 
These cout'SCS, since attention wiD be given to visual instruction in geography 
and geology. will be valuable for those who teach 01" who are planning to teach 
eitber of these subjects. See p. 22. 
Lectun eo_ in GeocrapltJ aDd G .. loa 
S I. PhJlital GeocraphJ. CreWt two how>. Daily except Sat .• 9. Ceo. 
llltU:aJ LedUre RDOfIt, JldAOfII HaJJ (first 800r, south end). Professor YON 
ENGELN'. 
An introductory course in pbysital_a~by, including discussion of the origin 
and form of the continents; the uplift and denudation of the land; the functions 
of the atmosphere, ground water, streams. and glaciers; the glaciation of :':orth 
America; the iIlfiueooe of eeog:capbical environment upon plant and animal 
life and PW\', _ 10 his pbysical sutTOWldings. 
The lectures in pbysical geogtapby are full)' illustrated by lantern slides and by 
wall and globe maps. Studeots registering in this course are advised to take also 
the related counes S 8 aDd S 10. 
Entrance Credit for Physical C:'e"ocson.pby to Cornell University. To secure 
mlnDce c:r-edit (J( 1lIIit) in Pbysical GOOI.apby it is ~uirod that the ,tudeat 
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attend, complete a11 required work, and pass the examinations in cOUrses S I, S 8 
and S 10. 
S 2. Commercial Geography. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., II. 
Geological uClure Room. Professor VON ENGELN'. 
Consideration of the nature, \'ariety, and importance of geographical environ-
ment and of natural resources as refe~d to national coherence and organiza-
tion. the development of commerce, and the distribution of industries. Lectures 
and study of texts. The student should gain through this course a broad under-
standing of the geoRfaphic factors that are fundamental to such national problems 
as conS<'£'\'ation, prosperity of different communities, domestic and foreign trade, 
location and j!Towlh of Cl11C'S, 
S 3. The Geograpby of Europe. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat.; 8. 
Gtowgical LtCture Room. Assistant Professor WILLIAMS. 
;\ region,,) study of Europe; special emphasis on the northwestern countries 
of Europe; gco~phic influences in the World War; discussion of problems 
which :'Ire facing the countries of Europe in relation to natural resources and other 
eeogr~phic.'!l factors. 
S -t . Geographic inftuences in American History. Credit two hours. Daily 
except Sat .. 10. Physirol Geography Laboratory. Associate Professor BRAnON. 
A study of thc influence of geographic conditions on the course of American 
history; a corr'l,arison of the importance of such geographic con<litions with one 
anoth(1' nnd with non-geographic factors: <liscussion of the geographic in-
8uen(\'''' will k h.'lsed on systematic and intensive study of the regional geography 
of the a.t'('as invoh·('<i. 
S S. Geology. ('n·dit two hOUTS. Daily except Sat., 10. GeologUal 
udur(' R(;MfI. ..h s.ociate Professor ~t()~NETI. 
An intro<iuct(,ry course in geology, consisting of lectures and assigned readings 
upon the following topics: origin of the earth; geologic history of the earth; 
materials of the earth 's crust and their arrangement, as weU as the forces modify-
ing them; \'Ulcarusm, earthquakes, and similar phenomena; development of life 
on the earth. 
The lectures will ~ illustrated with lantern slides, models, maps, and speci· 
mens . Students registering {or this course are urged to take the laboratory 
Course S 9 and. if possible, Course S 10. 
S 6. MiDeral kelOurcel. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. GmertJI 
GfoIoO .lAJbo,DJc,y. Associate Professor MONNEn. 
A course in which the principal mineral resources both metallic and non-
metallic o{ the t'nitcd States 'fl.'ill be discussed with reference to the following 
points: distribution, mode of OCCUtTeflce, uses, relative importance, rank of the 
United States among nations of the world in production, and the mauenee of the 
\'anous dCI,osilS upon the development of tbe regions in which tbey occur. 
An exceptionally complete coUection of specimens is available as illustrative 
material {or this course. 
S 7. LIliA Amen... RecionaJ and Co_ercial Geocraphy. Credit two 
bours. Daily except Sat., II. P~ynau Gu".t~, T..obo<oIory. Assistant Pro· 
fes50t WlLUAMS. 
This coune is in~ded to present systematicaUy the geographic conditions re.-
lating to the interdependence 01 the United SlAtes and tb ...... do .. bid> lie 10 the 
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soutb, in commerce and in other contacts, as they now exist and as they promise 
to develop. It includes discussion of the physiographic and climatic provinces of 
the South American continent and of the lands adjacent to it, including Mexico 
and the West Indies. The natural resources of these regions and their develop-
ment wiD be treated with special reference to export and import possibilities. 
The characteristics, political and social organization, of the peoples will also be 
considered. 
Laboratory ud Excursion Courses in Botb Geograpby ud Geology 
S 8. Pbysical Geograpby, Laboratory Course. Credit one hour. T Th. 2'4. 
Plysicol wOlrap"y LaboroUn'y. Mr. StUCKEY. 
The members of this class will make a systematic study of the physiographic 
regions of the United States, using contour maps, models, and the experimental 
laboratory of the department in a laboratory study of the subject. By such study 
of the topographic, regional, and life relationships (human, animal, and plant) 
the geography of the United States will be conclated and prescnted as an orderly 
whole. The COUTS(' win prove o( worth to grade teachers of geography who wish 
to obtain a broader basis for their work in the subject as welt as (or those who 
expect to teach geography in the high schools. 
A laboratory fee of $1 must be paid to the Treasurer at the beginning of the 
session to cover laboratory maintenance. 
S 9. GeoloO, Laboratory Course. Credit one hour. W F. 2-4. Ctratrd 
wo160 Laboratory. Mr. STUCKEY, 
This course is designed to supplement course S s. A study will be made of the 
more conunon structural phenomena; of the interpretation and uscs of gcologic:al 
maps; of characteristic life fonns developed in different geologic periods; and of 
the more common rocks and minerals. Short field excursions will be made to 
coUeet both rock specimens and fossils. 
A laboratory fee of $1 must be paid to the Treasurer at the beginning of the 
session to cover laboratory maintenance. 
S 10. Geograpby ud Geolol1 Field Courae. This course should be elected 
by al1 those registering in Course S 1 or S 5 and is required of aU those who desire 
entrancc credit in pbysical geography, With COurses S I and S 8 it affords a com-
prebensive course in pbysical geography; with courses S oS and S 9 it "'ill give a 
similarly broad training in elementary geology, as the dynamic f,hases of geology 
are emphasized on the excursions. Mimeographed outlines of tbe excursions are 
to be secured by each student desiring credit. 
Those desiring Univers;ty or entrance credit must take field notes and hand 
in written reports. Excursions I, '. 3. 5, 6 are required of all stud("1lts in tbe 
course, and in addition for one hour's credit they must make either JO. or two 
of 7. 8. and II. 
Meeting place and time announced in mimeographed outlines or by bulletin. 
Meet for lint excursion. Monday. July 16, at East Ithaca Station. :z.oo p, m. 
Escursioos 1-6, Monday afternoons; 7. 8, II, aU day Saturday; .0 starts 00 
Saturday. On tbe excursioos to which a cost is attached. persons wishing to go 
must register at the departmeot and secure tickets in advance of the date of the 
trip. 
The longer exctU'Sions wiD be under the general charge of Professor VOH ENGELN 
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and Mr. STUCItBY, with the co-operation and assistance of the other members of 
the instructing staff. On the excursions stops win be made at points of interest, 
e:rplanations made, questions asked, and discussion invited. 
Outline of EJ:cursioos-Course S 10 
Monday A/tunoons 
I. Eagle Hill. To become acquainted with the lie of the land about Cornell. 
to lenm the place names of the broader physiographic features, studying en route 
Pf'OC('SSCS or weathering, and, at the summit, the maturely dissected plateau. 
The top of the hill is a vantage point (rom which a good view of the lake and 
the land for mil('s to the north, east, and west may be had. July 16. 
2. Fall Creek and Deadhead Hill. To study the origin and nature of sedimen-
tary rocks, also processes of ('rosion, transportation, deposition, and cementation. 
An intimate vi('w of one of the large gorges and its especial features, particularly 
Ithaca Falh:. July 23. 
3. Shore of Cayuga Lake. To study shore-line phenomena, joint planes, 
beddin/l!, and stalactite (ormation. A walk {or several miles along the east shore 
of the Lake>. Probably a return by troney. July 30. 
S. Terminal Moraine. North SpenC€'r. By train or auto-~ruck. To study 
• ma !";.<:in morainic loop. the hasin in which the fonner ice tongue rested, and the 
outwash deposits and onrllow channels to the south. Truncated valley sides 
due 10 ,,::Iacial t·r(l~ion. The most striking examples of glacial phenomena in the 
Cornell region . .\Ugu5t 6. 
6. sax Mile Creek. To study the effect of glaciation on a stream course. 
Relations to water sUPl,ly and power development. A climb into and walk 
through one of the gorges in Six 7\lile Creek and an interpretation of its compli· 
cated physiogrophic history. August 13. 
AU-day Exetlrsions 
7. Taugbarulock Gorce &ad Falls. By auto-truck. To study the Inlet 
Plain, its n 'clamation, the Barge Canal tenninat, the position and succession of the 
Devonian strata along the lake shore and the deep gorge and falls of Taughannock, 
one of the highest straight falls east of the Roclcies. Luncheon at the foot of 
the falls. July 21-
8. E06eld Gorge ud FalIsj and CoDllecticut Bill. By auto-truck. To 
study the relations o{ pr~1acial and hanging valleys and the postglacial and inter-
Claciall;orgcs, thelT origin and features. Joint-plane guidance of stream courses. 
A ride to the head of the gorge, climb througb it to tbe crest of Lucifer Falls. 
Enfield is perhaps the most picturesque and wildest of the gorges in the Cornell 
rqioa. A ride to the top of Connecticut Hill. the highest point in the region. 
July .8. 
£onee' Euu,si<m, 
10. Niagara Falls and Gorge. By train. Overnight at Niagara Falls. 
August 4. Open to all students in the Summer Session. 
All the important scenic: features of Niagara Falls and Gorge are visited and 
tbeir pbysiographic history inteapreted. As a wbole these pbenomena constitute 
a striking rC(.'Ot'd of some of the most interesting cbapten in the geologic and 
pbysiographic history of North America. Before the trip a spe<ial meeting of 
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_ intereated will be held in the Physical Geograpby Laboratory, wben tbe 
_tiona of the different p_ ";11 be explained and illustrated by • large scale 
relief model of the Niagara region. Students ace advised to send to Director 
U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., for a copy of Niagara Folio, No. 190. 
in octavo form; cost, fifty cents in coin or money order. 
II. Watkins Glen. By auto-truck. August II. Open to aU students in the 
Swnmer Session. 
WatlcinsG1en is considered one of the most beautiful scenic spots in the country. 
It has been secured for a State park by New York and all parts of it made ac-
ce&Sible. The excursion party win study the gorge. its pot holes and falls in de-
tailj and consider its relation. to the Seneca Lake Valley in comparison with the 
conditions at Ithaca as related to the Cayuga vaDey. Ride across the dissected 
upland country to the south and west between Ithaca and Watkins. 
S II. cartocraPh,.. Credit two bours. M W F, 8 to 10. Physical Geo,ra-
p/rJ LtJboroJqry. Associate PIOt..,or BItATroN. 
A COUl'Se in the principles of map-making, including theory and practice in the 
construction and use of maps; the merits and faults of the more important map 
projections; the characteristics essential to maps (or various purposes; the use o( 
graphs in presenting statistical material; methods and devices used in making 
graphs. The study is designated to lead to greater readiness and proficiency on 
the part 0( teachers and students in the presentation and interpretation o( 
geographical facts grapbicaUy expressed. 
S 12. TeacheR' Course. Principles, content, and methods for effective 
teaching of grade school and secondary school geography. Credit one or two 
bouts. Open only to teachers and those planning to teach. DaiJy escept Sat., 
12. Gulocical Ledur' ROOM. Associate Professor BUTTO'" and Assistant 
Professor WlLLtUIS. 
A course consisting of a series of lectutes and demonstrations, given by Pr0-
fessors Bratton and Williams in alternation, on announced topics. I n general Pro-
fessor Bratton will present grade school subjects, Professor WilIiaJTII secondary 
school topics. Teachers who are interested only in one phase may take that part 
~ the work only for one hour of credit. Teachers are invited to write to either 
professor (addresses pp. 4.7) before June I, suggesting topics they desire to 
have emphasiud or subjects they wish to sec included. 
GERMAN 
S I. ,int Year German. Credit four hoon. Oral training. gn.mmar, 
composition. reading. Daily el.cept Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. 183. Professor 
PoPS. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
After auccusfully completing this course, students can, by supplementary 
reading dw'iDg the summeJ', prepare themselves for the faU entrance examination 
in Ie Dud year German. 
S 3. 1'hiJd You Germu. Credit four h""". Ora\ training. grammar, 
..... pooilioll, ,..."ing Daily esoept Sa ... 8 ... d ... G. S. '90. Prof....,.. 
Boa....,. •. 
EnlJaDoe cndit, ODe UDit (third UDit). p,.,equioi", two Y"'" 01 hich oc:hool 
German or itt equivaleot. 
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S 4. Rapid R.adla.. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 183. 
Professor BOSSCDB, 
Modern German literary prose texts will be read. translated, and discussed. 
S 5. Lyric .. d BtUad Poetry. Credit two hours. Daily escept Sat., 10. 
C. S. 177. Professor POPR. 
The development of German lyric poetry from the Middle High German 
period to the present. Especial attention given to a literary appreciation of 
modem lyrics and ballads. Some time win be devoted to a study of German 
lyrics and ballads in the settings of modem German composers. 
German Lectures and Readings. A series of lectures and readings in German 
will be given under the auspices of the Department of German on evenings to be 
announced. 
GOVERNMENT 
S I. American Gonrnmeot. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. 
C. S. 245. Assistant Proll?SSor SABY. 
A study of American Government, national and state, showing the historical 
development of our political institutions, more particularly their practical opera-
tion in meeting the present~day problems of our democracy. 
S :2 . City Government. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. C. S. 
245. Assistant Professor SABV. 
A gCllcral f;Ur\'CY of city government and of city problems. such as public 
utilities, he.'l.lth nnd weliare. education and Americanization, city planning. 
HISTORY 
S I. Roman Histo..,.. Credit two hows. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 22$. 
Prof('$.."oOt Bo ... " 
This coll r:'>(' will be a g('ncral survey of Roman History from the earliest times 
to the fall of th(' Roman Eml,ire. Although the main empbasis will be laid upon 
political hi~tory , the social, economic, and religious movements will also be dis-
cussed. Lc'Ctures. collateral readings. and discussions. 
S 2 . The HeUeaistic Age. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 
225. Professor BOAK.. 
This cour.:e wiU be a study of Greek History and Civilization hom the time of 
A.luander the Great to the absorption of the Greek world in the Roman Empire. 
Lectures. eoUateral reading, discussions. 
IS J . Moden Europ ... History. The history of Europe ,ince lBI5). Not 
giVeD in 1923. 
IS 4. The Prench llpolatioo.} Not given in 1923. 
S 5. Mod .... Europetn Hilrory. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
C. S. 2.41. Acting Assistant Professor ANDlt£ws. 
A Rcoeral treatment of the social and political history of Europe from the sis-
teenth century to 1815. Lectures and assigned readings. 
S 6. Th. NtpOleooic Era. Credit two hours. Daily escept Sat., 11. G. S. 
242. Acting Assistant Professor AHDuws. 
A study of the =-of Napoleoll. 1795-1815. His work is ooaaidered in ita 
Prench and Ewopean aspect&. with special atttntion to the reorganiHtion c:i the 
P ..... th..,....,..,..,t. A .... ding Imowledge 01 I'reoth will be of ad_lap. 
~ IUIIiped readinp, and reporls. 
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S 7. BncJiN BiItotJ. Period of Lancut«. York, and Tudor. 139Cr1603. 
CTedit two houn. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S"77- Professor BALDWIN. 
A general course covering the period of transition from medieval to modern 
times. After III preliminary survey of the monarchy. parliament, and aristocracy 
of the fifteenth century. attention is given to the governing institutions, the in-
tellectual and social movements during the age of the Renaissance and of the 
Reformation. Lectures, collateral reading, and discussions. 
S 8. Jlaglond In the Eighteenth Century. .688-.8'5. Credit two hours. 
Daily except Sat., '2. G. S. '77. Professor BALDWIN. 
A study of the modern constitution and political parties, with special attention 
to colonial policies in the light of the literature of the period. The subject aflords 
III natural background (or American History. Lectures and topics {or special 
reading. 
S 11. American Risto.,. The expansion of the United States across the 
Alleghany Mountains, 1750-1848. Credit two hours. Daily ex.oept Sat., 8. 
G. S. 234. Professor BUTZ. 
This course deals with the exploration of the trans· Alleghany country, the 
movement of population into the West, Indian wars and relations with foreign 
powers on the frontier, territorial a.cquisitions,land policy. industrial development 
of typical communities, and in general with the social life of the new communitiHi 
between tbe Allegbanies and the Mississippi. The plan is to supplement in some 
detail tbe customary treatment of American History and to emphasize the 
cba:r&cteristic features of westward expansion. 
S J2. Amerit&D. BistorJ. The Period of Civil War and Reconstruction, 
J846-J815. Credit two hours. Daily exoept Sat., 10. G. S. 134. Professor 
BuTZ. 
Special attention is gi .... en to new historical literature, biographies, memoirs, 
and published source material. The problems of the decade before the war, of 
the war, and of reconstruction are treated in the light of the present. The 
controversy over slavery is followed to its conclusion and attention is paid to the 
new national and industrial life created by tbe Wat. Theproblemsofreconstruc. 
tiOD and the political results of the policy of l"eC-oustruction are discus.sed in some 
detail. 
American BiItorJ. Semlnl"', Sat., 1)-11. For students qualified for re-
sean:h. G. S. 235. Consult Professor BRETZ. 
S 17. Conte:m.poruy Hiato.,. and its teaching in tbe secondary schools. 
Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 234. Professor H.cClIAN. 
This toUtS< deals with the history of Ewope since the war. Tbe topics studied 
are the P .... Tr.aty: the conf....,ces of the premiers: the conferences of the 
amba d"",: tbe Leocue of Nations: Roeland: Pr&Dce: Italy: Germany: A .... 
tria: Hungary: c..cl>osIovakia: J_Iovakia: aDd Poland. Botb in method 
and in """tent the oourse will he useful to teaebers in secondary schools. especiaUy 
aueb as teach the courses in ww\d history p.u .. ibed by the ne .. history oyUabUi 
aI the Uaivenity of the State of New Yark. 
BYGDlftB 
S II. BRice. Credit two boon. Dai1y .... pt SaL, 8. SIi ....... 
,_. -. Dr. S ..... n. 
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Tbis is an informational course designed to treat in a general way personal 
and community hygiene and in a more special way the hygiene of the school child 
and the school group. The course will be carried on by means of lectures, ehartI, 
end frequent QUizzes, and an attempt will be made to compensate {or the wide 
ItOpe of the subject by limiting the discussion to those aspects which will be of 
particular interest or importance to the school teacher. 
LATIN 
S 1. The ObJeetivea aDd Technique of Latin Teaebing in SeC01l4uy $choola. 
For teachers and those preparing to teach Latin in bigh or preparatory schools. 
Daily ""copt Sat., II. G. S. 120. Credit two hours. Dr. JaFFoRDS and Pr0-
fessor DURBAW. 
A study of the Classical Survey and an evaluation of the objectives proposed by 
the Investigating Committee of the American Classical League, including a con-
.deration of the means and methods of attaining those objectives in classroom 
practice. Some special problems will also be considered: pronunciation of Latini 
reading of Latin verse; chapters in Latin syntax. 
S 2. The Three-Year Compreheuive Latin Requirement8 for CoUege ED-
traDee. Credit four hours, or the third unit of entrance Latin. Por students 
who have not completed the fun college entrance requirements, and for others who 
wish to fCview the essentials. Ten hours a week, daily except Sat., 8 and 12. 
C. S. 120. Dr. JEFFORDS. 
A rcsum~ of the paradigms, vocabulary. and syntax required in the Three-
Year Comprehensive CoUege Entrance Examination, together with an intensive 
study of the oration De r".~ PMIJ/Ift, and dailyexe:rcises in Latin Composition. 
This course covers the requirements of the third year of high-school Latin 
(entrance credit. one unit, third ye-ar Latin). 
S 3. Th. BmoI'J Uld the DnelopmeJIt 01 the Latin LUI",",., with particular 
relfl"Cnce to the sounds, flexions. vocabulary, and syntax of Vulgar Latin. 
Primarily for graduate students. candidates for the Master's degree. Daily 
acept Sat .• 9. G. S. 128. Credit two bours. Professor DURHAM. 
S 4- Plautus and Terence. Inletpretation of selected plays; the language 
and the metres of Plautus. Daily escept Sat., 10. G. S. 128. Credit two 
bours.. Professor DURHA". 
N<m<: Tbooe who wish to begin tbeir candidacy lor tbe degree 01 Master 01 
Arts are requested to c::orrespond in advance with Professor Durham and to bring 
with them at the opening of the Summer Session such credentials ofunderpaduate 
work leading to the degree A.B., as will entitle them to admiNrioq to the Graduate 
School. 
MA1BEMATICS 
In addition to the _ noted below, eacll teach ... will have a daily office 
hour for consultation with students. It is "'led that this opportunity be .PIioed 
by aD coocerned. 
In the 10U01rinc list, courses S • to S 7 (2) are the equivalent of those having 
the sam. numbers in the A __ of IIu CDilet. of Am aM Sci .. ", 
for '9'2-1923. 
Counes S I, S 2, S 3 Are planned for those teachas ill the Ie :0 .. ""'" ecbooJs 
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who wish to review these sub;ec:ta. They a.re equivalent to the advanced entrance 
roquirementa of Cornell University and of the CoUege EntTance Examination 
Board. They prnu_ • ready knowledge of elementary algebra (through 
quadratic equations) and of plaoe geometry. University credit for S J, S 2, 
S 3. S '" S 6. three bours each. 
Students talcjor S S. S 7 (I), S 7 (2) are requested to take no other University 
_k during the session without specia1 penn;..;on. 
University credit for S S. S 7 (.). S 7 (.). 6ve bours each. 
S •. $oUd Geometry. Daily. II. WA;" S. Assistant Prof....". CRA.G. 
(Office hour. 9. WA;t, 4.) WA;t, '5. Mr. CuI ..... L. (Office hour. '0. WA;" 
•.. ) 
S 2 . Ad .. lAted All_bra. DailY,9. W6ik I. Assistant Professor GILLESPIE. 
(Office hour. II. WMk 3.) WA;" 6. Assistant Professor WILL ..... S. (Office 
hour, II, While 3.) While 25. Mr. CAliPBELL. (Office hour, 10, WAite 22.) 
S 3. Tric:oDomebT. Daily. 10. Whitt 28. Professor SHARPE. (Office hour, 
II, W1i1e 29.) WAite 6. Assistant Professor Wn.LLUtS. (Office hour. II, 
WA;" 3.) S 4. AIIaIytic Geomeory. Daily. 9. WA;" .8. Profesoor S........ (Office 
hour, II, Mite 29.) WAik 21 . Dr. ROBISON. (Office bour. II. WIIile 23·) 
S S. Dillerentia1 CaltuI ... Daily. 8 and II. WA;" '0. Assistant Professor 
CAIVER. (Office hour, 9. Mile 12.) While 6. Assistant Professor HURWITZ. 
(Office hour. 9. WA;" 8.) M;" '7. Dr. Raw. (Office hour. 9. IVA;" 29.) 
While 9. Mr. MORS.. (Office hour, 9. W7lite 12.) 
86. iDtecnlCaJC1JIua. Daily.'o, WA;" I. Assistant Prof...,..Gn.LES.IB. 
(Officebour,lI, While 3.) Mite 21. "Dr. ROBISON. (Officebour,lI, MiJe'3.) 
87. (.). AIIaIytic Geometry and tho CoItuIua. (First term', work.) Daily. 
8..,d ••. Given ooIy if enough stud .... ts r<gister lor the course. Apply'" Pro-
lessor SBA.RPE, Mitt 29· 
8 7. (.). DilIemrtia1 and iDtepol CaJC1JI.... (Second tenn·. work.) 
Daily.8and ... WA;",. AssistantProf ",OnN'. (Offioebour.9. WA;"",) 
S 20. T .. cb ... • Conno. Credit two hours. Daily .. copt Sat.. ••. WA;u 
'4. Professor SNYDER. (Office hour. '0. White 26.) 
The course will comprise selected topics in the subjecta of leroaduy school 
mathematics. including CODItructiona by ruler and c:omput and the ..olutioo. of 
equations The mutual depeodence of aJcebra and georutb) in the lOlutioo of 
prOblems will be emph'';'ed. 
Adnnced eoa,... 
S 62. Projecd •• GI FlU). Credit three hours. Daily, 9. WMu'4-
Prof:SIX SHYDBR. (Ot&oe hour, 10, w.te 26.) The principles UDderlying pro. 
joctive lorms of the fint and " «><I de&r- wiD be dneIoped. Although no 
1mowIed&e ol matbemati<s beyond plane c-netrY wiD be pr .... ppo.ed. additioaol 
tnjninc is highly d ·'able. 
S 42. AIIaIJIIa. Credit three boun. Daily. '0. WA;u S. Assistant 
Prof • ,. CRAIG. (00i0e _. II. WMk 3.) A knowIed&< ol !be calcuJ .. 
ilpaelllPP'l!d TheoootentoitbeCOlll'RwiIJ vary60m year to year. aoc.:ording 
to the a' E 11 and d 1',.01 the madenta. Cotieapoodenoe bam pc ib1e applNnla 
tar the...,.. wiD be .... -. TIre oabjecta '" be _ted wiD _any be 
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ooIe<:1<d &om the lollowing IW.: elementary differential equati"",, theory of 
limite and logical loundatioaa of the calculus, theory of point-sets, infinite _, 
theory of functions of a complex variable. 
RoadlDc ... d Rnoudi C_ 
In addition to the preceding courses, the teachera of mathematics after the 
'onowing opportunities to graduate students. lostruction will consist of con-
fenmCt'S by appointment, direction of reading, and proposing definite problems 
for (cscarch. 
AlCebraic Curve. ud Swiates. Problems in cortespondence and bitationa! 
trllnsfonnations. Professor SNYDER. • 
Applied Matbematiu. Problems in hydrodynamics. Heat, electricity, and 
eta."ticity. Professor SHARPl-:. 
FOUDebidoo. of Geometry aDd Problema in Synthetic Geometry. Assistant 
ProfC':'OSOf'S C.U\'ER and OWENS. 
FunctiOD' 01 • Real Variable, PoiDt ....... Calculus 01 Van.doDS. Assistant 
ProtC'SSO( GILLESPIE. 
Advaoced ADaJysia. Problcrns in the theory of functions, differential equations, 
and i"t~ equations. Assistant Professor HURWITZ. 
FwaCtioDI of • CompJu Variable. Assistant Professor CRAIG. 
AlcebnJc Iovariants. Assistant Professor WlLLLUfS., 
MUSIC , 
S 10. HarmoDY. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. Sate ClfDpeI. 
Assistant Pro(csnr QUARLES. 
A c:'OUJ"SC dt'aling ",;th the construction and inten:onnection of triads and chords 
of the S(·wnth. 
S 14. Mullc:aJ AppreciatioD, Form. a..ad DeaJp. Credit two hours. Daily 
Uoepl Sat .• 11. Bartles HoU. ~It. KROEGER. 
A COtU"SC in musical analysis. including form and design. and furnishing a 
rational basis for the appreciation of musical masterpieces of all schools. 
S 18. Biitwy of Music. Credit two hours. Daily e"cept Sat., II. BantU 
Roll. ".r. KROEGER. 
The historical growth and development of music to the present time. 
S 20. M .... e ill lb. EI ....... taJy Schools (Grade. I to VI). Credit two hours. 
Daily ucept Sat.. 8. Barnes Hall. Professor GEaRuNs. 
An introduction to the general problem of &chool music: its value as an educa-
tional subject: various typt'S of objectives; principles underlying the methods in 
Ctln"eTIt D$It; practical suggestions for the simplification of procedure. 
S >I. Mule ill JUDi., ... d _ BiCb Schools (Grad .. VlI-m). Credit 
two hours. Daily escept Sat., 9. &",tJ Ball. Professor Gn.uNs. 
Various problems relating to music in the high school will be taken up. Among 
th~ _iU be: the problem of teaching music in the junior high school; instrumeo~ 
tal music; thelUgb school chorus and its problems; theory courses; approc:iatioo 
el' n.: aedit 10f' practical music; glee clubs. Lectures. tatbook assignments. 
IUpplementary reeding. 
Cbonaa. The Department of Music will organiu and maintain a choir for the 
...-vice in Soc< Chapel a. II o'clock each Sunday morning during the S"mm<r 
S . >D. The iIIdividualtesto lor this choir 1ril1 be held in Soc< Chapel Oft MODday 
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July 9 &om 9030 to 12:30 and 2030 toS:oo. The rebeanals will be held on Thurs-
day at S o'clock and on Sunday at 10. All students having voices and desiring to 
Iiog are urged to become members of this choir. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The cou.rseI are intended to be of general rather than of technical interest, and 
may be taken by aU students. Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts wbo 
have chosen philosophy as a major or a minor subject will find it desirable to take 
some of these courses as a basis and preparation for more advanced study. Such 
students will be given individual guidance in their reading. 
S I. PhilolOphicalldus ill NiDeteeDtb Century Literature. Credit two hours. 
Daily acept Sat., 9. G. S. 2>5. Professor AL •••• 
This course does not presuppose previous acquaintance with philosophy. 
After considering the general tendency of ~hteenth century thought and the 
movement inaugurated by Rousseau, the course will deal with the interpretations 
of life o£f~ by well-known authors of the nineteenth century. English, Conti-
nental. and American, and the relation of such interpretations to the recognized 
tendencies of contemporary pbilosophy. 
S 2. Introduction to PbilolOphy. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. 
G. S. 225. Professor CUNNINCHAM. 
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student with the general method of 
philosophy and to discuss in an elementary way some of the more important prob-
lems now in debate. As time permits the following topics will be considered : 
science and philosophy; the natw-e and development of knowledge; the problem 
of truth: the nature of mind; vitalism and mechanism; the concept of evolu-
tion. LectUres, discussions, and assigned readings. 
S 3. The De9'elopmeat of Modern PbiJolOphieal TboucbL Credit two hours. 
Daily eacept Sat., I'. G. S. 225. Professor ALBEB. 
OoIy the most important philosophers of the modem period will be dealt with, 
but the attempt will be made to connect the development of modem philosophy 
with literary, scientific, and social movements. 
S 5. Philosophies of Lite. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., '0. G. S. 
225. Professor CUHNtNG8.AM. 
An outline survey of typical philosophies of life. The various forms of hedon-
ism; the self-realization theories, and radical individualism such as that ('fTl-
pbuired by Nietzsche vrill be studied and compared. Practical applications in 
diBereot fields will be suggested. Prequent reference to the classical theories 
will be made, but no systematic knowledge of these theories is presupposed. 
Lectures, discussions. and as'«ned readings. 
PHYSICAL EDUCAnOIf 
SWimmin,. 
Instruction in swimming and liIe saving for individual training and for teaching 
will be giveD at bours to be arranged for each applieaDt by appointment. 
Few this instruction a special c:bar&e of teo doUan is made. 
Por women, SGp tAlkp Gyrrnuui"".. 9-U a. m.., 2=30-5 p. m. Por men. 
4ffiiJO" c,.fICU'i •• , by appointmePt. Mr. 061 AI. 
-..uratiOD, 
Dailyezcept Fri . .ad Set., 8, 9. Major CHIISTIAN and Fint Sagea.ot JIN51N 
01 the l>ieJd Artillery Dotaclunent, C«neU Uni .... ity. 
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For this instruction a special charge of ten dollara is made. 
Courses in Equitation ate open only to students regularly enrolled. in the 
Summer Session. 
S la. Elemeotary Cta •• (Mea). Practical equitation and horsemanship: 
the scat; the aids; work on the track: posting; cross·country riding. 
S lb. Elementary Claa (WomeD). A course more elementary than S la, yet 
covering much the same ground. Selected mounts. 
r. SIC. AdvUlced CI.... Hours to be arranged. For those who have had 
experience in riding. The seat; the rein ; leg aids: exercises on long lines with 
and without stirrups; exercises on the circle; posting; the walle, trot, and gallop: 
jumping: cross-country riding; the care, conditioning. and training of horses. 
PHYSICS 
Teachers may {'nter any course that they are prepared to pursue with profit 
and ate entirely at lihcrty to take portions of courses if such an arrangement is to 
their advantage, 
Those " 'ho have not had college physics are advised to take course S 3. 
S ~ . IDtroductory EQerimental Pbyaiea. Credit six hours. Lectures 
daily, 8; recitatiO'ns, daily 9; quiz, M. to-l2. Roduft1ler A. Assistant Pr0-
fessor nO ..... F- . I.aboratory, thrC(! two-hour periods a week. Section A, M, 
, ... and T Th. 10-12; SectiO'n B, W F, 100n and Th, 2*4. Roculellu 220. 
MCl".<:rs. MCCORKLE and ZELLER. 
This rouT'SC is intended to' furnish a basis for all fO'llowing courses as well as to 
give a fairly complete survey O'f general physics. Teachers and O'thers fa-:niliar 
with the clements O'f the subject may find the course usefuJ and instructive. 
The lectuJ'C$ are accompanied by experimental demO'nstrations. Kimball's 
ColkC~ Physics will be used for reference. 
S .. . Properties of Matter and Sound. Credit two hours. Class work. A 
knowledge o( introductory physics such as may be obtained in a first course in 
college physics .;U be presupposed. Daily except Sat., 12. RocuJeJkr lOS· 
Assistant Professor ]USS.UD. 
S 7. Geaeral Ph,ai". Credit there hours. Recitations and problems. 
Paerequisite Physics 2 or its equivalent and trigonometry. Six recitation 
periods and one quu period a week. Recitations, daily J 2; quiz period, M 8, or as 
arnnged. RoeuJtJle, 107. Assistant Professor CoLLINS. 
S 10. Pbysical Bxpaimeatl. Credit two hours. For teachers of elementary 
physics and for othen wishing a gnater familiarity with laboratory work. T 
Th. I~IZ, and M W F, 2*4:,30. RodeJelkr 320· Assistant Professor CoLLINs. 
A _I laboratory course of the study of the fundamental physicalla ... and 
COIlSt&Dts, partly 60rn the qualitative. partJy from tbe quantitative point of view. 
The work may be varied to suit the interest of tbe student, since the instruction 
is in aU cnes individual. Tbis course presupposes a knowledge of introductory 
pbysics but may in some cares be t:.akeP at the same time witb Physics S 3. 
S II. Seat, Licl>t, ... d Blodricity. Cteditthroe hoon. Recitations. Theory 
and prob...... It is recom.neuded that Physics S 14 be taken si,nultaneoua1y 
,with Pbysics S II. Praequisit.e Physics S 3 aad S 7 or their equivalent and the 
dilI ..... tial and integral calc:ulus. Six .-.citation perioda and ooe quis period • 
PHYSICS 
week. Recitations. daily. 8; quia period. M u, or as arranged. Ro,IIeJeller 
106. Assistant Professor BIDWELL: 
S 14. PhJSical Measurementa. Credit one to foul" hours. Primarily for 
teachers and students who wish a thorough introduction to the theory and methods 
of pbysic:aJ measurements and observations either as a preparation for graduate 
study or as an extension of previous work in physics. Prerequisites, the equiva· 
lent of eight hours of coDege physics and a knowledge of the dements of calculus. 
One to four three·hour periods a week. M W P. 9-1' (or I~I by special arrange-
ment) and T Th. 2-S. Roelu/tUer 252. Assistant Professor BIDWELL and Mr. 
NORTHROP. 
The methods of setting up and adjusting apparatus, the study of sources of 
error and their elimination. methods of computation, the interpretation of results, 
both analyticaUy and graphically. have special emphasis. The instruction is 
individual and the topics covered may be adjusted to meet the needs of the 
student. 
S IS. Tache"' Courae. Daily except Sat., 9, with One or more additional 
hours for studying laboratory teaching. R~)ejtUer loS. Mr. ZELLER. 
Leetures, discussions, and conferences with emphasis upon the selection of ex· 
periments for demollStration and laboratory work and upon the applications and 
illustrations of physical principles. 
The sequence of courses outlined below is intended to run through three sum· 
mer sessions. The schedule for the next three summers is: 
1923, S 22b and S 20; 1924. S 21 and S 23&: 1925. S 22a and S 2lb. The 
courses are of the same general cbaracter as the corresponding courses Jiven 
in the fall and spring terms but include somewhat fewer topics. The selectlon of 
these topics will be influenced by the interests and needs of the class. Either 
half of the divided courses. S 22 and 5 23. may be taken without the other. 
To profit by tbese courses a student should have a knowledge of calculus and 
should have completed courses in general pbysics covering the principal topics 
of the subject and of a grade substantially equivalent to that of Physics S 4. and 
should have bad COtlTSeS in physical measurements substantially equiValent to 
Pbysics S'4- If be has Dot had sufficient laboratory experience he may complete 
this requirement by takiDa' Physics S 14 simultaneously. A student who con· 
templates electing any of ffiese courses is advised to COfTespood with tbe depart-
ment about his preparation for tbe work. 
Courses S 20 and S 75 may be taken for c:redit toward a master's d~ee in 
Pbysics. subject to the requirements of the graduate school. (~ the A "noll"'''' 
_ of llu Grod_ SdHl). 
S 20. B .. t. Credit two hours. Daily exoopt Sat., 12. RDcIuftlJ,n C. 
Assistant Protestor MURDOCK.. 
Thermometry; beat transfer; equations of state; and an elementary study of 
the kinetic u.-y 01. gases and thenuodynamics. 
IS 21. Licht.1 Not given in 1923. 
IS 22&. llectricitJ aad V·p'etiIm. Static. electric. and magnetic fields; 
diaect current phenomena; guecNS. eIec::trotytic. and metallic coaduction: 
chemical and thermal electromotive fOlOlSii.l Not given. in 192:3. 
S 22b. B1edr1citJ ..... ,Iopotlsm Electromagnetism, variable curr<Ot 
phenomena, electric oscillation&.. Credit two boun. Daily escept 5&t., 8. 
RDchl'" 105- Asoistant Prof....,.- KE ••• RD. 
[S '3'- P1op.li.. 01 ... _, Oyuamics 01. partides and rigid bodi .. , 
_ ..... ~ pavitatioo.1 Not given in 1923-
• 
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(S '3b. Proporti" 01 Matter. Elasticity, surface tension; dynamics 01 
ftuids, viscosity.) Not given in 1923. . 
S 2S. Advaaced Laboratory Practice. Open to students who have had Pbysics 
S 14 (four hours of credit) or its equivalent. Credit varies wjth the amount of 
work done. The laboratory is open daily except Sat., 9-'12. RoeUjtUer JOI. 
Assistant Professor MURDOCK. 
This course is intended to meet the requirements of the following classes of 
students: (I) those wishing to take up special topics for detailed study; (2) 
those taking Course S 20 or S 22b and desiring to supplement that work in the 
laboratory; (3) those who wish to develop their laboratory technique in prepara-
tion for research. 
5 49. Modem Deyelopments in Physics. Credit onc hour. Three hours a 
week as QlT3ngcd. RocuftUer C. Assistant Professor KENNARD, and other 
members of the staff. 
A discussion of certain topics selected after conference with the members of the 
c'ass including especiaUy those topics that are not usually included in genera) 
texts. Whenever feasible, experimental demonstrations will be given. 
S 75. Special Topics for InvestigatioD. Students who are prepared to profit 
by the use of the library and laboratory facilities of the department in the study 
ol some special topic or in investigatiOD will be given an opportunity to do so. 
This work rna)' h(., taken in connection with or independently of any of the above 
COUf'S('S and win be under the direction of one or more members of the staff, with 
whom frequent conferences should be arranged. Credit varies with the nature 
and amount of work done. 
For further information regarding opportunities for research and investiga· 
lion during the Summer see the A "~"Umtnt of 1M GradlUJle S,JwoI. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
S.. PIJc.boloD'. Credit two hours. Lectures, M T W Th, 9. Professor 
TrrcHE~IiR. Recitations, P, 9. G. S. C. Assistant Professors DALLENBACB 
and HOISIKGTOS, and Dr. BISHOP. 
This course furnishes a general introduction to the study of the nannal human 
mind boUt the expetimental point of view. It opens with the brief discussion of 
the nature of a scientific psychology, of the problems which such a psychology is 
~ upon to face, and of the methods at its disposal for their solution. It then 
leU forth in order the facts and la ws of mental life as indicated by experiment, 
beginning with sensation, image, and affection; it paVet by way of attentiOD, 
peloeption, association, and memory to the highly compJes processes of imagina· 
tion. yoluntary action, and thought. Throughout the work use will be made of 
the unique collection of demonstrational apparatus which composes the equip--
ment of a special laboratory in Goldwin Smith Hall. 
Tu'book, Titcllener, rulbooi 0/ Pry,/oo/o". 
S.. AtteDtioD. Credi"",o bours. Daily .-pt Sat., 10. G. S. C. Assist-
aut Professor DA1.LBNBAcB. 
In this coune the applications 01 Attention to advertising, to conjuring and 
aleigbt of band, to hypnosis. to teltlmooy, to efficiency, and to learning wiD r& 
ceive spedel empbpN, The application will, however, be made oaly after the 
atudent baa been gJOWlded in the elementary facta aod Ia ... 01 Atteolion. The 
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development, the conditions. the kinds, and the levels of Attention will first be 
considered; then the experimental investigations will be reviewed; and thereafter 
the pnctic:al eonsiderations win be taken up. 
Demonstrations and c::less--experiments will be used frequently for illustration. 
No textbook will be prescribed, but the lectures will be supplemented by assigned 
readings in standard works. 
S 3. Memory and LeamiDg. _ Credit two hours. Daily except Sat.. 8, 
G. S. C. Assistant Professor HOISINGTON. 
The chief topics to be treated in this course are: the general nature of memory; 
the curve of learning: the conditions of impression, association, recaU, and recog-
oitioo ; the oorreJation b.!twcen dillerent memories and between memory and other 
mental functions; teaching and the presentation of material; recitation and 
ezamination; "cramming" and efficient study: unusual memories and their 
conditions: the formation and the breaking of habits; mnemonic schemes and the 
"train;ng" of memory. 
Demonstrations and class-experiments will be made throughout the C'ourse. 
Readings win be assigned in standard texts and monographs to be found in the 
library. 
S 4. Qualitlti'f'e Laboratory. Credit two hours. M W F, 2:00-4:30. Psyt"o~ 
lotid LGho,alor'Y, MarNa Hall. Assistant Professor HOISINGTON and Dr. 
BIS80P. 
The purpose of this course is to furnish the student training in psychological 
method, and to give him a first-hand acquaintance with the contents of his own 
mind. Tbe laboratory consists of twenty-seven rooms on the upper floors of 
Morrill Hall. including dark rooms, workshops, and offices. The equipment on 
the side of apparatus is especialJy complete, embracing besides the standard 
pieces for qualitative ezperiments a great variety 0( special instruments. The 
equipment of the research laboratory is also available for demonstrations. Exper~ 
;meots will be performed in vision, audition, and the other departments of sense, 
in feelina:. attentiOOt pert.eption, and idea. and toward the end of the work the 
student may C8J'TY out ezpet Unents upon the more complez processes of associa. 
tion and action. The teztbook is Titchener's Ezperimml4l Ps,dwIoO. vol. i. 
Qualitative Student's Manual. 
S s. Quaa.titatiye Laboratory. Credit two hOUri. Tbree afternoons (to be 
r.rrangod). ':<>0-4'30. P.,.NIo,wu '4bor....,. M",rilI HcUl. Assistant Pro-
f:uDr DAU.ENBAC8. 
This course aim. to fw-oisb such training in the psychopbysical methods and 
iD the handling of iD&ttuments of precision aa will be adequate preparation for 
.......-ch problems. The student will make esperimental determinations of the 
stimulu funens, will att.empt verificationa of Weber', Law in various depa.rtrnenta 
of. ...... se. and will pafOtiD at least ODe aperiment by eAch one of the chief psycho--
pbyaiall methods. Quantitative ...... "'""' .. in specia16elds may be undertaken 
ill .. flu- as time permits. The testbook is Titd>euer·. Elope. i .... 141 P.,.NIoO. 
001. ii, Quantitative Studal,'s Manual. 
lAboratory ~ must be formed if the _k of this course is tolbe 
punued. with pcofit. U. therefore •• partner cannot be found, the student.;, .. 
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S 6, TecbnlqU. of th. Labontory, Hours (three) to be arn.nged, P".M. 
Ioc"ollAbortUor" Morrill HoU. Dr. BISHOP. 
This course will discuss the equipment of a psychological laboratory, in the 
various fields of investigation and at various levels of expense. De:mon.atra... 
tions, with special emphasis upon principles of construction. will be given of 
ltandard pieces of apparatus contained in the Cornell University laboratories. 
S 7. Hzperi.mental Problems. Hours and credit to be arranged. Psydto. 
lotu;ol Labo,alo,y, Morrill HaU. Assistant Professor DALLENBACH. Assistant 
Ptofessor HOISINGTON, and Dr. BISHOP. 
Courses S I, S 4. and S 5. or their equivalents. are prerequisites for this course. 
The work will consist of the original study of certain experimental problems, and 
will involve both observation and manipulation of instruments. Completed 
investigations may be published in Tile American Journal oj PS'J'lwloty. 
S 8. Problema and Persons in Systematic PsydaolOgy: Advanced Course. 
Daily except Sat .• II . G. S. C. Professor TITCHENER. 
This course presupposes S I and S 4 or their equivalents. Certain of the major 
problems and personalities in systematic psychology will be discussed in some 
detail, with numerous references for coUateral reading. A knowledge of French 
and G<-rman IS necessary. 
PUBLIC SPEAXII'IG-ORAL ENGLISH 
AU courses are planned to meet the special needs of high·school teachers. 
Individual instruction wiU be given by appointment without additional charge. 
S I. Public SpeakiDa. Credit two hoUTS. Daily except Sat .• II . G. S. 21. 
Dr. CAPLAS. 
A practical training for speaking in public. Methods of preparation and stand· 
ants of delivery; drill in the delivery of eztemporaneous and prepared origiaal 
speeches, and of declamations; subject. matter of speeches drawn largely from 
required readings. High·school teachers will find the methods applicable to their 
work in public speaking and in oral English. Regular students passing this 
course are admitted to second term of Public Speaking I. 
SIb, .\rpm ... t ODd Debit.. Credit two bours. Daily except Sat" 9, 
G. S. 21. Dr. CAPLAN • 
A study of the principles of conviction and persuasion, with training in analysis, 
in brief-drawing. and in rhetorical presentation. Emphasis on adaptation of argu. 
meotative mater jal to the audience. Practice in speaking and debating, with 
drill in deliVery. This course presupposes Public Speaking 18 or SI. and will be 
cona:idered equivalent to the second term of Public Spuking I. 
S J. Coa.ne for HiCb-School T .. cbers of Public Speakinc· Credit two hours. 
Daily ucept Sat., I L G, S. 26. AlaistaDt Professor HUNT, 
A practic:al training course for teachers of public speelnne, debate, and oral 
.Enc1i5b; constant practice in speaking and drill in methods of preparation; 
pl.n"ing of hich-ecbool courses; empblSj, on lims. 6taIldarda, and methods. 
S S. n. ProdUCtiOD 01 Sth", Plop. Credit two bours. Daily ucept 
Sat.. 9- G. S. 26. Conseot of instructor nee nsary for admission. Professor 
D.\I1OIo"" and Mr. HUDSON. 
n-y 01 stage direction; choice of plays; e1_to of ","ning; SUICiDI 01 
JU,.: other practic:a.I ph,.es of productioa: special emphasis OIl oral in .... 
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pmation; one act playa rehearsed. Students in S 5 should also take S 10 or S 8. 
S 8. Voice TniDin&:. Credit one hour. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 21. 
Assistant Professor MucaMoaB. 
A fundamental course for teachers of speech·training and public spealring. 
Exercises for the development of pure tone, Oexibility, melody and strength of 
voice. clear eaunciation. and for relief from high, strained tones. harshness. 
thtoa.tiness. and speakers' soretMoat; training for poise and ease of action. If 
needed, special eJ:ercises will be prescribed. 
S 8a. Speech Con-ecdOD aDd Ad'f'Ulted Voice Tninjog. Credit one hour. 
Prerequisite S 8, or its approved equivalent. and the consent of instructor. M 
W P, bour to be arranged. G. S. 26. Assistant Professor MUCRWORB. 
R ...... ings in the science underlying voice-training and speech·corr~tjon. and 
discussions of theories and methods. For those having sufficient background to 
do somewhat iadependent work. Students may be required to take S 8. 
S 9. Coune fOf Teacbers ia. Voice-Tnl"fn, I.Ild Oral Reading. Credit two 
hours. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 26. Consent of instructor required. 
Assistant Professor MUCBJlORE. 
Principles and methods in voice-training. phonetics. speech improvement, and 
oral reading. Both elementary and secondary school problems will be considered. 
Lectures. readings, discussions, and exercises. 
S 10. Oral Read.iDC. Credit two hoW'S. Daily acept Sat., 12. G. S. 2(. 
Asaistant Professor HUJIT. 
The 6rst part of the course will be devoted to the elements of reading: a tten tion. 
individlla'HzatlOD, and sequence of ideas: the 8! :"ODd part. to the oral intapietation 
0/ literature, with special empbasis on the spirit rather than on the form. Individual 
drill, and preparation of at least one long selection. Regular students who pass 
this course will be admitted to the second term of Oral Reading. Course 10. 
S 33. Poeeantry. C~t two hows. Daily ezcept Sat., 10. C. S.:I6. Mr. 
HUDSON. 
The history of _try; the relation of history, poetry, song, folk·Iore, and 
_ to _try; writing, directing, and producing "",<ants; grouping and 
pageant acting. Special attention will be given to the "play-pageant" and to 
the _ding 0/ parts. The _k of this course is ()()fie1a~ with that of S 5. S 8, 
and S 10. Not opeD to students of the regular session. 
S 20. Semin'ry. Por graduates. Hours to be arranged. Conducted by 
members of the stall. 
For graduate students who have chosen Public Speaking as major or minor 
in cendidacy for an advanced degiee. 
1l0llAKCB LAIIGUAGES 
French 
S I. 1I .... 1IUJ Coane. Cr«Iit four bouro. Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. 
C. S. 2<)0. Mr. iIrIIIu. 
Eatnnoe aed:it. ODe unit. 
The object 0/ this ........ is twofold: lint. to live becinnero • th""""b driB 
in the entiaJI 01. French ptOlluuciation. grammar, and radinc: ,~:ohd. to ofter 
to • .. cben an oppoctWlity of _ying the methods of p" .. entatioo of tb_sub-
jecta to b Ci""""L 
SUMMER SESSION 
S.. IntOJmodilt. Cour... Credit four houra. Daily ezcept 8&t., 8 and u, 
G. S. .83. Dr. Ho .. a .... 
Entrance credit, one unit. Praequisite course S I or ita equivalent. 
S 3. Ad_ed Coun.. Credit four houra. Daily ezcept Sat., 8 and u. 
G. S. "7. Professor L.u<A. 
Entrance credit, one unit. PP,.., ..... equisite course S 2 or ita equivalent. 
S 4· AdvADced Translation. Credit two bours. Daily ezcept Sat., 9. C. S. 
290. Prerequisite course S 3 or its equivalent. Mr. HEMRY. 
S S. Blemeotaty Composition aad COO9' ...... ti.OD. Credit two hours. Daily 
except Sat., J I . G. S. 24)0. Prerequisite course S 3 or its equivalent. Pro-
fE LJO!: L4.MA. 
S 14. AdvUlced Composition aDd Conversation. Credit two bours. Daily 
ucept Sat., 10. G. S. 283. Assistant Professor GUILLOTON. 
S 19. The Drama of the RODl&Dtic Movemeat. Credit two hoW'S. Daily 
eEOept Sat., 8. G. S. 221 . Assistant Professor GUILLOTON. 
Lectures in French on the Romantic Drama. Outside read;ngs and reports. 
S 21 . Contemporary Freaeb Poetry. Credit two bours. Daily except Sat., 
11. G. S. 281. Professor MASON. 
Lectures nnd discussions of special topics in contemporary poetry with exten-
sive outside fl':lding and reports. 
(S 23. lotroduttioD to Frenm Philology. Credit two hours. DaiJy except 
Sat. Special emphasis will be put upon the importance of a knowledge of 
phlloloJ;:Y (or teachers.) Not given in 1923. 
S 26. Coroeille. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 227. 
Dr. HOFFUERR. 
Lectures in French on the liCe and works o{ Comeille and 'explications de 
tenes'. 
(8 30. Tbe Teething of French. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
G. S . 'Jo. 
A detailed discussion of the more modem methods of teaching French. Lec-
tures, assigned reading, and observation.) Not given in 1923. 
S 31. Phonetics. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 283. 
Professor ;\(ASOS . 
Lectures on the basic pbonetic laws of French and English and the teaching of 
Prench pronunciation by means of pbonetics. Practical exercises in pbonetic 
transcription and in the reading of Prench. This course is especially for teachers 
of French but is open to all students who wisb to study tbe pronunciation of 
Pftnch and english. 
S J5. l'ruce of TcHa,. Credit two houra. Daily .""'Pt Sat., U. G. S. 
24 Assistant Pro! or GUlLLOTON. 
Lectures in Prench on the social. inte1lectuaI, .nd political life of the present. 
Preach R .. 4iop. A series of readings in French will be gi_ by Mademoiselle 
ConTOI. daily eJ<Cept Seturday at 2.15 p. m. in the Drawing Room 01 Sill 
Cottage. 
Prench Lec:twea. A series of lectures in Prench d ... Hng with Preneh national 
life will be given by the """,hers 01 the instructing staff in French on Wedneeday 
evenings at 8 o'clnclc in GoIdtft. Smilo\ Ball, Room 290. 
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La Maiaon Pro",I... The SiD Cottage, situated on the Campus, is reserved 
for students of French. MademoiseUe Cowtois is in charge and only French is 
spoken in the Cottage. Reservations should he made before June J. In the 
dining room of Sage College, -special tables where only French is spoken, are re-
served for students of French. Students of French will find abundant oppor-
tunity for speaking French at the frequent social meetings held under the direction 
of Mademoiselle Courtois. 
SpaIllsh 
S I. Elementary Course. Credit four hours. Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. 
G. S. 277. Mr. BSII:OWlTZ. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
S 2. Intermed.iate Course. Credit four bours. Daily except Sat .• 8 and u. 
G. S. 28. . Mr. ZAPATA y TORRHS. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
S 3. Advanced Course. Credit four hours. Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. 
G. S. U4. Mr. ALEMANY. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
S 4. AdvUlced Translation. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 
277. Mr. BBRKOWITZ. 
5 5. Elementary Composition and CODversatiOO. Credit two hours. Daily 
except Sat., 11. G. S. 281. Mr. ZAPATA y TORRES. 
S 1. Ad'fanced. Composition and Coa,'fenatioD. Credit two hours. Daily 
escept Sat., II. G. S. 271. Mr. ALEYAHY. 
Special attention will be given to free composition and c.ollespondence. The 
course is conducted in Spanish. 
S 16. 1b.e Drama of the Golden Ace. Credit tv.·o hours. DailY except Sat., 
8. G. S. 128. Professor Dona. 
Lectures, outside reading, reports. and discussions. 
S 19. Nineteenth Century Nonls. Credit two hours. Daily e~cept Sat., 
9. G. S . • 81. Professor Dona. 
Lectures, translation. and discussion of ,epresentative works. 
S 30. 1he TeuhinC of Speniah. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
G. S.'8J. Professor Do1Lll. 
A course for the di.scussion of materials and methods in the presentation of 
Spanish in the secondary schools. Special attention will be given to phondic:s, 
dass,oou. methods. the choice and use of texts. and auxiliary materials. 
Sptniah LectuteI, and Readi.a.p. A &eriea of lectures and readings in Spani&b 
by members of the instructing staff will be given during the &esSion. 
La Ctu Bapaftola.. The Risley Cottage will be re&!I ved for students of Spanish 
and will he in clJatge of • Spanish ~....... Thet'e will also he ;0 Prudence 
Risley Hall a special table at wlUch ouIy Spao;.h is spoken. Stuclenta deIiriac 
['04iiilS ia the Spanish House should make reseJ\"atioas before June I. 
.... -. . 
SUMMER SESSION OF THE·COLLEGE"OF LAW 
- . 
The College of Law will offer, during the summer of 1923, a summer session or 
eleven weeks' duration. divided into two terms of five and one-half weelcseach. 
Registration {or the first term will occur on June 2S, and instruction {or this term 
will commence June 26 and end July 30. Registration for the second term will 
occur on August '1, and instruction will continue from August 3 to September 6. 
FACULTY 
LIVINGSTON FARRAND. A.B., M.D., L.H.D., LL.D., President of the University. 
GIiORGE G. BOOERT, A.B., LL.B., Dean and Professor o{ Law. 
HORAca E. WHITESIDE, A.B., LL.B., Secretary and Lecturer in Law. 
CRAnES K . BVRDICK, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
WALTER WHEELER COOK, A.M., LL.M., Professor of Law in the Yale University 
School of Law. 
MBRTON LEROY FERSON, A.M., LL.B., Dean and Professor of Law in the George 
Washington University Law School. 
OLIVER LEROY MCCASKILL, Ph.B., ].0., Professor of Law. 
WARREN ABNER SEAVEY, A.B., LL.B., Dean and Professor of Law in the Uni-
versity of Nebraska CoUege of Law. 
ROBERT SPROt)LE STEVENS, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law. 
LY""N P. WILSON, B.S., J . D ., Professe.' of Law. 
EDWARD £CUll. WILLEVER, LL.B., Librarian. 
ADMISSION 
I . Rerul&t Flrat·Yeu Studenta. All applicants for admission to the summer 
session as candidates for the degree of LL.B. at Cornell are required to present a 
certificate or diploma showing that they have successfully completed two or more 
years of study, other than professional law study, in a university or college of 
approved standing, and have received an honorable dismissal. 
2. StudeDti From Other Law Schools. Applicants who are registered: in 
other law schools and who desire to attend the summer session for the purpose of 
obtaining additional courses will be admitted upon presentation of a certificate 
stating that they are students in good standing at the law school in which they 
are regularly ·regi.stered. Such students may not become candidates (or the 
.,.ee of LL.B. in the College of Law without complying with the entrance re-
quirements for regular first..year students. 
3. Sped" StudeJlta. <a) Applicants who have Dot completed the require· 
menta f« admisSOd as reguJar first·year students will be admitted to the summer 
tel&:ion as special students upon presentation of a certificate showing the com· 
pIe\ioD 01 the coune in an accredited high scbool. Such studenl& may not count 
their law _k toward the degree of LL.B. hom the CoUege 01 Law. 
(b) ApplK:ants who are twenty..,.,. y ..... 0/ age may, in the discretion 01 the 
faculty, be adnritted as speciel students where the tnUoing and e1leience of the 
applicaDts justifies their admission 
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Students taking work in the summer session will be entitled to a certificate 
showing the fact of their attendance and the 'Work completed. If such students 
are regularly admitted as candidates for the degree of LL.B., the work completed 
will count toward the degree. 
PURPOSES OP THE SUMMER SESSION 
It is believed that the summer session in Law can be of material benefit to 
several classes of students. To students who have not yet commenced the study 
of Jaw, it aftords an opportunity of taking a few law COurses and testing their 
aptitude and their liking for law. It also affords the beginning law student an 
opportunity to get to the bat in the shortest possible period of time. By com· 
mencing the study of law in June, 1923, and continuing through three summer 
sessions and two regular coUege years, the beginning student can graduate from 
the Cornell Law School with the degree of LL.B. in September, 1925. and can 
in most States qualify for admission to bar examinations in October, 1925. This 
enables the eamest, industrious student, by two and one-quarter calendar years of 
intensive work, to complete his legal education and thereby save nine months of 
the period ordinariIy required. This course of two and one·quarter calendar 
years does not. however. require an excessive amount of study. for it leaves in 
each calendar year approximately nine weeks (or vacations. 
The summer session also provides an opportunity to students who have failed 
in one or more courses to make up such courses by repeating work or by taking 
other subjects of an equivalent value, which will serve as substitutes. 
The summer session also allows law students who have had one or two years of 
law study to secure advance credits and thus relieve themselves from a portion of 
the work during the regular college year, or to elect courses in the summer wbleb 
they ~ .. ou1d not otherwise be able to obtain. 
LIBRARY AND OTHER FACn.ITlES 
The Cornell Law Library is composed of about 56.000 volumes. and covers...:u, 
ext:reme tboroughnl!$S the wbole field of the English Common Law iII the United 
States and in the British Empire. Boardman HaU, the home o( the La" School. 
is a stone building which is unusuaUy cool and comfortable during the summer 
mooths. 
TUITION 
The tuition charge is I6S for the wbole session of eleven weeks. or IJS for either 
term of five and one-ball weeks. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
c..otnoct. Credit 6v. hours. Eight bours a week. Both tenDs. Wi11is""", 
(.aUf Oft CDJd,Od. Professor FERSON. 
Th. principlea controlling off ... and acceptance, consicIeratiOD, reality of COIl-
-t, legoIity, and rigbta 01 ben.6ciariea will be discus5ed in detail 
Pi.petty L Credit three boun. Eigbt hours a week. Aigl ... ·' Quos .. 
Tillu. First term only. Dean BOCE ... 
IDtroduction to the law of real propeaty; estates: e.secution of deeds: tile 
pioputy conveyed: covenaata for title: priorities; paS!: sSOI'y titles. 
SUMMER SESSION 
Criminll Law. Credit four hours. Eight hours a week. MikeU's CDSes on 
C,.",ifl41 Law. Second term only. Professor WILSON. 
A study of the criminal law, both common and statutory, including the hi&-
tories.! development of this branch of law as well as the analysis of the necessary 
elt"mcnt.'i of crimes, and the consideration of the principal classes of crimes. 
Principles of Legal Liability. Credit two hours. Six hours a week. Beale', 
COJe.s Oft ugal Liability. Second term only. Professor SEAVEY. 
This course embraces a study of the fundamental bases of liability for torts and 
crimes. 
Public: Service aDd Carriers. Credit three hours. Eight hours a week. 
Burdick's Co.su on Public Suviu. First term only. Professor BURDICK. 
In this course are considered the bases of the duties of public service, and the 
utent of those duties as weU as what rates are legal when fixed by the company 
and when fixed by the state, and what constitutes illegal discrimination. The 
peculiar duties and liabilities of common carriers of goods and passengers are also 
discussed. 
Conflict of Laws. Credit three hours. Eight bOW'S a week. Lorenzen's 
CastS on Co"jlia (lJ Laws. First term only. Professor COOK. 
Th~ roursl' treats of the principles of private international law; effect of nation· 
alit>· and domicile: applicability of foreign or extra·state laws in respect to 
dom('stic r('lalions. torts, contracts, quasi-contracts, and judgments; the creation, 
transfer. ,,:tc, of all forms of property. 
TautiOD. Credit two hours. Six hours a week. Beale's Cas~ on Ttl%aliQn. 
First h'nn only. Professor STEVENS. 
A study of the following topics: The taxing power and the limitations p1a.ced. 
upon it by constitutions, the purpose of the tax, and the situs of the property or 
the domicile of the person; direct and indirect taxes; property and privilege 
t.ax("5 ; the &SSt.'SSment and cqualiz..ation. the collection and payment of taxes; 
the nature of the obligation to pay a tax: remedies for the imposition and collection 
of unauthorized taXes. Special attention will be devoted to some fundamental 
principles involved in Income. Inheritance. and Corporation Tax Laws. 
Sales. Cn-dit three hours. Eigbt bours a week. Woodward's Co.ses on 
Saks. Second term only. ~fr. WHITESIDE. 
This ('()ursc is concerned with the formation of the contract of sale of personal 
property. the respective rights and duties of buyer and seller regarding the per. 
formance of the contract. the origin and incidents of warranties regarding the 
loads sold. and the rt:mcdies open to buyer and seller, respeetively, in the various 
contingencies incidental to sales of goods. 
New Yort Practice. Credit three hours. Eight hours a week. NeTII Yor" 
Ciftl PNJel'U Aa Gild Sekckd Casu. Second term only. Professor McC.u. 
&lLL. 
This course embraces a study of the practice and procedure in a civil action 
from the commencemt'Ot of the action to judgment and ezecution; a study of the 
provisiooal remedies. including arrest, injunction, and attachment; the prepara-
tion of motion papers and a general naminauoo of motion practice. 
For further inlonnation. address the Secretary o! the College o! Law. Cornell 
University, Ithaca. New York. 
SUMMER SCHOOL OF BIOLOGY 
Under the auspices of the Summer Session of Cornell University and of the 
Summer School of the New York State Col1ege of Agriculture. 
Students attending the School of Biology must register both in the Summer 
Session and in the Summer School of Agriculture, paying however but one 
tuition fee. See page 9. 
STAFF OF INSTRUCTION 
HOWARD BERI'OHARDT ADELMANN, :\.1\"1., Instructor in Animal Histology and 
Embryology. 
JAMES CHESTER BRADLEY, Ph.D., Professor of Entomology. 
OTIS FREEMAN CURTIS, Ph.D., Professor of Botany. 
FUNK. DICKSON, Instructor in Plant Pathology. 
ARTHUR JOHNSON EAMES, Ph.D., Professor of Botany. 
HARRY MORTON FITZPATRICK. Ph.D., Professor of Plant Pathology . 
ALLAN CAMERON PRASER, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plant Breeding. 
WaLiAM ARTHUR HAGAN, D.V.M., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology. 
RUFus RICHARD HUMPHUY, A.M., Instructor in Animal Histology and Embry. 
ology. 
OSItAR AUGUSTUS JOHANNSEN, Ph.D., Professor of Entomology. 
BENJAMIN FREEMAN KINGSBl"RY, Ph.D .• ;\1.0., Professor of ;\nimal Histology 
and Embryology. 
ROBERt MATUIlSON, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology. 
WALTER CoNIlAD MUENS<:HER, Ph.D ., Instructor in Botany. 
HUGH DANIEL REED, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology. 
BERNARD SUIT, B.S., Assistant in Entomology. 
FRANK BURKETT WANN, Ph.D. , Instructor in Botany. 
HERBERT HICE WHETZEL, .-\ .B., Profes.c;or of Plant Pathology. 
KARL McKAy WIEGAND, Ph.D., Professor of Botany. 
ALBERT HAZEN WRIGHT, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology. 
GENERAL PLANS AND AIMS 
The Summer School of Biology was organiud to provide instntction 0( tbe 
highest grade in zoology. botany, and allied subjects. All the regular facilities 
of the University are at tbe disposal 0( the student, and as far as possihle the staff 
bas been restricted to members of the regular professorial rank in the t: niversity. 
The courses offered are for tbe most part those g1\'e1\ during the regular aatdcmic 
year condensed into a period of six weeks, but not abridged. Th(' tI,ork is par-
ticularly planned to meet the Deeds of teachers and graduate stud('1lts who .,.;sh to 
know, in addition to the subject matter, something of the methods and SO\I.I'(;eS 
in teaching; but undtlpaduates also, if sufficiently prepar~, win find the courses 
adapted to tbeir needs. latensive rather than extensive 'A·or1.: is necessarily 
expected of each student, as tbe coones are comlJrchensive. '.'" 
The intensive intelest in Biology at CorneD l' njversity over a period of years 








cases unique collections of both plants and animals, and a very complete working 
library, a11 of which are available to students prepared to make use of them. 
Ithaca is located in the Finger Lake region of Central New York. noted not only 
for its picturesque beauty. but for its richness in biological material of both plants 
and animals. In this respect the advantages of the University are perhaps not 
ezceUed by any other institution in the country. The collecting grounds are {or 
the most part adjacent to the campus, and can be very readily reached. With-
in easy reach of the laboratories are freshwater marshes and lakes, salt springs, 
marl springs, marl bogs, peat bogs, extensive ravines with numerous waterfalls, 
and upland woods or fields overlying either calcareous or noncalcareous sandy or 
heavy soils. The country shows a considerable variation in elevation, thus 
living samples of sewrallife zones. It is therefore possible to use as illustrative 
material those inland organisms which may be obtained most readily by teachers 
throughout the country for use in their own classes. 
COURSES DEALING PRIMARILY WITH PLANTS 
(A limited amount of change in the hours scheduled may be made by the staff 
at the beginning of the session to avoid conflicts. In the case of morning labora-
tories the student may obtain pennission, at the option of the instructor, to 
be absent for a period to attend a lecture in some other course. The time so 
Io&t is to hc made up la(ct.) 
S I. General Botany. Credit si x hours. Equivalent to Botany J. Lectures, 
M T W Th F, 8. Laboratory,),( T \r Th F, 2-4:30. Additional lectures and 
field studies at hours to be arranged. SIOftt. Professor EAMES and Dr. WANN. 
This course is designed to furnish a general knowledge of the fundamental 
facts and principles of plant life. A cardul study is made of fann, structure, and 
reproduction of represcntati\'Cs from the principal groups, with a view to orient 
the student in the plant kingdom, and to acquaint him with the principal evolu-
tionary tendencies exhibited. Considerable attention is given to life processes, 
particularly in the higher plants, and to infonnation necessary in the prosecution 
01 more ad\'anccd or pract ical ~,'ork connected with plants and animals. Labora-
tory (.." $5.00. 
S 2. Plant PbysioloD. Credit four hours. Prerequisite course I, chemis-
try, and permission to register. Lectures.:\1 T \Y Th P, n. Laboratory T 
W Th p, 9-12. Slo1te. Professor O. F. CURTI S. 
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the general prinCiples of 
pIaot growth. Topics such as water relations, photosynthesis, translocation, 
digestion. respiration, mineral nutrition, and reproduction are studied in some 
drtail, and particular emphasis is placed. both in laborat"ry and classroom, on 
di8cussions of the principles and their applications to growing plants. Labora-
tory ( .. , $4.00; deposit, h .oo. 
5 3. Tuooomy of Vuculu Plants. Credit four bours. Equivalent to 
Botany 6. Prerequisite course I or its equivalent. Lectures, M T W Th F, 
II. Laboratory, M W, or T Th, >-5; Sat., 8-., 2-5. Several aU-day field 
tlips ..nn be arranged. Slo1te. ProCessor WIEGA.lIo"D. 
A study of the kinds of seed plants and ferns; their classificatioo into genera, 
"milies. and orders: and field work on the local ftora. Empbasis will be placed 
011 wild plants, but the more common cultivated plants will receive some attention. 
• 
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The course is planned to fonow Course I and to furnish an introduction to the 
knowledge of field botany and to the classifiCAtion of the higher plants in prepara-
tion for special work in various departments and as an aid in. teaching. Instruc-
tion will be given in herbarium methods. Laboratory fee, 14.00; deposit, I'}.oo. 
S 4. Comparative Morphology of Fungi. Credit four hours. Equivalent 
to Mycology 14. Prerequisite course I or its equivalent and pennission to 
register. Lectures. M T W Th F. 9. Baiky, Wesl Basement. Laboratory, 
fifteen actual hours a week, by arrangement. Baiky, East Basement. Professor 
FITZPATRICK:. 
An elementary synoptical course designed to acq·.w.int the student with the 
general field of mycology. Emphasis is placed on morphology and phylogeny, 
rather than on taxonomy, but abundant opportunity is given (or field work. 
Laboratory fee. 16.00; deposit. '3.00. 
S 10. General Plant Pathology. Credit threE' hours. Equivalent to Plant 
Pathology I . Prerequisite course I or its equivalent and pennissiontoregister. 
Lectures, M W F, 7 A..... Laboratory ~'ork: the completion of a minimum of 
fifteen exercises requiring not less than fifteen actual hours a week, with personal 
conit'rence of half an hour on each. Conferences by arrangement. Laboratory 
at the student's convenience. Professor WHETZEL and Mr. Dlcl:so~. 
A fundamental course treating of the nature. cause, and control of plant 
diseases, illustrated by studies of the commoner diseases of cultivated crops. 
Admission limited to twenty students. Laboratory fee, 14.50; deposit, 13·00. 
S 19. Special Problems witb P1.aots. Credit two or more hours. HOlln to 
be arranged. 
Students who are sufficiently prepared may arrange to engage in the study of 
some problem or special topic. Such work may lie in the fields of general CW 
taxonomic botany, mycology. plant physiology, or plant pathology. A certain 
member of the staff must supervise the work. 
COURSES DEALING PRlMA1lIL Y WITH ANIMALS 
S 20. General ZooIOO'. Credit six hours. Equivalent to Zoology I. J..ec.. 
tures.M T W Th p. 9. Laboratory.M T W Th F. ,-So F;eld ,tud;es at hOUR to 
be 8JTanged. MeGraw. Professor REED. 
A comprehensive view of the subject. including the fundamentals of animal 
biology; the principles of stntcture, function, origin, and perfection c.: animal 
life; and a consideration of generalizations in zoological theory which seem to be 
tbe best founded. The study of animals in their" relation as li\'ing things will be 
emphasized. Animal types and their classification ate employed only as a service 
base from which study may ptoc:eed. Laboratory fee, 15.00. 
S Z1. Syot_1k Vertebrate Zoo1OCJ and I!cotoo. Cred;t four houn. 
Lecture!;. T W Th P.9. Jlce. ... 7· Laboratory and field work. T Th. '0-', 
~5; W P.Io-l2. Some aU-day trips are required. Occasionally a field triP. 
S.J0-8 A ..... or 5-8 P ..... may be substituted for the regular periods. Assistant 
Professor WRIGHT. 
Lectures on &bes. ampha,; .... reptil ... binIs, and mammals; thoir babito, 
life--histories. colcntion. respiration. locomotion, reproduction, and adaptatioaa; 
toeether with their cl'ssHj,cation, nomenclature, cbaracten, and relatinntbipl. 
lAboratory study of the ports employed ill the cl.";fi",tioo of th ... _ 
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with training in the identification of two hundred and forty North American 
species. Field work is partially to give practice in field observation and in 
ready identification of local vertebrates in their natural environment, and 
partially to introduce some ecological methods. Textbook: Jordan's Manual oj 
Verttb,aln of Northeaster,. United Slates. Laboratory fee, '.3.00 
S 26. HistoloO. The tissues and their histogenesis. Credit four hours. 
Equivalent to Histology J. No prerequisite, but previous work in biology 
(zoology and botany)or physiology is recommended. Lectures,MWF,8; MW, 
12. Quiz, F. 2. Laboratory, M W, 9-12; 2-5. Stimson. Professor KINGSBURY 
and Mr. Hl ' MPHHEY. 
For students of biology or those preparing (or medicine. The cell and cellular 
origin of the body and the structure and development of its component tissues. 
Each student will prepare or receive a series of typical microscopic preparations. 
The courses in histology and embryology are given in the histological labora-
tories in Stimson Hall. The department is well equipped for instruction in both 
IUbjects, having a large and adequate supply of modem mit-roscopical instru-
ments and an extensive collection of demonstration material for both histology and 
embryology. \licroscopes are furnished by the department. Consultation with 
the instructors pn'\'ious to registration is advised. Laboratory fee, 16.00. 
S 27. Embryology of Vertebrates. Credit four hours. Equivalent to Em-
bryology of Vertehrates oJ. Prerequisite, a course in the histology of the tissues 
or a satisfactorr <:>quivalent in other biological work involving training in the we 
of the microscope. Lectures, T Th F, 9; T Th, 12. Quiz. F, 12. Laboratory, 
T Tb P, 10-12; T Th, z-S. Slimstha. Professor KINGSBURY and Mr. ADELMANN. 
For students of I>iolog), or those preparing for medicine. Preparation and 
studr of embryologic,d spw imens from all the chief groups of vertebrates. Par-
ticula.r ~mphasis is placed on the embryology of the amphibian, chick, and pig. 
The stud. · ~ l l also acquires a knowledge of special methods useful in embryological 
'A·ork . t.:lhoratory fl't·, $(,.00. 
S .w. General entomology. Credit three hours. Equivalent to Entomology 
J. Prerequisite Biology I or Zoology t or its equivalent. Lectures. M T W 
Th F, 10. Pra~tical exercises. T Th, 2-5; S, 8-H . Roberl$ 392. Assistant 
Professor ~IATIIESOS. 
This course includes Ie<'tures and demonstrations on the characteristics of the 
orders and families of insects, with a study of the habits, life-histories. and re-
lations o( ins<'Cl s to other animals and to plants. The Jaboratory work consists of 
the study of the structure, e<'Ology, metamorphosis, and classification of insects. 
P;(>ld trips to study insects in their natural habitats are an important feature. 
Ea('h stud('nt~is required to collect and prepare a typical collection of insects. 
Opportunities are given for the rearing of insects in our lnse<:tary and special 
work is offered to suit the needs of individual students. 
Textbook: Comstock's Manual /0' lite Sludy 0/ J".seclJ. Equipment: a 
aood hand It.'ns, several insect case;, insect pins, and labels. All of these can be 
purchased at Ithaca. Laboratory fee. $'.SO· 
S 31. Elementt.ry Morpbology of lDsec.tI. Credit three bours. Equivalent 
to Entomology oJ. Twenty-two actual hours a week, by appointment. Ro6ertJ 
.)9'. Professor JOBAHHSBH and Mr. SNIT. 
This course deals with the e:rternaJ and internal anatomy of several represent.-
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tive insects as the locust, roach, cicada, honeybee, cranefly, etc. Laboratory 
fee. ".00. 
S 32. Elementuy S)'Itematic Entomology. Credit two hours. Equivalent 
to Entomology 5. Prerequisite course 4. Fifteen actual hours a week, by 
appointment. Rohl,ts 391. Professor BRADLEY and Mr. 51111'. 
The principles of wing venation and the classification of the orders and families. 
Laboratory fee. 12.00. 
Courses S 31 and S 32 are required of all students who plan to take advanced 
work in Entomology. 
S 338. Field Entomolol1. Credit three hOUTS. Field work. Prerequisite 
course S 30, or S 31 and S 32', or equivalent. M W F. 8-5· Robe,ls JOI . Pro-
fessor BRADLEY. 
The methods of collecting and preserving insects and a systematic exploration 
of various types of environment, with a view to making as exhaustive a survey 
as time permits of selected representative insect groups; the ethology of selected 
insects and their breeding under control. Laboratory fee, ',3.00. Other ('x· 
penses are the cost of transportation in connection with the excursions and the 
cost of equipment and supplies. 
There will be an optional four~day excursion to the pine barren and coast 
regions of New Jersey, in ordt>r to study the totally different insect fauna of a 
life-.zone and of ecological conditions not represented near Ithaca. The party will 
leave Ithaca the night of July 26, returning the morning of July 31 . Expenses 
not to exceed ko. 
This course is designed to be taken in connection with S JJb. 
S 33b. Ad.aoced Systematic Entomol0C7. Credit three hours. Open only 
to students who are taking Course S 33a. T Th, 8-5: S, 8-1. Robe:rls 301. 
Professor BRADLEY. 
Taxonomy of selected gTOUps of insects, using as laboratory material the 
specimens collected in course S 33a: matters of muS(>um technique. Laboratory 
fee. '3.00. 
S 34. Advanced Morpholocy of Insec:ta. Credit two hours. Equivalent to 
the first term of Entomology 20. Prerequisite course S 31, and either S 30 or 
S 32. Lectures, assigned reading, and reports. Daily, c:J[cc-pt Sat., 9. Robn/J 
392. Professor JOHAXXSES. 
This course deals with the anatomy, physiology, and microscopic structure of 
insects. 
S 39. SpedaJ Problems witb Anjm·ll. Credit two hours or morc. Hours 
to be arranged. 
Students who are sufficiently prepared may arrange to engage in the special 
study of some problem or special topic. Such work may lie in the 1l('lds of general 
zoology. ornithology. histology, embryology, general entomology, systematic 
entomology. economic entomology, or general biology. A certain member o( the 
staff must supervise the work. 
GEKERAL COUltSES DEALIlfG WITH BOTH PLAi'lTS AND ANIMALS 
S 40. Geaetica. Credit four hours. Pro equisit(', elementary botany and 
plant pbysioJocy. or elementary zoolocr and animal physiQlogy. COlltSeS in 
c:ytolory and iD lUOnomic botany and zoology wiIJ be fouod h.lpful. Lect ...... 
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M T W Th F, 8. Laboratory, M W F, '-4.30. Conferences to be arranged. 
Fern~. Assistant Professor FRASER. 
A general introductory course designed to acquaint the student with the lunda· 
ment.al principles of heredity and variation. Special attention is given to the 
Mendelian interpretations of the facts of inheritance. Among the topics to be 
discussed are: the physical basis of heredity; simple cases of Mendelian inheri· 
tance; factor interaction; the determination of sex; factor linkage; measurement 
of variation; quantitative inheritance; pure lines; inbreeding and cross-breeding; 
cytoplasmic inheritance; and mutation, with suggestions as to the relation of 
genetical principles to eugenics. Laboratory studies of variation and of Jaws 
of heredity as illustrated by hybrid material in plants and by breeding experi-
ments with the !roit By. Drosophila. Laboratory fee, 
S 42. General Bacteriology. Credit three hours. Prerequisite, some work in 
mia'06COPY. Lectures. M T W, IJ. Laboratory, T W Th F, 9-1. Veterinary 
Colkle. Professor HAGAN. 
A general introductory course in bacteriology, covering the distribution, 
morphology, biology I and methods of study of micro-organisms. In the latter 
half of the course the bacteria occurring in water and in milk and some of the 
more common pathogenic forms are studied in both laboratory and classroom. 
Laboratory fe<. flO.oo. 
METHODS 
Arrangt>meots can be made, contingent upon the time of the instructor, for 
additional instruction in biological technique. This may include instruction in 
methods of coUecting and preparing laboratory and museum material, in bird 
photography, in the technique of hybridization, etc. 
RESEARCH 
In addition to the various professors named as directly connected with the 
Summer School of Biology several other professors in residence dW"ing the 
p.mmer will supervise graduate students engaged in research: Professors RED-
DICE. and SIlARP in Botany; Professors BLODGETT, sURDOLDER, and TaoltAs 
in PlAnt Pathology; Professors NEEDIlAK, HERRICIl, and Ct..uSSEN in Enter 
mology; and Professors EMERSON, loVE, and MYERS in Plant Breeding and 
Geaetics. 
Inquiries about courses in the Summer School of Biology should be addressed 
to Professor K. M. W'ECA:olD, Stone Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 
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SUMMER SCHOOL OF AGRICULTORE 
II{ THE NIIW YOU STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICERS 
Livingston Farrand, A.B .• M.D., L.R.D., LL.D., President of the University. 
Albert Russell Mann. B.S,A., A.M .• Dean of the College of Agriculture. Director 
of the Experiment Station, and Director of Extension. 
George Alan Works, Ph.B., M.S.A., Professor of Rural Education, in charge of 
the Summer School. 
Robert Pelton Sib1ey, M.A .. L.H.D., Profcs~ and Secretary. 
STAFF OF INSTRUCTION 
Arthur Augustus Anen. A.M ., Ph.D .• Assistant Professor of Ornithology. 
Elsa Guerdrum Allen. A.B., Assistant in Ornithology. 
Thomas Levingston Bayne, jr., M.S., Instructor in Rural Education. 
Charles Beaman, B.S .• State Normal School, Brockport, r-.:. Y. 
Frederick Gardner Behrends, B.S .• Assistant Professor of Rural Engineering. 
James Chester Bradley, Ph.D., Professor of Entomology and Curator of Inverte-
brate Zoology. 
Frances Artie Brookins, Associate Director of Costume Shop, Home Economics. 
John L. Buys, B.S., Municipal University of Alm;m. Ohio. 
Peter Walter Claassen. Ph.D .• Assistant Professor of Biology. 
Raymond Bridgman Cowles, B.A., Instructor in Biology. 
Lewis Josephus Cross, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in its Relations to Aeri-
cuJtW"e. 
Geolge Harris Collingwood. B.S., A.:-"I., Assistant Extension Pr.lfessor 0( Forestry. 
-Anna Botsford Comstock, B.S., Emeritus Professor of Katw"c Study. 
Katherine Cook, Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C., Specialist in Rural 
Education. 
Clarence G. Coop~.,., Superintendent of Schools. Baltimore County, Maryland. 
Agnes Houston Craig, B.S., M.A., Supervisor of Home Economics. Springfield, 
M.swcbusetts. 
Ralph Wright Curtis, M.S.A., Professor of Ornamental Horticulture. 
John D. Detwiler, Ph.D .• Professor of Biology, Western University, London. 
Canada. 
Tbeodore Hildreth Eaton. Ph.D .• Profes>o, of Rue,l Education. 
Richard T. Ely. Ph.D., Professor of Land Economics. University of WiKonsia. 
Emery N. Ferriss, Ph.D .• Assistant Prof ...... of Rural Education. 
A. R. Gilljland. Professor of Educational Psychology. Lafayette College. 
Agnes Hanna. fonnerly of the Univenity of Chicago. 
M..ntt Wesley Harper. M.S .• Prof...." of Animal H ....... dry. 
VanB....-! Hart, B.5 .• ( .. tnt""" in Farm M....,.."ent. 
Edwin Ray Hoskins, lastruc:tor in Rural Education. 
Mar AUCUStw Johannsen. Ph.D .• Prof....". of EnlOmoJocy. 
Ooreoce J!dcw Lee. B.SA .• (nstntCtor in Poultry Husbandry. 
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William Foster Lusk, B.Ph .. M.S.A., Professor of Agriculture, Agricultural Col. 
It'ge, Mississippi. 
Lawrence Howland MacDaniels, Assisstant Professor of Pomology. 
Robert Matheson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economic Entomology. 
John Clarence McCurdy, B.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Rural Engineering. 
Carolyn Brundage MclUroy. Instructor in Home Economics and Shop Director. 
Lu. Alice fo..linns, M .S. in Agr., Instructor in Floriculture. 
Helen Monsch, B.S., M.A., Professor of Home Economics. 
Richard Alan Mordoff, Ph.D ., Assistant Professor of Meteorology. 
Walter Conrad Muenscher, Ph.D" Instructor in Botany. 
William Irving Myers, Ph.D., Professor of Farm Management . 
Jacob S. Orleans, A.M., Institute of Educational Research, Columbia University. 
E. Laurence Palmer, Ph.D., Professor of Rural Education. 
George Eric Peabody. Instructor in Extension Teaching , 
Prank Ashmore Pearson, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Eronomics, 
Miles D. Pimie, Assistant in Ornithology. 
JORPh Pullman Porter M,S,A., M.L.D., Extension Instructor in Ornamental 
Horticulture. 
Pr.1.nk Elmore Rice, Ph.D ., Assistant Professor of Chemistry in its Relations to 
Agriculturt'. 
Louis Michnd Roehl, B.S" Assistant Professor of Rural Engineering. 
Harold Ellis Ross. M.S.A,. Professor of Dairy Industry. 
Eaa Dwight Sandt'tson. Ph.D., Professor of Rural Social Organization. 
Henry \\'iIIi.1.m Schneck. M.S.A., Assistant Professor of Vegetable Gardening. 
Bern&Td Smit, M.S., Instructor in Entomology. 
Rolland Maclarm Stewart., Ph ,D" Professor of Rural Education, 
William Alonu> Stocking, M.S,A., Professor of Dairy Industry , 
Carl C. Taylor, Ph.D" Professor of Rural Social Organization. 
George Prrdcnck Warren, Ph, D., Professor of Fann Management. 
George Alan Works. Ph.B., M,S,A" Professor of Rural Education. 
COURSES IN THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTUllE 
The !\('W York State College of Agriculture provides courses of instructiou 
under the rules and regulations that follow : 
I . Ad.m.iuioD. The Summer School in the College of Agriculture is designed 
to m~'t the needs of persons engaged in educational work, sud! as teachers, super-
visors, superintendents, extension workers, and others concerned with activities 
of an educational naturt'. 
, . Tuition and Feu. Tuition in any of the courses following is free to ad-
mit\.('(f stlldl'ots .... ·bo are residents of ~ew York and who have been resident. 
tor at least one year immediately preceding rqlstratioo. AD incidental fee of 
len dollars is, bowever, charged to aU students for admission. Students from out-
side the State oC :O';l' ..... York, whether they take one subject or more, will pay 
J4o, in " 'bich is included the incidental fee, For the time and place of payment 
- pace,. 
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In certain coUrses laboratory fees are charged. These are indicated in connec-
tion with the courses. Fee cards must be procured from the instructor at the 
first exercise. and must be returned to him receipted within five days. 
3. FOt'special announcement regarding Physical Education, formerly given in 
this college, see page 68. 
4. Academic Credit for Work. A student who has previously satisfied the 
entrance requirements of the College may obtain credit (or work in a Summer 
School up to a limit of eight bours. Residence credit will be given if six hours 
are passed, but not more than a total of two terms of residence may be obtained 
by attendance at Summer Schools. 
The demand (or some courses is not great enough to justify offering them each 
year. For this reason certain departments or the College offer instruction only 
in alternate years. For the requirements of the degree B.S. kight terms, 120 
hOUTS, etc.) see the A,."o,mctmenl of 'he CoUtge 0/ Agriculture. 
Summer Tetro. The Summ<"f" Term formerly conducted in this college during. 
period of twelve weeks, has been discontinued and additional courS<'S are now being 
offered in the Summer School of Agriculture. 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND FARM MANAGEMENT 
S 2. Farm Mlnacement. Credit three hours. L:-ctur('s, daily except Sat.. 8. 
Laboratory, W F, :·4:30. Farm Alanagtmtnl 102. Professor MVERS. 
This course is designed for advanced and graduate students. It shouJd be 
preceded by economics and as many as possible of the courSC'S dealing with tbe 
production of crops and animals. 
Lectures, recitations, and laboratory practice. Farming as a busint'SS; typel 
of farming; balance of business: rates of production ' farm layou'; building .... 
rangement; labor management; machinery; marketing; ways of ~ning & 
farm; forms of tenure and leases: choosing and buying a fann: use of capital 
and credit· planning. organization, and management of specific farms. Out..of. 
town trips necessitate leaving on noon trains and r<-tuming on evening trains. 
Some upense for auto hire. Laboratory fee, Sl.OO. 
S 32. Acricultural Statiatiea. Credit two hours Lectures,!\ol P, 10. 
Laboratory, W P. 2·4:30. Porm MaftOtemenl 10.2. Professor PUR5OS. 
S 38. Semin .". Credit two hours. Lectur(':-;. daily (';t(:ept Sal., II. 
Fa"" JlOftOt~' 102. Professor WAIIIEN. 
S 39. Apitultural Prices. Credit two hours. Lectures, ~1 P. 9. Labora. 
tory, M Th, 2-4 :30. Fa"" Mortagtmenl102. Professor PEA-noN. For advanced 
and graduate students. 
S 40. Public Problems it:t. Agritulture. Credit two hours. Lectures, daily 
txcept Sat., 12. RD6m.s AJSttflbI,.. Professor W ARaEN in charge. 
A series of lectures intended to give a brief survey 0( some of the outstandioc 
economic, social, and educational problems of agriculture. Among the speakers 
will be agricultural leaders of na.tional prominence. 
S 42. Characteriatite .. d a .. siftcation of Laad. Credit one bour. Lectura 
T W Th, 9. Professor Et. y. 
This cow-se is designed as an introduction to the entire 6eld of land economicw 
Atteit.tion is first given to the definition of land economics as a 'new and rapi41y 
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crowing division of e<.'Onomics. After a.n examination of the legal and economic 
characteristics of land as compared with those of capital, land classification is 
dilcussed. The remainder of the course consists of a treatment of the various 
kind. of land, the point of view being primarily economic and secondarily tech. 
nical. 
S 43. Land PoUcles. Credit one hour. Lectures, T W Th. 10. Professor 
ELy. 
The aim of this course is to consider land policies from the point of view first 
of the nation. then of the state, and thirdly of 10:-al units; for example, cities, 
counties, and districts formed for special purposes, such as water supply and port 
facilities. Land polieit's will be considered with reference to their bearing On 
world pca.ce. Land settlement, valuation, and taxation will receive special 
attention. 
S 44. COlt and lacome in Land Utilization. Credit one hour {or those who 
also re<::eive credit in courses 42 and 43. Conference period Tuesday afternoon. 
Professor EL \'. 
This course for advanced students will be devoted to an examination of some 
01 the mor(' difficult and controverted points in economic theory. Taking as a 
starting point the Ricardian theory of rent, an attempt will be made to formulate 
• theory of land income which corresponds more nearly to actual facts as shown 
by lh(' results of recent research and discussions. The method will be that of 
modern accounting practice, setting costs over against income in the processes 
of land utilization. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
S J . Tbe Geaeral Principle. of Aaim.' Ifutritioa ud Practice in Computing 
.. tiODl. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., 9. Animol Htubondry B. 
Professor HARPER. 
S 2. TJpea and Breeda of Farm Apim·l.. Credit two bours. Daily except 
Sat., II . AJI;ffI4l HtUooruJ,., B. Professor HARPER. 
The origin, history, and development of breeds, together with practice i.n soor-
iDe and judging. 
BACTERIOLOGY 
S I. BacteriolOO'. Credit two hours. Lectures, T Th, 9. Doiry Bflu,u., 
H2. Laboratory, M W P,l·5. Dairy BuiUift, Ill. Professors SrOCltlNG and 
Ross. 
A general COW'Se in bacteriolo&Y covering the general characteristics of bacteria, 
methods o( study. and their relation to the sanitary and economic phases of 
acriculture. This course is given by the Department of Dauy Industry and is 
eoped.!ly designed lor .... ch .... of acricuIture, botaDY, aDd biology. Laboratory 
1""3·00. 
BIOLOGY 
5 I. GeaenJ Biolop. Credit three hours. Lectures aDd recitations, daily 
aoept Sa .. , II. Ro6ms 293. Laboratory aDd field _k, M W F, 2-4:30; 
0Iher oectiou by --"', appointment. Robms 302. AIsistaot J>rofeosor 
o USIIN and Mr. ConKS. 
• 
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This is a course designed to acquaint the general student and the prospective 
teacher with the main ideas of biology ' through selected practical studies of the 
phenomena on which biological principles are based, Lectures, laboratory work, 
and field trips will deal with such topics as: interdependence of organisms as 
illustrated by insects and 8owers, insects and galls, etc.; the simpler organisms, 
such as amoeba, paramoecium, flagellates, and other protozoans; and algae, 
fungi, bacteria. and slime molds among plants. The study of these simpler 
organisms willbefoUowed by studies of such plant types as liverworts, mosses, 
and fems, and such animal types as hydra, earthworm. and frog. 
Prospective teachers will be glven an opportunity to acquaint themselves with 
methods of collecting and preparing material for class use. If there is a sufficient 
demand. a one-hOW' conference each week will be arranged for students in the 
course who are interested in the discussion of special problems in thc tcaching 
of biology. 
Students completing this coursc will be given credit (or the first term's work 
in Biology I of the regular academic year. Laboratory fee. $2.50. 
Other courses in the biological sciences are offered in the Summer School 0( 
BioIOl!Y; see p. 51. 
BOTANY 
S 5. Tree. u4 Shrub,. Credit two hours. Lecturt"S. Th.1. Laboratory or 
field work, T, 2"'5, Th, 3-5. Stofu, Dr. ~tuEN5CHBI.. 
A course intended for those wbo wish to know the woody plants in the field. 
The aim is to familiarize the student with as many as possible of tbe trees and 
shrubs of the Cayuga Lake Bora and to teach the main facts of structW'e, CTowth, 
habit. a.nd distribution concerning them. Some a.l1-day trips will be required. 
Laboratory fee, 'I.SO; deposil, hoo. 
Other courses in the biological sciences are offered in the Summer School 01 
Biology; see p. 51. 
CHEMISTRY 
S 80S. Apitultwal Chemistry. G<neral course. Credit .wo h""". Pre-
requisite, introductory chemistry. L«tures, daily E'llcept Sat., 9. CaJdt£cU 100. 
Prof· ·Dr Caoss. 
The relation of chemistry to agriculture. and an introduction to the study 
of the compwitiou and chemical propa tit'S of plants. fertilizers. feedstuffs, in· 
oecticid .. , and fungicid ... 
S 806. AalkallUtal Chemistry, 111 __ " Laboratory Coane. Credit 
two hours. Prerequiliw, qualitative and quantitative analysis. M T W Th, 
2-5. Oth .. __ by special .............,1. (AUwJl 250. Assistan. Prof ... 
..-Rlca. 
0."";<'8. testa ADd the simpler aoalyses of plaat materials. feedstuffs. aoiII. 
fertilizers. i,., cticMeI, and ftllcicida, with the end in view 01 giving the madent 
• deu Jmow1edge of their cbftDira' composition and beha-nor. Recitations 
beId tIuriDc "'bora...,. periodo. 
S 6so- 0-1...,. .. W .. • • ... Wood Plod..... Credit.wo boun. Pre-
requilit.e, introductory chemiab ,; IbouId be peo:ded also by a coune in orpoie 
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chemistry. Lectures, daily except Sat .• 11. CaldweU 100. Profeasor CROSS. 
The chemical composition. chemical properties, and methods of manufacture 
of the principal foods and food products. Methods for the determination of 
the normal constituents of foods. Special attention given to the chemistry of 
milk and milk products, ccreal products, sugars, fruits, and fruit products. 
S 820. Cbemistry of Foods, Elementary Laboratory Course. Credit two 
hours. PrerequisitE', introductory chemistry: should be preceded also by a 
course in organic chemistry. M T W Th. 2-5. Other sections by special ar· 
rangement. CaldwtU 250. Assistant Professor RICE. 
The chemistry of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, potable water, baking powders. 
jellies, syrups, butter. oleomargarine, olive oil. salad oils. cheese, milk, food 
preservativ('s. artificial l'oioring. navoring extracts, habit-forming agents, tooth 
powders, and so forth. Recitations h('ld during laboratory periods. 
S 825. Chemistry of Foods and Food Products. Laboratory Course. Credit 
two hours. Prt·rt'quisilC, qualitative and quantitative analysis and organic 
chemistry. ~I T \\" Th, :1-5. Caldwtll 250. Assistant Professor RICE. 
Dc-signcd ~ a bt'ginning laboratory course for students expecting to take fur· 
ther " 'ork in the chemistry of foods. The conventional "complete" analysis 
of c.uhohydratc foods is made. Examination and analysis of proteins, fats, 
carhohydral, ·:-; , soaps, baking powders, jellies. syrups, butter, oleomargarine, 
o1i\'(' oil. salad oils. Chl"'SC', milk, artil1cial coloring, flavoring extracts, and so forth, 
S 860. Special Topics and Research_ Students desiring special advanced 
work in soils. (l'rI iliz('Ts, insccticid('s, fungicides, foods, dairy products, feeding 
Ruff!'>. coodim('nt.'l) !'>tock ("('ds, etc .• or those taking research should register 
for this ('(lllrst'. 00(' to thr<'<' hours may be taken. Consult Professor CR.OSS 
or :\s.<:i :- ~:U\t I'rof,-,,!>Or RICE not later than r<'gistration day. 
ENTOMOLOGY 
S J . General Entomology. Credit three hours. Identical with S 30 in 
SunuO('r School of Hi. ,1o!,!y . PrerC'f")uisite Biology I, or Zoology 1 or its equiva-
lent. 1,<·ctur<'S. "I T \\' Th F. 10. Practical C'xercis(·s. T Th. 2·5 and 8, 8-lJ. 
Ro«,1$ J9). .hsistant Professor ~IATHEso~. 
Thi:, course l'rtlbracl'S lectures and demonstrations on the characteristics of the 
orders a.nd familic-s of insects: their habits, lite-histories, and relations to other 
anima.ls and to plants; methods of rearing, studying, collecting. and mounting 
insects. 
The laboratory ""ork 90;11 consist in the study of the structure, ecology, meta· 
mol ph~, and c1as. . i6cation of insects. Field trips to study insects in their 
natura.! habitats "ill be an important feature. Each student will be required to 
collect and pr<'t'ate a typical collection of insects. Opportunity will be given for 
the rearing of insects in our Insectary and special work tOSult the needs of students 
will be offM'ed. Textbook. Comstock's Manual for 1M Sludy oJ buUlJ. 
Equipment: A good hand lens, several insect cases, insect pins, and labels. These 
can alIbepurchascd at Ithaca. Laboratory fee, S2,50, 
5 -t- ElemeDWy lIorpholOl1 of Insects. Credit three hours. Identical with 
S JI in the Summer School of Biology_ The tIVOtk is individual; twenty·two 
actual hours a wet?k in the laboratory at times to be atTanged. In this course 
the external anatomy of a number of insects (locust, bee, cicada, ground beetle, 
FLORICULTURE 
etc.) is studied as well as the internal anatomy of some large representative 
species. Roberts 391. Professor JOHANNSEN and Mr. SMIT, Laboratory fee. 
".00. 
S 5. Elementary S,.tematic BDtomolop'. Credit two hours. Identical with 
S 32 in the Summer School of Biology. The work is individual; fifteen actual 
hours a week at times to be arranged. Prerequisite Course 4. The aim of this 
course is to acquaint the students with the external structure of insects (or the 
purpose of identification of the commoner families. RoiwrlJ 391 . Professor 
BUDLEY and Mr. SauT. Laboratory fee, S2.oo. 
Cow-ses 4 and 5 are required of all students who plan to take advanced work in 
~tomology. 
EXTENSION TEACHING 
S la. Oral Ezpre8sioa.. Credit two bours. Lectures and practice. daily 
eseept Sat., 10. Roberts IJI. Criticism by appointment, daily. 8·1. Attendance 
limited to 20 students. Mr. PEABODV. 
Practice in oral and written presentation of topics in agriculture. with criticism 
and individual appointments on the technique of public speech. Designed to 
acquaint students with parliamentary practice. to encourage interest in public 
alIairs. and, through demonstrations and the use of graphic material and other 
forms, to train {or effective self-expression in public. 
FLORICULTURE 
S 1. Gardeo Flowers. Credit one hour. Lectures, M F, ,I. Laboratory. 
Th, 2-5. Gr.,.lwtuu. Miss !>.liNNS. 
This is designed as an elementary course to be of value in home Hower garden 
or scll,ooJ garden work. It is outlined so as to acquaint students with the most 
valuable materia! for this work, and to cover as time will pNTnit, methods of 
propagation and culture. Laboratory fee, '1.50. 
S 2. Indoor Flower Growing. Credit one hour. Lenures, T Th. II . Lab-
oratory, T, 2-S. Gruralrowts. Miss "II:-;~s. 
The propagation and culture of plants suitable for winter gardens in school· 
rooms, including a study of containers. ~s, fertilizers, insecticides. The selection 
of varieties of bulbs and their methods of culture indoors are considC1"t'd. as are 
also the method of propagation and general care of speci£.>s of plants suited for 
indoor culture. 
S 3. PI.nnin, and Plantinc Runl Propertiee. CrE'dit t,,·o hours. L«turcs, 
T W Th, 9. Practice. M. 2-5. S, 8,11. GrUflM'Uts. "tr. PORTER. Labora-
tory f .. , $'.5°. 
A discussion of the principles underlying simple arTang('mcnb and planting in 
home grounds, school grounds. and village improvement work. The course will 
consist of lectures to illustrate fundamental principles; practice and field trips to 
observe land conditions; making small surveys; preparinr simple plans; Icaming 
the common plants and utilizing them in planting practiCt'. 
S 4. Garden Flowen. Credit four hours. Lectures, daily except Sat .• 9. 
lAboratory, W F, 2~S. GrUJIlwtuts and Ga,dnJ. Miss :\h~~s and Mr. 
PoRnl. Must be """"",ponied by 5 s. Laboratory Ie<. $1.00. 
This course. planned primarily for graduate and advanCt'd students in Bori-
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culture and ornamental horticulture. comprises a study of herbaceous plant 
materials. The aim is to give the student such an intimate knowledge of these 
forms of plants as may be used in garden planting, either on home grounds. rural 
social centers, or public parks. more particularly with reference to summer con. 
ditions. Students must have had sufficient botany to be familiar with the botanic. 
al char8ct£'rs and classification. An excellent collection of plant material is 
available for demonstrations. AU members of the class wiU participate in an 
excursion to the Thompson Estate at Canandaigua on August 17. 
S S. Woody Plant Materials. Credit five hours. Lectures, daily except Sat., 
8. Laboratory and field trip. daily. lO·U:30; M T Th, 2-S. c;,eenhotue.1Id 
Coml>uJ. Professor CURTIS and Mr. PORTER. Must be accompanied by S 4. 
Intended for graduate students and advanced students in floriculture and orna· 
mental horticulture. Laboratory fee, f2 .00. 
A study of the charact<'fistics and requiremcnts of trees, shrubs, and vines, for 
ornamental planting. The laboratories and field trips enable the student to 
~ognize common woody plants. The lectures discuss planting areas and plant. 
ing practices. and plan materials, in ordt>r that the student may learn to see 
plants not only as growing things but as possible units in plantmgdesign with which 
be may be able to improve his surroundings. AU members of the class must 
participate in an excursion to Buffalo and Rochester on August 17 and 18 to visit 
private ~tates and public parks. 
FORESTRY 
S I . Tbe Tree and The Forest. Credit one bour. T Th, 8. Field work, 
M. z· ... :30. Foust" 121. Assistant Professor CoLLINGWOOD. 
This course Jays emphasis on simple means of identification of the principal 
forest trees of this region. It indudes a study of the characteristics of forest 
trt"es and forest types. the life history of the forest, and other facts fundamental to 
the right usc of forests . Some attention will be given to the identification and 
the commercial uses of a (ew of the principal kinds of woods. Field work sup· 
plements the work in the lecture room. 
S 2 . Forests and FOfHtr)'. Credit two hours. Lectures, M T W F, 10. 
Pield work, Th. 1-4:3°. FornI', Il:. Assistant Professor COLLINGWOOD. 
This course will carry forward the foundation work of Forestry S I. It pr~ 
suppo;es a working knowledge of the native trees. The two courses, while 
independent. are supplementary of each other. Forestry S 1 is not prerequisite. 
Topics to be considered: the nature and scope of forestry; methods employed 
in the perpetuation of forests; the economic importance of forests to the nation. 
iDcluding influence on stream flow and the relation of the forest to recreation 
with special application to New York State; brief description of the fmeet 
recions of the United States; present status of Federal. State, and private forestry. 
As far as is po ible. the lectures are followed by opportunities to make special 
oil. , v.lions in the field. 
BOME BCOIIOIOCS 
The c::ounes in Home Economics are planned to meet the Deed. of teachers ill 
nnI ocbooIs. bicb sdIools. and coU<&<S. For ... _ requimneota ... p. 58 . 
• 
HOME ECONOMICS 
The courses in methods of teaching are given in the Department of Rural Educa-
tion and deecriptioos of these courses will be found under that heading. 
Fooda 
S 38-. lDtroductory COutU in Poode, Put I. Credit five hours. Lectures, 
daily except Sat., 8. Home Economiu 245. Practice, daily except Sat., 9-1. 
HOffI.e &otsomic$ 200. Professor ----
This course parallels the regular course in foods and will be accepted as equiv+ 
alent to the first term's work in Foods 3. Laboratory fee, SIS. 
S 3b. Introductory Course in Food., Put II. Credit {our hours. Pre. 
requisite S 3a. Lectures. daily except Sat., 9. Homt EC(momics 245. Practice, 
daily except Sat .• 10-1. HOml Economics 205. Assistant Professor ----
This course parallels the regular course in foods and win be accepted as equiv-
alent to the second tMm'S work in Foods 3. Laboratory fee, SIS. 
Courses for establishing a fundamental knowlooge of foods. The lectures will 
include a discussion of the composition and charach'ristics of foodstuffs; sources 
and methods of manufacture of foods; principles of selection and methods of 
pnparation of foods; preservation of foods : conservation of foods: comparative 
nutritive and economic value of various foods. Laboratory practice win be given 
in applying scientific principles to food-preparation. 
S 4. Dietetics_ Crroit three hours. Lectures and recitations, daily except 
Sat., 9. HOfM &oxomicJ 100. Laboratory practicC', T Th, 2-5:3°. HMM 
.&onomUS 200. Written revi~ws for those ",-ishing crroit in the course, Sat., 9. 
This course will include a discussion of the fundamental principles of nutrition 
as they apply to the human being ; t.he practical m£'ans of applying scientific 
principles in planning dietaries; special probl('1lls of nutrition, as the feeding of 
infants and children. The laboratory work will consist of exercises in estimat.ing 
the comparative cost and nutritive value of various foods: in ptanning and 
judging variou.s types of dietaries; in preparing typical meals. Open only to 
students who have had course S 3 or its equivalent. This course does not paraUel 
the regular course and is not accepted as a substitute from rt'gular students. 
Laboratory lee, $7.50. 
S 31. NutritiOD of CbildreD. Credit two hours. Prerequisite S 4 or its 
equivalent. Lectures and recitations, ~1 W. II. Horru Eunomics 100. Lab--
oratory practice, M W P, 2-S. Home Eanwmics 205. Professor ~tosSCH. 
The nutrition of the child and ways of improving it will be considered. Labora-
tory work will be cond.ucted with groups of cbildren of school age. 
ClothinC 
S 6oa. ClothinC and TeztiJes. Introductory course. Credit three hours. 
Practice,dailyezcept Sat., 8-10:30. HOMe E.ununIIic~ 300.' . Lectures. 
M W F,'" e .... -.-ies 300. ---- . Number of studen .. Umited 
to lOUI't«o. 
This course includes band and macbine sewing, tbe use and adaptation of com· 
mercial patterns and design.inc of garments. some textile study, and one problem 
in millinery. The work consists of demonstrations, discussions, and practice. 
Studeots provide aD materiala. subject to the approval of the instructor. Estj. 
mated ea:pen.Ie. '10 to '12. lAboratory fee. '3. 
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S 6Gb. Clothing and Teztilel. Introductory course. Credit three hours. 
Practice, daily except Sat .• 8-10:30. Home Economic! 305. . . 
Lectures. M W F. 12. Home Economies 305. . Number limited to 
fourteen. 
This course includes practically the same subject matter as S 60a but is given 
from the public school teacher's point of view. Practice will be given in the most 
approved methods of presenting clothing subject matter to be used in teaching. 
Estimated cspense, '10 to $12. Laboratory fee, '3. 
S 653. Constructive Costume Design. Credit two hours. Prerequisite S 60 
or its equival('nt and dementary design. Practice, da:ily except Sat., 2-5. Home 
Eumo",ics 300. . 
This cours(' includes a study of 1h(' fundamental principles of design as expressed 
in modem costuml', Students develop these principles by mealls of paper, ma-
terials, and black-board sketching. Designing is done with flat patterns and 
through draping. Open only to students expecting to teach. Estimated ex-
pense, $8. 
S 75. Commercial Clothing Instruction. Credit two to four hours. Pre-
rcquisite or ).Iarall(·I, S 60 or the equivalent. Open only to students preparing to 
teach. Laboratory practin ' by arrangement. Home Economics costume shop. 
Number of students limited to fourteen. Mrs. McILROY and Miss BROOKINS. 
This courl'<.' considers problems of dressmaking and shop management. The 
studt'nts work under instructors experienced in ('{;mmercial practice. Dressmak-
ing problem~ in construction. fitting, finishing, designing, and in meeting customers 
are considen·t1. The shop is equipped as a typical shop with a number of paid 
",-orhrs; h('nce it furnishes an opportunity to work out problems in shop organiza-
tion and managt·m<·nl. 
S So. Elementary Milliaery. Credit two hours. Prerequisite S 60 or its 
equivaiC'nt. Practin" daily except Sal .• 2-4:30. Home Ecol'lomics 305. 
This coursl.' considers the methods of manipulation in the construction of bat 
£Tamt's; the USC" and n'novating of old materials; the preparation of trimmings; 
tht' study of color, shape, and trimmings as to suitability. becomingness, and in-
come; comparison \\;th commercially made hats. Students provide all materials. 
Estimated cost (rom Sf, to $10. Laboratory fee, to cover cost of laboratory 
materials, $J. 
Suo. Household M ... gemeDt. Credit threehoutS. Lectwu, daily except 
Sat., 8. Rome &orumtus leo. ------. Laboratory practice, MW, 2-
4:Jo. Confen:nccs and assignment of problems by appointment. HtnM 
&. .. ",,"s 26S. • 
This ("ourse includes a study o( standards of living; source and division of 
income; the making of the budget; the choice and cost of food. shelter, clothing, 
operating, and development; the choice. care, and cost of equipment; elimina_ 
tion of waste and greater efficiency in the use of energy, materials. time,and money; 
personal and household accounts; savings and investments . Laboratory fee. 
fl.oo. 
METEOROLOGY 
S I. Meteoroloo and ClimatololY. Credit two hours. Lectures and di .. -
cussions. daily eJ;cept Sat., 10. Rollnls 292. Assistant Professor MOlDo". 
NATURE STUDY 
This course is adapted to the needs of teachers and students of subjects in 
which weather and climate are important factors, particularly teachers of physic· 
al geography and general agriculture. It is designed to acquaint the student 
with the Jaws governing the primary and secondary circulation of the atmosphere 
and with the development. progression. and conditions that attend cyclones, 
tornadoes, and other atmospheric phenomena. Attention is given to th(' princi-
ples and practice of weather forecasting from weather maps and from local obser-
vations. 
S 2. Meteorology and Climatology, Laboratory Course. Credit one hour. 
W P, 2-4:30, or oth('c periods to be arranged. Must be accompanied by Cour~l' 
S r. Dairy Build;", 341. Assistant Professor MORDOFF. 
The work consists in the study of the principal weather and climatic clements 
with the aid of maps, charts, and instruments. The varicius meteorological in-
struments will be studied, as well as the methods of taking and rccording the 
observations. 
NATURE STUDY 
S I. GeDeral Nature Study. Crcdit two hours. Lectures, ~I \\' f . 10. 
Foresl? 16. Field and laboratory observatil)ns, T Th. 10-12:30 or 2-.' :30, 
FIIrt~'" 16. Professors PALMER and COMSTOCK, Assistant Professor DETWIU:R, 
Or. Buys. and Mr. BEA.MAN 
The objcct of this course is to acquaint teachers with the principles and m('thods 
of filucation through nature study and to give them practice in types of work 
which will permit them to carr)' on the work independentl)' . As many as possible 
of the laboratory periods will be spent in the fields in the study of birds. tn'('s, 
plants. and insects, and students anticipating taking the course should keep this 
in mind. The program adopted by the Conull Ru,al School Leoflel sinn' 
January 1920 wi1I be followed in lectw-es and the exercises will include 
practical methods for conducting nat1.lJ'e study in gr&ded and ungrad<..-d elementary 
schools. 
S 3. Nature Litenture. Credit two hours. Leetures. ~l \\' F. 11. Labora· 
tory periods to be arranged. FMuJ,ry 16. Professor COM-STOCK. 
Onlythosewbo have had coursc S I or its equivalent are eligible. This course 
includes discussions of nature study refernlcc books, nature story vmt('fS, and 
nature essayists and poets. 
S 4. Priuda and Enemies of tbe Gardea Credit two hours. Lectures. 
T Th, 8. Laboratory and field work, ~1 W P, 9+11. Foreslry 16. Assistant 
Professor DETWILER. 
This course is designed especially as an aid to teachers of gardening. It deals 
with common garden insects and their natural foes in such a manner that the 
methods employed may be used in nature study lessons supplementary to school 
gardening. 
Por announcemeat of courses in the teaching of elementary science In secondary 
schools $ee under Rural Education. p. 72. 
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ORnITHOLOGY 
S I. Ornithology. Credit three hours. Lectures, M W F. 11. lrIcG,tJw S. 
Laboratory. M W, 2-5. or T Th. 2-5. Field work, M W, or T Tho S"3o.S •. m. 
Assistant Professor ALLEN, Mrs. ALLEN, and Mr. PIRNIe. 
This course gives an introduction to the study of birds and familiarity with the 
local species. The lectures cover such subjects as classification, migTation, 
coloration, song, nest· building, eggs, care of young, methods of attracting birds. 
and economic importance. The laboratory work with bird skins gives an intimate 
knowledge of t.he birds of Eastern North America and familiarity with the use of 
a manual. The aim of the field work is the identification of birds by their songs, 
as wdl as by th{'ir plumage and habits. Each student should be provided with 
Chapman's Hflnd60Qk of Birds of Eastern North A merica and with field or opera 
glasses. La.boratory icc, $2. 
S l. Applied Omithology. Cred it two hours. Lectures, T Th, I J . McGraw 
5. Laboratory and field work, T Th, 2-5. Open only to those who are taking 
the elemcntary course or who have had its equivalent. Assistant Professor AL· 
Lt:o" . 
This course is intended to meet the needs of teachers or students who plan 
iurth<'f study of ornithology. The lectures cover the field open to prospective 
ornithologists, methods of teaching, preparation of specimens and lantern slides, 
bird photography. wild life conservation, and game farming. The laboratory 
and (h·M work win give practical exercises. Laboratory fee, $2. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIOn 
Th(' ('ntire program of physical education. formerly given in this col1ege during 
the summM', has been transferred to the Cortland Normal and Training School 
at Cortland, :\' cw Yark. Students previously registered in this college will be 
gi\'cn cu-dit at the Cortland Normal and Training School for work done. All 
COI'T~pond('ncc should be addressed to the Principal at Cortland. New York. 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
S I . Principles ad Practice of Poultry Maaagemeot. Credit five hours. 
L<cturcs, daily, 8. Poollry 3'5. Laboratory, T Th F. '-4'30. PovlIry 300. 
Mr. LaB. 
IX-signed primarily (or teachers in agricultural high schools and otber secondary 
.,ncu1tural schools. The course consists of thirty-six lectures and preliminary 
eu.minations, and eighteen laboratory practice periods: and includes a general 
discussion and practical application of the principles of incubation: brooding; 
rearing; fcOOing: illumination; breeding for constitutional vigor and egg pro-
duction; sanitation and disease; marketing: housing; and general poultry farm 
management. 
PrediDg, inaJbating, brooding, and marketing practice three times daily by ap-o 
pointment. morning. noon, evening. PMIllry AIIXiJ;ary StUUi,.,s. Practice in 
feeding for egg production and for fattening includes the preparation for market, 
record keeping, and general care and management of fowls. Practice in incubating 
includes opesation of incubators, disinfection. record keeping, and general man .. 
acement of the batch. Brooding practice includes feeding, brooding, carine £01' 
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young chicks, keeping of temperature, food, and growth records. Marketing 
pr~tice includes cleaning, testing, grading. packing, and shipping eggs, and 
preparing poultry for market. Laboratory fee. '5. 
RURAL EDUCATION 
S 2. Educational Psychology. Credit two hours. DailyexcoptSat. Section 
I. 9. Colldwtll 143. For students desiring a more intensive course. The tirst 
haU of a four-boUT course, the second half of ""hieh will be given in 1924. Section 
II. 11 . Cou",tU 143. Section III, 8. Coldwtll 100. Section IV, 2. Cald· 
UltlJ 143. to b(' given only if a fourth section is needed. Professors ORLEANS and 
GILLILAND. 
The original nature of man; reflex<'S, instinct.c:;, and capacities; laws of learning 
and of habit.formation; acquisition of motor control; memorizing; efficiC'n('yand 
improvement; transfer of tTaining; individual differences: mental measurement. 
S 4. PrinCiples of Teacbing. Credit two hours. Daily exc('pt Sat.. II. 
Professor STEWART or Professor GILLILAND. 
A consideration of the problems of teaching; how to motivate study, cultivate 
interest, organize teaching materials, plan c1asswork, 5('1('ct and solve problems, 
construct and present questions, drill, measurc the results of teaching, ('tc., to 
make clear the principles which are fundam~tal to effici.:nt instruction. ~ 
S 6, Teaching Agriculture in the RiCh School. $cction r I CT('dit thrc(' hours. 
Daily except Sat., 9, Rural E"g1Mm"t ucl"rt Room. Laboratory, M W. 2-4:30, 
CaJdwtlJ 282. Designed primarily fOf prospective teachers of agricultural courS('S, 
Section n, credit two hours, Daily except Sat., 9. Forestry 116. Dc-signed 
primarily for experienced teachers. Professors STEWART and LoSK., and :'I.lr. 
HOSltINS. 
A study of the problems confronting the teacher of agriculture; the vocational 
point of view in instruction; determination of CO\U'S('s of study; making up the 
agricultural part. of the curriculum; fonns of teaching, including a consideration 
of the use of the project and the survey and selection and utilization of texts, 
materials, and equipment: the organization of the materials of instruction in 
agricultural subjects; the relationships of the teacher to other agencies. 
S 7. TMChjaC Home Economics in the HiCh Scbool. Credit four hours. 
Lectures and discussions. daily, 8-10. Conference hours to be arranged. Home 
Economiu 265. Miss HANNA. 
This course is particularly concerned .. ..jth modNn methods of education as 
related to home economics and is designed to assist teachers in strengthening 
their methods of teaching. Problems treated : the needs and interests of the high 
school girl and the project as one means of meeting these needs; the socialized 
class bour; supervised study; selection, c-rganit.ation, and prC'S('ntation of wuuc· 
ticm uniu: evaluating and reoouiing the progress of pupils; class management: 
eelectioD aod use of textbooks, references, and illustrative material. 
S JO. Educational Measuremeat- Credit two bours. Section I, daily except 
Sat., ,. CGld .. dl282. For teachers and principals. ~Ir. BAYNE. 
The need, the means. aod the general method of measurement in education; 
typicaIleIts and scales & om the point of view of their use by the teacher, super-
vieor, and principU;relation of achieftment tests and mentality testa; elementary 
ltatist:ieal terms and methods; teecben' marks. 
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Section II, T Th F. 2-4. Caldwell 282. For superintendents and other ad. 
ministrative officers. Mr. BAYNE. 
The nced and method of measurement in education as related to the work of 
superintendents and other administrative officers. School achievement tests, 
mentality tests, teachers' marks, score cards for teachers, etc. Emphasis win be 
placed upon the statistical treatment of educational data; the collection of 
educational data, the tabulation and classification of the data, the summarization 
of the data. and their presentation to school patrons or other interested: groups in 
tabular and graphic form . 
S 14. The Training of Teachers of Agriculture. Credit two hours. Lectures, 
daily except Sat .• 8. Caldwell 282. Profcssor L USK. 
A course based upon a study of the work of teachers of agricultural vocations 
in s('Condary schools. In the light of such study will be discussed the demands 
upon th(' teacher in terms of capacities and abilities; current and ideal standards 
of qualilication in tcachers; the aims, admission requirements, course-content, 
methods. and administrative organization of institutions for the training of 
teachers of agricultural vocations. 
SIS. Problems of Training Teachers of Home Economies. Credit two hours. 
Daily except Sat.. 2. HOml Economics 265. Miss CRAIG and Miss HANNA. 
This course is d('signed to meet the needs of persons who have had both tech· 
nical prcpamtion in home economics and experience in teaching, and who desire 
toprepar('fot the special probl('ms involved in the professional work of preparing 
teach('t$ of home economics. It treats of coUegiate and secondary curricula in 
home economics with reference to the technical preparation of teachers, their 
professional nC<"ds. supervised teaching experience, and the organization and COD-
tent of th(> special methods courses in home economics. 
S 16. Rural SecODdary Education. Credit two bours. Daily except Sat., 8. 
CoJdu.·tJJ I ~,\. Assistant Professor FERRISS. 
A course dealing with basic problems of modern secondary education in its 
adaptation to rural conditions. Special consideration is given to the junior high 
school as a prarticable form of high school organization for the rural community. 
Oth(T guiding topics are the scope and functions of the secondary school; present 
demands upon the rural secondary school; the rural senior high school; pre-
vocational and vocational work; educational and vocational guidance: ema-
classroom activities; needed forms of extension work in the rural high school: 
&election of subject-matter and organization of the curriculum. 
S • 7. The Rural aDd VillaCe Prineipalabip. Credit two hours. Daily ex· 
cept Sat., II. CaJdwdJ 282. Assistant Professor FERIUSS. 
A course designed primarily for principals of higb schools having also the ele-
mentary grades and for those preparing for such positions. It deals with such 
practical problems as the preliminary organization of the work of the school; the 
keeping and use of school records; the testing, grading. and promotion of pupils; 
school government and problems of discipline; direction ADd control of. pupil's 
activities; pupil guidance and the supervision of pupil's study; aims and methods 
of supervision; leachct"S' meetings; measurement ofteachen' efficiency; the pro}). 
lem of scbool exercises: the principal and tbe community. 
S .8. PriAcipl" of Rural School AdmiDi'tratioD.. Credit two hours. Daily 
excep' Sa,., 9. CoUwU 294- Mrs. CooK. 
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The purpose of this course is to develop the principles that govern the organiza ... 
tion and administration of education in 8 State. particularly with reference to the 
rural situation. The chief probJems to be considered are functions of local, State, 
and intermediate units of school control: an evaluation of different types of local 
and intermediate units cOunty, township. district, community; forms of organi-
zation for the most effective performance in each unit; Federal leadership; func-
tions of laymen and professional officers; source ... of school funds; methods of 
distributing them: State regulation of school finances; budget making. An 
application of the principles developed will be made to several fundamental 
problems. 
S 19. Administrative Problems of Distriet and County Superintendents, 
Credit two hoW'S. Daily except Sat .• 3. CaldweU 282. Superin tendent COOPER. 
This course will consider some of the chief problems of the supcrint('ndent as 
the responsible rural schoolleadcr: (1) ideals of such leadership and methods of 
securing community co-operation in making leadership effective; (2) an evaluation 
of the legal responsibility and authority of the superintendent; (3) the school 
plant-measuring it, remodeling old buildings, development of plans for a con· 
solidated school; (4) standard rural schools: (5) problems in the financial sup· 
port of rural education: (6) consolidation-difficu1tics. methods, plans for local 
consolidation surveys; (7) pupil accounting~limination and retardation in 
rural schools; an evaluation of New York and othcr free·tuition and compulsory 
education laws; (8) a system of records for the rural school administrator: or 
similar problems according to th(' needs of the class. 
S 20. AdministratiOD aDd SupeniaiOD of Vocational Agriculture. Crooit two 
hours. Daily ~cept Sat.,IO. CokJweIJ 143. Professor WORKS. 
This course is designed for JK'1sons engaged in the supervision of vocational 
acricuJture or those planning to entcr such work. It d('als with administration 
and supervision of agricultural education under the Vocational Education Act; 
State legislation: related Federal legislation: curricula. ,',sits to schools in 
New York and adjacent Slates are required as a part of the coursc_ 
S 21. Sape •• iliontDd AdministratiOD of Home ~DOmic:a. Credit four hours. 
Daily except Sat., 10.12. HOrM &onomics 265. ~tiss CRAIG. 
This course is intended for supervisors and for teacht'1"S of e:w:pcriencc who are 
preparing for supervisory positions in home economics. The coursc is oonccmcd 
with the analysis of the supervisor's work and with the methods of supervision. 
Among the problems presented for study and investigation ,,;ll be the organil.ation 
and the administration of homemaking departments: pru.ciples underlying the 
present..<fay changes in home economics education ; principles underlying tbe 
organiz.ation of courses; evaluation of teaching: improvement of teachers in 
service: teachers' conferences and study classf-s. 
S 29. Rural ElemeDtary Curriculum. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat" 
3· c.Jd1.dI 143. SUperintendent Coo,.,.. 
What is the function of elementary education? How is the curriculum related 
to the accomplishment of this major purpose? What factors should be considered 
in making a cwricu1um for the rural elementary school? How should it be re. 
lated to rurallile. toacricul"""? Howabould i. be crrpnized to 6. the ungraded 
school~ Should it differ at all 60m the curricu1um for city schools? How should 
the cootents of the curriculum be crrpnized to ",omote mos. elfective J.aminc? 
SUMMER SESSION 
In what rcspfX't is the teachC'T responsible? How do the answers affect the several 
school subjects? 
This course is intended not only for those who are to work specifically in this 
field, but also for any whose work is related to it, such as nature study specialists, 
junior proj<'Ct lea.dC'fs, and principals of elementary schools. 
S J I. TeehDique of Teaching in Rural Elementary Schools. Credit two 
hours. Daily except Sat., 9. Forestry 122. 
The purpo~(! of this course is to consider with as much detail as time permiu 
the many specific problems of the classroom teacher. Some attention will be 
giv{'n to preparation for the first day of school, making a daily program, suiting 
the ("()ursc of study to nn ungraded school. providing educative seat work for 
childt('n . Spedal attention will be given to methods of teaching in primary 
reading, phonics. b<'ginning arithmetic, language work, problem teaching in 
geography and history, t~aching appre(.'iation in literature, developing hygienic 
and civic habits through school activilit:s or other features. 
S .1.l. TKbJUque of Rural Scbool SupervisioD. Credit two hOUTS. Daily 
except Sat., 10. C(udwdI282 . ).frs. COOK. 
This ('(lllrS(' is de\'otcd to a practical consideration of the district superintend· 
enls' problcms in supervising rural schools. The topics considered will be ad· 
ju!'tcd to thc intcrests and problcms of the group: the function of the supervisor 
in promoting c.fficicnt t('aching ; standards for judging the many phases of school 
work. !'1!ch as the seol{'("tion of suhject matter, the usc of textbooks, the assign. 
mcnt, the ("onduct of the r('("itation. Available means of supervisory leadership 
arc suggested for consideration. The experiences of the class, procedure and 
practic~ in olhC'f" Statcs, and the suggcstions from principles of education will be 
utilized to develop practical plans of sup<'rvlsion. 
S 4.1. The Theory of Education. Credit two hours. Daily except Sat., I I. 
Ca/dU·r/12j2 . Prof("'SS()r EATOS. 
OpC'n to gradua\l' students who have completed departmental requirements in 
educational psychology. educational methods, and educational administration, 
or whose study and experience give, in the judgment of the instructor, a sufficient 
familiarity ",;th educational problE'ms and knowledge of them to make the course 
probably profitable. 
The theory of education-an examination, through discussion and readings, 
of the theoretical aspects of certain representative problems of organization, 
method. and administration of fonnal education, with a view to enabling the 
student to co-ordjnate and unify the bases of his interpretation of educatior:.a1 
proble-ms, and particularly to clarify the relationships of vocational education to 
all education. 
S 45. ne Theory of Vocatiol1ll Education. Credit two hours. Daily ex· 
cept SaL. 9. CoJdwtll 294. Professor EATON. 
This course consists of discussions of questions developing tbe social, economic, 
philosophical. and psychological implications of a publicly maintained system of 
vocational education. 
S 63. Science in the Rural Sec:oa.ary Scbools. Credit two hours. Daily 
"""'!>t Sat., 9. F..wry ,6. Professor PAL ..... 
This CO\lt"Ile is a study of the science program in rural high schools: the functions 
RURAL ENGINEERING 13 
of the reeornized high echool sciences such as general science. biology. zoology. 
physics, chemistry, and physical georraphy. together with methods of teaching . 
Designed primarily for experienced teachers. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 
S 41 . Fum Methl.Dicl. Credit two hours. T Th. :Z-4:30, and S. 8-1 . Fa,," 
J(ec:lotliu Laboratory. Assistant Professor ROEHL. 
A course for teachers of agriculture in farm carpentry and such correlated draw-
ing as flUmeJs may find helpful in their construction and repair work; selection 
and care of fann shop tools; saw filiDj: . Special consideration is given to pre-
paring men to teach this work as a part of the vocational course in agricultur('. 
542. Fum Meek.niea. Credittwohours. M W. 8-11, and S. 8-1. Far", 
Jied.oftta LafxWluory. Assistant Professor ROEHL. 
A course for teachers of agriculture in farm shop work including the following:: 
harness repairing. rope work, fitting handles, window repairing. a.nd painting . 
Special attention is given to t.he selection of jobs t.ypical of a good farmshop, a 
consideration of t.he best methods of doing t.hese jobs and a determination of the 
degrees of skill which should be attained in the performance of t.hem. Students 
will ~ expect.ed to demonstrate the ptrlonnance of one such job. 
S ~3 . Fann Mechanics. Credit. two bours. Lectures, M W F, 11. Labora· 
t.OT)", M W, 2· 4:30. Form Mtchonu$LAborolory . Assistant Proft"SSOf BEHRENDS. 
A course in gas engines, power transmission, grain binder adjustments, and 
t.ractor plow adjustments. The gas engine work, confined mainly to the single 
cylinder farm engines, will cover engine timing, ignition, lubrication, fuels, C3r· 
buretors. and engine repair and overhauling. Special emphasis win be given to 
the organization of this material for presenting to the high school students and thr 
collection and preparation of laboratory material such as c.:ardboard models, 
cut-out ignition coils, wiring diagrams,et.c. Old farm CTlgint"S will be brought in 
and repaired by the students. Under POWN' transmission ,,;11 come the ('Tecting 
of a farm shop line shaft, the placing and belting of various machines, .selection 
of pulleys and the preparat.ion of belt lacing samples. The work on. the binder 
and on plows will be covered mainly in field laboratories. 
S 44. Fum Methanic.. Credit one or tv.'o hours. iA.'Ctures. T Th F. 8. 
Laboratory to be arranged . Fo,.", Mtclranus LoboraJory. Assistant Prof<-s.sor 
BSRREND:'. 
A course in pumps, rams, water systems, .seWagl· disposal, and plumbing (Of" 
rural homes. Shallow and drcp wrll pumps of different tyIX-s ",ill be stud ied and 
old pumps overhauled and ~f'd. Various types of ... ·atno Iysk-ms, suclras 
the simple gravit.y. pneumatic. and by~pneumatic systems, "ill be considcred 
and a simple system supplying hot and cold water for kitchen and bathroom will 
be installed. The actual construction and operation of a single chamlK-r 5('pti~ 
lank will come under sewage disposal. The plumbing work will consist of a study 
of kinds of pipe, pipe friction, pipe fittings and lixtures, and the installation of a 
trat.er system Dec ss;tating such work as pipe cutting, pipe fiumg, cuttin2 &oil 
pipe, pouring soil pipe, joints, etc. An aU day field trip is planned so that se, .. era.I 
farms may be vilited and suitable water systems planned for each. 
The telect.ioo of tools.lit.erature (trade: literature and bullet.ins), and laboratory 
material for teaching the work to hieh school clessrl will be ~"USSed. 
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S 20. Farm Surveyin&: and Concrete Work. Credit two houri. Lectures, 
Tb F, I;.!. Caldwell 143. Field work, Th P, 2-5. Farm MUMnsu LoboralM1. 
Assistant Professor MCCURDV. 
A course in elementary surveying anu in the use of concrete. The work in 
6urveying includes the usc of the corrpass, the tape, and differential and profile 
leveling. The work in concrete includes a study of the selection of materials, 
proportioning nnd mixing,and someconstructioD such as sidewalk. wateri.ngtrough, 
or septic tank. 
RURAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 
S I. Tbe Social Problems of Rural Communities. Credit two hours. Daily 
except Sat., 8. Ru,.al E"cinee",,£ Lettu,., Room. Lectures, reports, and dis.. 
cussions. Professor SANDERSON. 
An introduc-tory study of the soeial problems of rural commu!lities as a basis 
for the social organization of rural Hfe. Students will make individual studies of 
seI('Cted communities. 
S 4. Introduction to Sociology. Credit two bours. Daily except Sat., 10. 
C. S. 1'4. Proft'ssor WEATHERLY. 
vadill~ principks of the science with special emphasis on social forces. While 
the discllssion is primarily conct'rned with laws and concepts. constant attention 
is given to thrir application to the practical problems of social organization. 
I...t-cturrs. discus:,ions, and papers, 
S 5. The Rw.1 CommWLity. Credit two hours. Primarily for graduate 
stud("nts, Pr("f'equisite Course S I and Economics ssa and 5Sb or the equivalent. 
nail~' uCC'pt Sat.. 10. A,u'mal Husoondry 31. Professor SANDERSON. 
A (ktailcd study of the nature of the rural community; itsbistoricaldevelopment; 
• comp:lrath'(' study of types of rural communities; their social psychology and 
the ml·thods of community dc-velopment and organization. 
S 8. SodAl PsychoJoO of Rural Life. Credit two hours. For advanced 
students. Pn1't'quisite, permission to register. Daily except Sat., 9. Dairy 222. 
Professor TA'·LOR . 
A study of the dc\"t,'lopmcnt and type of activity and thinking which arise 
naturally out of work "ith soil. plants, and animals; the developmCl?t and type 
of tw'at mor("5; the influence of scientific farming, machine fanning, e<rOperative 
enterprises, and other modem developments on rural thinking; the farmer's 
attjtudes and vje\\-points on general social problems, his part in moulding public 
opinion, and the inOucnce of plaoes and currents of thought 00 him. 10 addition 
to tbCS(· .... ocational considerations, this course wiU deal with such fundamental 
problems in social psychol~ as social solidarity, social unity. social COoOTdina-
tioo, social change, and social progress. 
S 18. Aparia.D Movemeatl. Credit two bours. Daily eacept Sat., 11. 
Dairy 222. Professor TAYLOR. 
An objective analysis of Agrarian Movements and Parmers' Organizations; 
an attempt to get at the fundamental causes, motives, and objects of different 
agrarian mon'menu and organiz..ations. Special atteotion will be given to 
American farmers' economic, political. and social orgao i7&tions and movementa, 
but similar organiJations aod movements throughout history and in all countries 
wiIJ also be srudied. 
VEGETABLE GARDENING rs 
This course has two objects: (1) To infonn students of the successes, failures, 
and possibilities of farmers' organizations, and (2) to get at the psychological, 
and sociological fundamentals: of farmers' organized efforts. 
VEGETABLE GARDENING 
S I. Veeatable Gardening. Credit one hour. Lectures, M W FrS. Poultry 
325. Laboratory, F. 9·12 or :-5. Vegetable f,""horues aM garms. Assist-
ant Professor ScHNECK. 
This is an introductory course in home vegetable gardening and school garde-n-
ing,ofvalue to those interested in the teaching of vegetablegardenmg in secondary 
schools. The course consists of studies of the principles and practices of garden-
ing as applied to the production. harvesting, and storing of vegetables. 
Planning and management of the garden, seed and seed·handling, growing 
early plants. special requirements of the various vegetable crops and insects 
and diseases will recave consideration. Laboratory exercises are planned to 
show application of principles discussed in the lectures. This course should be 
of aid to teachers of nature study and also to teachers in agricultural high schools. 
S 2. Adftllted Vecetable GardeniD&. Credit one hour. Lectures, T Th, II. 
Laboratory, one field trip a week. time to be announced. ptnUJry 325 and Vl'le--
Ulbk Ga,dens. Assistant Professor ScHNECIt. 
This course is intended for students who have had CJ:pcrience in vegetable 
production or bandling and who desire to secure more knowledge of tbe scien-
tific principles underlying the production and handling of vegetables. 
The aim in this course is to show the application of fundamentalscieocessuch 
as chemistry and botany to the production and handling of vegetables. It 
&bouJd be of special value to higb school science teachers as a means of helping 
them to introduce scientific ideas to higb school students in connection with 
vegetable gardening. It is also of value to Jtudents in home economics as a 
means of indicating the importance of vegetable food in the diet and the best 
methods of selecting aDd handling different kinds of vegetables for quality. 
The field trips will be taken to the CoUege gardens where expedments witb 
vegetables will be studied and also to the best vegetable farms in the vicinity 
of Ithaca. 
S 3. Systematic Vecetable GudeD.iAc. Credit one bour. Lectures and 
laboratories, M W, 2~S. V"tlGWe ea,dnaJ. East Ithaca. Assistant Professor 
ScSNECK. 
This course shouldbeolvalue to teachers of agricultural botany as wcUas to 
those interested in agricultural high school tacbjng. 
Lectures on the origin, history, and botaoy of vegetables; lectures and labora-
tory studies of differeot vegetable types and varieties: their characteristics and 
adaptability to different coaditionl. Important varietie5 of all the diBcrcnt 
vegetables are grown in the gardens. giving an abundance of material for study 
u well as for preparing and judging eahibits. 
~UMMER SESSION 
POMOLOGY 
S •. ElemeDtary PomoloD. Credit three how.. Open to regular students 
in Agriculture who have had the prerequisites outlined in the A flflDUfiUmmt of the 
CoUege. Ledw-es. daily except Sat., 10. Laboratory. F. 2p4:30 and 5, 8.10:30. 
ROHrIS 202. Assistant Professor MAcDANutLs. 
A study of general practices in pomology, including the propagation and 
-care of orchard trees and ,mall fruits. with emphasis on the underlying 
principles of piant behavior. Some pbases of harvesting, storing. and marketing 
will also be considered. Laboratory work will include practical work in budding, 
II'ftinC. pruning, and planting. and other orchard practices and also studies of 
growth habit and fruit bud formation. Laboratory fee. '3.50. 
S 19. Research. An opportunity {or students to do advanced or graduate 
work either in the six weeks summer session or dwiog the entire summer. Ad-
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